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 Annual Governance Statement 2018-2019 
 
Scope of Responsibility 
 
The Board is accountable for Governance, Risk Management and Internal Control.  As Chief 
Executive of the Board, I have responsibility for maintaining appropriate governance 
structures and procedures as well as a sound system of internal control that supports the 
achievement of the organisation's policies, aims and objectives, whilst safeguarding the 
public funds and the organisation's assets for which I am personally responsible. These are 
carried out in accordance with the responsibilities assigned by the Accountable Officer of 
NHS Wales. 
 
Effective governance is derived from more than systems and processes; it is built on strong 
and enduring relationships which engender trust and cooperation between the Board, 
Executive Team, staff, partners and stakeholders. The seamless alignment of process and 
people creates a collegiate governance culture that:  

 Provides a foundation for ensuring that the Hywel Dda University Health Board (HB) is 
operating effectively and delivering safe, high quality care; 

 Delivers assurance to the Welsh Government (WG), key stakeholders and the public 
regarding organisational probity and sustainability; and 

 Demonstrates leadership that enables the HB to respond to the significant challenges 
it continues to face.  

The HB recognises that the function of governance is to ensure that an organisation fulfils its 
overall purpose, achieves its intended outcomes for citizens and service users and operates 
in an effective, efficient and ethical manner. In recognising that governance is a wide-ranging 
term encompassing concepts such as leadership, stewardship, accountability, scrutiny, 
challenge, ethical behaviours, values and controls, the essence of Hywel Dda is reflected in 
its Values and Behaviours Framework, which represents how we do things and the 
behaviours expected of those working for the HB.                                             

The Board is responsible for maintaining appropriate governance arrangements to ensure 
that it is operating effectively and delivering safe, high quality care. It also recognises the 
need to govern the organisation effectively and in doing so build public and stakeholder 
confidence.  This is of particular relevance in light of the challenges we face as an 
organisation and the decisions that were taken when approving the Health and Care 
Strategy based upon the outcomes from the Transforming Clinical Services programme of 
work.  It has, therefore, been imperative that a robust governance structure has been 
enacted around the delivery of such major pieces of work during this year, in order to ensure 
openness and transparency regarding our future plans.      
 
The HB has remained at the “Targeted Intervention” level of the NHS Wales Escalation and 
Intervention arrangements throughout the year, with no further escalation.  The rationale for 
the HB remaining at Targeted Intervention level is reported regularly to both The Board and 
the Audit and Risk Assurance Committee.  The main focus of the discussions has been in 
relation to the HB’s financial position as the NHS Finance (Wales) Act 2014 requires each 
HB to prepare a plan which sets out the Board’s strategy for complying with the three year 
financial duty to breakeven. As it has failed in its duty to have an approved three year IMTP 
in place for each submission in the period 2014/2015 to 2018/2019, the HB has been in 
breach of this statutory duty throughout this time. 
 
During the year the HB has, with the support provided from the WG, continued to make 
progress, particularly in respect of the continuous engagement with our population in respect 
of the development of the Health and Care Strategy and much improved performance in 
particularly in relating to the significant reduction in referral to treatment times.  Whilst the HB 
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has delivered on a wide range of challenging areas during some particularly pressured 
operational periods with some areas of progress identified and made, the HB’s financial 
position has remained a dominant factor throughout the year as has the Board’s ability to 
deliver an approved annual plan for the forthcoming year.    
 
All Board members share corporate responsibility for formulating strategy, ensuring 
accountability, monitoring performance and shaping culture, together with ensuring that the 
Board operates as effectively as possible. The Board, which comprises individuals from a 
range of backgrounds, disciplines and areas of expertise, has during the year provided 
leadership and direction, ensuring that sound governance arrangements are in place.    

Taking the above principles into account, the principal role of the Board during the year has 
been to exercise leadership, direction and control as shown in the following figure: 

 

 
 
The Board has an open culture, with its meetings held in public and the meeting papers, as 
well as those of its committees, available on the HB’s website. The Board has a strong and 
independent non-executive element and no individual or group dominates its decision 
making process. The Board considers that each of its non-executive members are 
independent of management and free from any business or other relationship which could 
materially interfere with the exercise of their independent judgement. There is a clear 
division of responsibility in that the roles of the Chair and Chief Executive Officer (CEO) are 
separate.  
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Formulate Strategy 

 Setting the strategic direction within overall 
WG NHS policies; 

 Compelling organisational vision; 

 Quality & patient safety at core; 

 Longer term view (3 – 5 years); 

 Financially sustainable; 

 Workforce needs identified; 

 Whole system approach; 

 Clear outcomes and milestones. 

Ensure Accountability 

 Rigorous and constructive challenge; 

 Clear responsibilities & 
accountabilities for staff; 

 ‘Triangulating’ information sources; 

 Recognising good performance; 

 Seeking assurance that the systems of 
control are robust and reliable; 

 Assurance and reassurance where 
problems & concerns are evident. 

 

Shape Culture 

 Commitment to openness, 
transparency & candour; 

 Takes the lead in establishing and 
promoting values and standards of 
conduct for the organisation & its 
staff; 

 Outward looking; 

 Visible. 

 

Understanding of external 
context and landscapes 

 

 The Board has a 
comprehensive 
understanding of 
statutory, accountability 
and organisational 
context within which it 
has to operate. 

Accurate and timely 
information and intelligence 

 

 Ensure that Performance 
Information is reliable to 
enable effective scrutiny 
& challenge. 

Constructive engagement 
with internal and external 

stakeholders 
 

 Effective Board 
engagement regarding 
planning & performance 
& is responsive to 
identified needs. 

Board 

Leadership 

(Embedding 

the Seven 

Principles of 

Public Life) 
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Board and Committee Membership 
 
The Board has been constituted to comply with the Local Health Boards (Constitution, 
Membership and Procedures) (Wales) Regulations 2009.  In addition to responsibilities and 
accountabilities set out in the terms and conditions of appointment, Board members also 
fulfil a number of Champion roles where they act as ambassadors for these matters.  With 
the exception of the position of Chair, this year has seen stability in membership from both 
an Independent Member and Executive Team perspective.  Sadly, due to ill health, 
Bernardine Rees retired from her role as Chair at the end of February 2019 (this role is being 
undertaken on an interim basis by the HB’s Vice-Chair).  The recruitment process is 
underway, with the new Chair due to commence in post in June 2019. 

The Board and Committee Membership and Champion roles during 2018/2019 is included 
as Appendix 1 to this statement.  

At a local level, NHS organisations in Wales must agree Standing Orders for the regulation 
of proceedings and business.  They are designed to translate the statutory requirements set 
out in the LHB (Constitution, Membership and Procedures) (Wales) Regulations 2009 into 
day to day operating practice, and, together with the adoption of a scheme of matters 
reserved to the Board; a scheme of delegation to officers and others; and Standing Financial 
Instructions, they provide the regulatory framework for the business conduct of the HB and 
define - its 'ways of working'. These documents, together with the range of corporate policies 
set by the Board make up the Governance Framework.  The following table outlines dates of 
Board and Committee meetings held during 2018/2019, with all meetings being quorate:
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  Table 1 

Dates of Meeting 

 
 

Meeting 

April 
2018 

May 
2018 

June 
2018 

July 
2018 

Aug 
2018 

Sep 
2018 

Oct 
2018 

Nov 
2018 

Dec 
2018 

Jan 
2019 

Feb 
2019 

March 
2019 

Board 19.04.18 30.05.18 
 

31.05.18 

 
26.07.18 

 
26.09.18 

 
27.09.18 

 
29.11.18 

 
31.01.19  28.03.19 

Audit & Risk Assurance 
Committee 

17.04.18 02.05.18 
 

30.05.18 

19.06.18  21.08.18 
 

25.10.18 
 

11.12.18 
 

19.02.19  

Charitable Funds 
Committee 

 
 21.06.18    03.10.18 

 
20.12.18  

 
14.03.19 

Quality, Safety & 
Experience Assurance 

Committee 

10.04.18 
 

12.06.18  14.08.18  16.10.18 
 

04.12.18  05.02.19  

Finance Committee  
 

 
 

 
 

28.09.18 25.10.18 22.11.18 20.12.18 24.01.19 25.02.19 25.03.19 

Mental Health Legislation 
Assurance Committee 

 
 07.06.18  

 
20.09.18  

  
15.01.19  21.03.19 

Business Planning & 
Performance Assurance 

Committee 

24.04.18 
 

26.06.18  28.08.18  30.10.18 
 

18.12.18  26.02.19  

Primary Care 
Applications Committee 

30.04.18 10.05.18  04.07.18 
 

04.09.18 
 

 06.12.18 
 

21.02.19  

University Partnership 
Board 

 
16.05.18 

 
 02.08.18  

 
21.11.18 

 
 12.02.19  

Remuneration & Terms 
of Service Committee 

 
30.05.19 

 
 23.08.18  

   
 25.02.19  
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The Board and its Committees                                                                                                                 
The Committees of the Board, chaired by Independent Members, have key roles in relation 
to the Governance and Assurance Framework.  On behalf of the Board, they provide 
scrutiny, development discussions, assessment of current risks and performance monitoring 
in relation to a wide spectrum of the HB’s functions and its roles and responsibilities.  Each 
of the main Committees of the Board is supported by an underpinning sub-committee 
structure reflecting the remit of its roles and responsibilities.  

The HB regularly seeks assurance through its Committee reporting structure that the 
following disciplines are in place: 

 High quality services are delivered efficiently and effectively; 

 Risk management and internal control activities are proportionate to the level of risk 
within the organisation, aligned to other business activities, comprehensive, systematic 
and structured, embedded within business procedures and protocols and dynamic, 
iterative and responsive to change; 

 Equality Impact Assessment is carried out in accordance with legislation and the HB’s 
Equality Impact Assessment Policy; 

 Performance is regularly and rigorously monitored, with effective measures 
implemented to tackle poor performance; 

 Compliance with laws and regulations; 

 Information used by the HB is relevant, accurate, reliable and timely; 

 Financial resources are safeguarded by being managed efficiently and effectively; 

 Human and other resources are appropriately managed and safeguarded. 
 

The Committees have met regularly during the year, with update reports outlining key risks 
and highlighting areas which need to be brought to the Board’s attention to contribute to its 
assessment of assurance and provide scrutiny against the delivery of objectives.  The 
Committees, as well as reporting to the Board, also work together on behalf of the Board to 
ensure, where required, that cross reporting and consideration takes place and assurance 
and advice is provided to the Board and the wider organisation. The Wales Audit Office 
(WAO) Structured Assessment 2018 acknowledged that the Board continues to be generally 
well-run, providing a good level of scrutiny and challenge. The Board recognises, however, 
that further work is required improve its quality and safety governance arrangements and is 
committed to addressing these issues in the forthcoming financial year.  Our system of 
Governance and Accountability (the assurance arm of the organisation) during the year is 
therefore demonstrated in the following diagram: 
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The Board 
In governing the business of the organisation, all Executive Directors and Independent 
Members are collectively and corporately accountable for the HB’s performance.  This is 
fundamental to the Board’s role in pursuing performance and ensuring that the interests of 
patients are central, and creates a culture which supports open dialogue. The Board strives 
to ensure that ethical standards are integral to its governance arrangements and form part of 
its culture and behaviour and recognises that governance is not a static concept. The HB is 
committed to being honest and improving values and behaviours, as demonstrated by its 
Values and Behaviours Framework.  The Board continues to hold its meetings across its 
catchment area of the three Counties, with a focus on local as well as strategic and wider HB 
issues, enabling wider engagement with the public.  There is a Public Forum section of the 
meeting at which the Chair takes questions submitted in advance.  The presentation of 
patient and staff stories at the start of each Board meeting demonstrates that there is a clear 
patient and staff centred focus by the Board.  This is further strengthened through a 
programme of scheduled patient safety walkabouts with which all Board members are 
engaged, acknowledging that leadership is fundamental in the creation of a culture that 
supports and promotes safety and wellbeing for patients and colleagues. In order to increase 
the reach of the work of the Board, webcasting of its meetings commenced in April 2018, 
enabling its discussions to be accessible to members of the public who are unable to attend. 
The WAO’s 2018 Structured Assessment concluded that the Board continues to be generally 
well-run with the quality of board level scrutiny and challenge being good.  
 
The Board, whilst complying with a planned programme of work, adapted as necessary to 
respond to emerging events and circumstances has, during the year, discussed and 
considered, amongst other items, the following areas of HB activity:  
 

HB Wide Issues 

(Approval) 

 

 Approved the Draft Operational Plan for 2018/2019. 

 Approved the savings element of the interim Financial Plan 2018/2019 as the 
basis for delivery in year. 

 Approved the Committees’ Annual Reports and the Governance, Leadership 
and Accountability Report.  

 Approved the Annual Quality Statement, Accountability Report, Annual 
Governance Statement, Annual Accounts, Letter of Representation and WAO 
ISA 260 for submission to WG. 

 Approved the Annual Report for 2017/2018. 

 Approved the revised Performance Management & Assurance Framework. 

 Approved the establishment of the Transforming Clinical Services Design 
Steering Group, its supporting governance structure and the Terms of 
Reference for the Group. 

 Approved the HB’s Well-being Objectives Annual Report reporting on the 
period 1 April 2017-31 March 2018, for publication in order to fulfil the HB’s 
statutory obligations under the Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 
2015. 

 Approved the recommendation from Welsh Health Specialised Services 
Committee (WHSSC) to undertake a formal public consultation in line with 
the proposals outlined in the ‘draft’ public consultation plan and ‘draft’ core 
consultation on the Review of Adult Thoracic Surgery and subsequently 
approved the recommendations that thoracic surgery services for the 
population of south east Wales, west Wales and south Powys are delivered 
from a single site with this being Morriston Hospital, Swansea. 

 Approved the Seasonal Influenza Plan 2018/2019. 

 Approved the updated Major Incident Plan 2018/2019. 

 Approved the HB’s Risk Appetite Statement. 
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 Approved the contents of the Board Assurance Framework based on the 
HB’s strategic objectives and approved updates to existing risks and new 
principal risks for inclusion.  

 Approved completion of Stage 2 of the consultation process (public 
consultation) aligned with Transforming Clinical Services and a number of 
clinical recommendations as follows –  

- Approved the integration of health and social care to deliver an 
integrated community model, based on an integrated social model for 
health and wellbeing (the model), at pace. Working with social care and 
other partners, this will be a long term commitment focused on 
prevention, wellbeing, early intervention and help build resilience to 
enable people to live well within their own communities. 

- Approved the development of a plan for the existing Community 
Hospitals, working with local communities. This plan will be focussed on 
the provision of ambulatory care including out-patient services, 
diagnostics, treatment, observation, rehabilitation and end of life care. 

- Approved a modification of the remaining proposals for delivering 

hospital services. 

- Approved the progression of a proposed new Planned and Urgent Care 
hospital on a single site through the business case process (Five Case 
Model). 

- Approved development of a plan to redesign the remaining main hospital 
sites, working with local people, to maximise the range of services and 
support available aligned to the proposed model, and a new Urgent and 
Planned Care Hospital. 

- Approved the development of a detailed plan to address the significant 
concern heard during the consultation regarding access, travel, transport 
and infrastructure, ensuring a focus on exploring innovative approaches 
to accessing care and support. 

- Approved the development of a plan to maximise the use of technology 
as a key enabler to the delivery of the proposed model underpinned by 
secure IT infrastructure with sufficient back-ups, so that patient data is 
safe, timely and secure. 

- Approved the development of a workforce redesign and transformation 
plan – starting now and forward planning – to enable delivery and 
sustainability of the future model. 

- Reaffirmed its commitment to continuously engage in innovative ways, 
and support co-production between staff, and local people, partner 
organisations and other interested parties with a particular focus on 
engagement and co-design with those most vulnerable in our population, 
and those with Protected Characteristics, as set out in the Equalities Act 
(2010). This includes the co-design of integrated local care and support, 
clinical pathways and innovative ways of working together. 

- Approved the further development of all recommendations into the draft 
Health Strategy for consideration at the Public Board meeting on 29 
November 2018. 

 Approved the revised Scheme of Delegation and Reservation of Powers. 

 Approved the establishment of the Finance Committee as a Committee of 
the Board. 

 Approved the HB’s Health and Care Strategy and the underpinning updated 
Integrated Impact Assessment. 
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 Approved the HB’s 3 re-framed strategic goals to replace the existing 8 
health-related strategic objectives. 

 Approved the Strategic Equality Plan Annual Report 2017/2018. 

 Approved the Organ Donation Annual Plan for submission to NHS Blood & 
Transplant (NHSBT) and WG. 

 Approved the HB’s Health and Wellbeing Framework. 

 Approved the Hywel Dda Community Health Council and Hywel Dda 
University Health Board Framework for Continuous Engagement and 
Consultation. 

 Approved the preferred option regarding Laundry Services outlined within 
the Outline Business Case.  

 Approved the revised version of the HB’s Standing Orders and Standing 
Financial Instructions. 

 Approved  the Scoping, Governance and Delivery document (and the 
appended Programme Delivery Plans and Check and Challenge process) 
aligned with the Programme Plan for “A Healthier Mid & West Wales”.   

 Approved the proposed portfolio governance (aligned to the Regional 
Partnership Board governance), with the view to bringing together the 
portfolio programme outlined in the Scoping, Governance and Delivery 
document and the RPB priority groups and Transformation Fund groups in 
order that there is one key mechanism reporting into shared governance. 

 Approved the Terms of Reference of the Health and Care Strategy Delivery 
Group subject to clarification regarding frequency of reporting to Board. 

 Approved the development of a Transformation Programme Office team to 
drive forward delivery of the health and care strategy. 

 Approved the Terms of Reference and endorsed the establishment of, a new 
Regional Leadership Group (RLG) comprising the four statutory Chief 
Executives, Chair and or Vice Chair of the HB and Cabinet Members for 
Social Services from the three local authorities.  

 Approved the creation of a new Integrated Executive Group (IEG) across the 
4 agencies to support joint working and integration at an operational level 
and oversee delivery of the regional strategies. 

 Agreed the onward submission to WG of the draft interim 2019/2020 Annual 
Plan including the draft interim financial plan. 

 Approved the Policy Statement on the use of the Welsh Language internally. 

HB Wide Issues 

(Endorsement) 

 

 Supported the approach being taken to ensure that the requirements of the 
Nurse Staffing Levels (Wales) Act 2016 are embedded into the HB’s 
governance infrastructures. 

 Accepted the Health & Care Standards/Fundamentals of Care (2017) audit 
findings as an assurance that the care delivered within the HB continues to 
achieve a high level of satisfaction amongst patients, whilst also identifying 
areas of improvement.  

 Received for information the Annual Report from Healthcare Inspectorate 
Wales (HIW) 2017/2018. 

 Received for information the Medical Revalidation and Appraisal Annual 
Report 2017/2018. 

 Acknowledged the risk in delivering the HB’s financial forecast position. 

 Noted the extent of preparations and planning undertaken ahead of winter 
2018/2019 and the content of the winter resilience plan and was assured by 
the measures the service had designed into its plan to tackle the pressures 
expected to impact through the period. 
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 Endorsed the Llanelli Wellness and Life Science Village as a Health and 
Wellbeing Centre in line with the principles set out in the report and the 
Transforming Clinical Services Strategy.  

 Supported the content of the Annual Audit Report and Structured 
Assessment 2018 Report and was assured that it presented a fair and 
balanced view of the organisation recognising both the positive aspects 
identified and those areas where further progress is required. 

 Assured that principal risks are being assessed, managed and reviewed 
appropriately/effectively through the risk management arrangements in 
place, noting that these have been fully reviewed by its Board level 
Committees.   

 Endorsed the Register of Sealings as appropriate. 

 Received the progress update for each Public Service Board and the key 
areas of discussion highlighted in the report. 

Focus on 

Pembrokeshire 

Issues  

 Noted the focus on an integrated and united approach to health and social 
care provision, with focus on how teams work together collectively for the 
needs of the population, rather than the individual sovereignty of any one 
organisation. 

 Received an update on the Tenby Walk-in Service, with it being noted that 
demand on this service had increased significantly and had recently 
celebrated its one year anniversary, having seen 1 patient short of 5,000 
patients.  

 Supported the plans and initiatives identified which will strengthen services 
and provide integration on all levels, across organisations and between 
individual services in improving the health and wellbeing of the population of 
Pembrokeshire. 

Focus on 

Ceredigion 

issues 

 Acknowledged the multi-professional, multi-agency approach to addressing 
falls in Ceredigion and the example this gives of how services can deliver 
comprehensive care to allow patients/clients to be as close to home as 
possible. 

 Noted the significant progress on delivering a community health and 
wellbeing model in Ceredigion to support the future sustainable delivery of 
care and the important links being built with neighbouring statutory 
organisations to deliver a consistent model of care across mid-Wales. 

 Noted the Healthcare Services in Ceredigion: Into the Future report, written 
from the standpoint of patient pathways. The report demonstrated the 
complexity and number of people involved in healthcare systems in 
Ceredigion, including integration and co-dependencies.  

Focus on 

Carmarthenshire 

Issues  

 Acknowledged the contribution of the strategic partners, agencies, third 
sector organisations, staff and unpaid carers that support people in 
Carmarthenshire. The need for integration between health and social care 
services was acknowledged with the work of Improving Outcomes for Frail 
Older Adults and the Integrated Pathway for Older People (IPOP) which the 
HB was fortunate to be piloting. 

 Acknowledged assurances that Carmarthenshire community district nursing 
service provides an accessible, effective, safe and quality service for people 
living in the county. 
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Board Development Programme                                                                                                                
As the scope of corporate governance has increased in recent years, Boards now play an 
essential role in implementing high performance organisation principles and practices as part 
of their corporate governance responsibilities.  An effective Board Development Programme 
is therefore critical in enabling the Board to move towards the wider model of corporate 
governance which incorporates: 

 Monitoring the performance of the organisation and the senior management team; 

 Setting organisational goals and developing strategies for their achievement; 

 Being responsive to changing demands, including the prediction and management of 
risk. 

 
The HB has a comprehensive, Board-approved Board Development Programme designed to 
provide ongoing developmental support. The programme has involved separate sessions 
held initially for Independent Members and Executive Directors based on facilitated 
discussions to provide a foundation for continued learning and development. The 
programme is delivered in-house with support from Academi Wales and focuses on key 
development areas that, once completed, will provide members with the enhanced 
knowledge, skills and behaviours required to improve individual and collective performance.  

 
Throughout 2018/2019, the Independent Members and Executive Directors took part in both 
separate and joint Board organisational development programmes.  A comprehensive 
programme of development for Independent Members is in place, making good use of both 
internal and external resources, and there are effective arrangements to support handover 
for Independent Members.  This programme develops the Independent Members personally, 
as well as strengthening the Board as a whole and is supported by regular six-monthly 
reviews on an individual basis. There have been regular joint sessions conducted for 
Independent Members and Executives on a range of issues. In addition, on an individual 
basis, Independent Members have been able to access the All Wales Governance and 
Board Leadership Programme of events delivered by Academi Wales, choosing those 
sessions that best meet their requirements. 

A new Executive Director Performance Framework was introduced in 2018/2019 to provide 
clarity on performance expectations and role requirements. In addition, Academi Wales have 
assisted with specific leadership diagnostics and 360 degree feedback tools. These have 
been taken up by each Executive with the results analysed and discussed in detail, both 
individually and collectively. Executive coaching provision is also in place. 

The above programme has been supplemented by Board Member participation in the HB’s 
Board Seminars which have been held on a regular basis during the year.  Board Seminars 
have provided the Board with an opportunity to receive and discuss subjects/topics which 
provide additional sources of information and intelligence as part of its assurance framework. 
This in turn assists with the Board’s ability in adequately assessing organisational 
performance and the quality and safety of services, with sessions held over the year having 
featured: 

 The implications of the Nurse Staffing Level (Wales Act 2016); 

 The All Wales HIW summary of activity 2017/2018; 

 Performance Management Assurance Framework 2018/2019; 

 Adding Value Through Partnership from NHS Wales Shared Services Partnership; 

 The Board Assurance Framework, Corporate Risk Register, Risk Appetite & 
Tolerance; 

 Transforming Clinical Services, including Consultation Findings; 
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 Sustainability of General Medical Services; 

 Medical & Dental Education at the HB; 

 Health Care Support Worker Framework including the “grow your own nurses” 
programme; 

 An introduction to the work of Health Education & Improvement Wales; 

 The Integrated Medium Term Plan/Annual Operating Plan; 

 The Board’s future approach to Patient Experience; 

 Update on Paediatric Services; 

 The HB’s Strategy “A Healthier Mid & West Wales”; 

 Violence Against Women, Domestic Abuse & Sexual Violence (Wales) Act 2015.  
        
Audit & Risk Assurance Committee (ARAC) 
The ARAC is an important Committee of the Board in relation to this Annual Governance 
Statement.  On behalf of the Board, it keeps under review the design and adequacy of the 
HB’s governance and assurance arrangements and its system of internal control, including 
risk management. The Committee keeps under review the risk approach of the HB and 
utilises information gathered from the work of the Board, its own work, the work of other 
Committees and other activity in the organisation in order to advise the Board regarding its 
conclusions in relation to the effectiveness of the system of governance and control.   
 
In enacting its responsibilities, the ARAC is very clear on its role in seeking assurances, with 
the assurance function being defined as: 

 Reviewing reliable sources of assurance and being satisfied with the course of action; 

 An evaluated opinion, based on evidence gained from review – tends to be based on 
independent validation, both internal and external.  

 
The Committee is therefore a key source of assurance to the Board that the organisation has 
effective controls in place to manage the significant risks to achieving its strategic objectives 
and that controls are operating effectively.  
 
The Committee, through its in-year reporting, has regularly kept the Board informed in respect 
of the results of its reviews of assurances, together with any exceptional issues.  In supporting 
the Board by critically reviewing governance and assurance processes on which reliance is 
placed during 2018/2019, a summary of the work of, and key issues considered by, the 
Committee, on which it has specifically commented in relation to the overall governance of the 
organisation during the year, is included at Appendix 2 to this statement.  Each of the issues 
highlighted below have been monitored by both ARAC and the Board with clear action taken 
as a result.  Full details are contained within the Committee update reports and the ARAC 
annual report.  The specific concerns included the following issues highlighted to the Board: 

 Compliance with agreed timescales in response to recommendations from external 
organisations resulting in a formalised escalation process and concern regarding the 
standard of audit management responses; 

 Concerns around Consultant and Specialty and Associate Specialist (SAS) job planning 
compliance;  

 Continued concern in relation to the governance regarding private practice; 

 Concerns regarding the potential resource impacts (both financial and staff) on Hywel 
Dda’s Public Health Wales resources arising from the WAO report on Collaborative 
Arrangements for Managing Local Public Health Resources; 

 Continuing concerns regarding the findings of the Physical Verification of Fixed Assets 
& Personally Identifiable Information (PII) Internal Audit report and the steps being taken 
to address these; 

 Continued concerns regarding the current Single Tender Actions process, in terms of 
lack of compliance with proper procedures and failure to conduct tender processes when 
possible;  
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 Concerns with regard to the Theatres Directorate Internal Audit report, specifically the 
extended period of time between completion of fieldwork and publication of the final 
report with recommendations, and the findings around payroll and on-call arrangements;  

 In recognition of the significant work undertaken to achieve a Reasonable Assurance 
rating on the Fire Precautions Follow-up audit, consideration of the requirement for 
additional investment in this area to maintain and improve compliance; 

 Continued concerns regarding clinical audit and governance regarding non-
participation, with it noted that this is an area where decisions would be raised to Board 
level; 

 Concerns regarding a lack of patient feedback and patient experience strategy, both 
specifically in terms of hospital catering & patient nutrition, and that more generally, a 
clear timeline should be agreed for progress; 

 Concerns due to the seriousness of both WAO & Internal Audit reports regarding 
operating theatres that highlighted significant issues; 

 Concerns regarding delays in implementing the RADIS radiology IT system due to losing 
the slot for implementation; 

 Disquiet regarding delays in payments to suppliers, particularly in the case of smaller 
companies where this can result in a significant impact;  

 The need for the HB to strengthen its governance and reporting around maternity 
services, due to the inherent risks and potential cost, both in human terms and in clinical 
negligence claims;  

 Concerns regarding the lack of assurance provided by management responses to the 
Internal Audit reports on the Procurement and Disposal of IT Assets and the IM&T 
Directorate;  

 The need for a cultural shift in terms of the way in which the organisation approaches 
concerns and complaints, and to ensure a continuous improvement programme is 
established for learning from events/timeliness of responses; 

 The Committee’s rejection of management responses to Internal Audit Reports on the 
Radiology Directorate and Glangwili Hospital’s Women & Children’s Development 
Phase 2, due to a lack of assurance;  

 Concern regarding the pace of progress against the WAO Consultant Contract report on 
consultant job plans;   

 Concerns around adherence to the Internal Audit Charter, resulting in new escalation 
protocols, timescales, processes and rules; 

 Concerns regarding issues relating to Radiology, particularly on-call working practices 
and payments; 

 Concerns around the reduction in Public Health resources proposed in the Public Health 
Wales Review Closure Report; 

 Risks in dealing with private sector companies for capital projects; 

 Concerns regarding the HB’s financial position, and the risks to delivery of the planned 
deficit position; 

 Concerns regarding ongoing WG questions relating to the organisation’s underlying 
deficit, and suggestions that the reasons for this are not sufficiently understood;  

 Concerns regarding European Working Time Directive (EWTD) non-compliance 
amongst switchboard lone-workers, identified within the IM&T Directorate report; 

 Concerns regarding the findings of the Records Management report, particularly a lack 
of progress and a need for ownership and leadership in this area;  

 Continued concerns regarding the implications of HMRC requirements in relation to the 
GP Out of Hours service and the process to be employed in this regard; 

 Concerns regarding the Water Safety and the National Standards for Cleaning Internal 
Audit reviews, both awarded Limited Assurance ratings. 
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Throughout the course of the year the ARAC has also made recommendations/undertaken 
the following actions which have in turn led to improvements in the HB’s governance and 
assurance systems: 

 Recommendation by the Committee of the Hywel Dda University Health Board’s Annual 
Report 2017/2018 to the Board for approval; 

 Revisions made to the Internal Audit Charter, including new escalation protocols, 
timescales, processes and rules;  

 Development of the new Audit Tracker holding to account process; 

 Recommendation by the Committee of the Scheme of Delegation & Reservation of 
Powers to the Board for approval; 

 Monitoring of the Joint Escalation & Intervention Arrangements; 

 Recommendation by the Committee of the ARAC’s revised Terms of Reference for 
ratification by the Board. 
 

In keeping with the HB’s commitment to openness and transparency, the ARAC papers 
continue to be available on our public facing website.  A detailed update report, presented 
by the Chair of ARAC, is provided to each Board meeting alongside an independent report 
of progress against the Committee’s work programme and associated business.  Link for 
further information Audit and Risk Assurance Committee.  
 
Business Planning and Performance Assurance Committee (BPPAC) 
Working to Board approved Terms of Reference, amended during the year to avoid 
duplication with the work of the Finance Committee, the Committee has provided one of the 
internal control mechanisms for providing assurance and where appropriate, highlighting 
risks to the Board. The purpose of the BPPAC is therefore to assure the Board on the 

following: 
 That the planning cycle is being taken forward and implemented in accordance with HB 

and WG  requirements, guidance and timescales; 

 That all plans put forward for the approval of the HB for improving the local population’s 
health and developing and delivering high-quality, safe and sustainable services to 
patients, and the implementation of change, are consistent with the Board’s overall 
strategic direction and any requirements and standards set for NHS bodies in Wales; 

 That wherever possible, HB plans are aligned with partnership plans developed with 
Local Authorities, Universities, Collaboratives, Alliances and other key partners; 

 That the data on which performance is assessed is reliable and of high quality and that 
any issues relating to data accuracy are addressed; 

 To provide support to the Board in its role of scrutinising performance and assurance on 
overall performance and delivery against HB plans and objectives, including delivery of 
Tier 1 targets, giving early warning on potential performance issues and making 
recommendations for action to continuously improve the performance of the 
organisation and, as required, focus in detail on specific issues where performance is 
showing deterioration or there are issues of concern; 

 To seek assurance on the management of principle risks within the Board Assurance 
Framework (BAF) and Corporate Risk Register (CRR) allocated to the Committee and 
its Sub-Committees and provide assurance to the Board that risks are being managed 
effectively, reporting any areas of significant concern and recommending acceptance of 
risks that cannot be brought within the HB’s risk appetite/tolerance to the Board through 
the Committee Update Report. 

 
A summary of those matters on which the Committee made specific comment is included in 
Appendix 2 of this statement; the following however are some of the key matters which were 
brought to the Board’s attention:  

http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/862/page/73602
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 Fishguard Health Centre Refurbishment and Extension BJC – approval of the 
Fishguard Health Centre Refurbishment and Extension BJC via Chair’s Action for 
submission to WG; 

 Recommending Board approval of the Major Incident Plan 2018/2019; 

 Approval of BPPAC Revised Terms of Reference and the Committee Annual Report 
2018/2019. 

 
The detail of those matters on which BPPAC has briefed the Board regarding internal 
control matters during the year are included in the regular update reports, the minutes of 
the meetings and the Annual Report to the Board, all of which can be accessed through 
the following link on the HB’s website:  Business Planning and Performance Assurance 
Committee.  
 
Quality, Safety and Experience Assurance Committee (QSEAC)    
The Committee is responsible for providing evidence based and timely advice to the Board 
to assist it in discharging its functions and meeting its responsibilities with regard to the 
quality and safety of health care and services provided and secured by the HB. It also has 
the role of providing assurance to the Board in relation to the HB’s arrangements for 
safeguarding vulnerable people, children & young people and improving the quality and 
safety of health care to meet the requirement and standards determined for the NHS in 
Wales. In discharging its role, the Committee has overseen and monitored activities in 
accordance with its Terms of Reference with the following three matters requiring Board 
approval: 
● Approval of the Quality Improvement Framework Document;  
● Approval of the Annual Quality Statement; 
● Approval of QSEAC Revised Terms of Reference. 

 
As highlighted by WAO in the 2018 Structured Assessment, there are weaknesses in the 
HB’s quality and safety governance arrangements, this factor being recognised by the 
Board, with action already being taken to address the situation. Work has already taken 
place to revisit and refine the QSEAC supporting structures, however these may need to be 
further refined once the WAO report of the review of operational quality and safety 
arrangements has been published.   
 

A summary of those matters on which the Committee has raised to the Board’s attention is 
included in Appendix 2 of this statement. The detail of those matters on which QSEAC has 
briefed the Board regarding internal control matters during the year are included in the 
regular update reports and Annual Committee Report to the Board, all of which can be 
accessed on the HB’s website. Further information on the detailed work undertaken by 
QSEAC focusing on patient care and outcomes can also be found in the Annual Quality 
Statement and/or by accessing the following link in the HB’s website: 
www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/862/page/72049.  

Finance Committee (FC)  
The introduction of the Committee during 2018/2019 has been a welcome addition to the 
HB’s governance structures.  Agreement has also been reached with the Minister for Health 
and Social Services to appoint an additional Associate Member of the Board with significant 
financial experience with this individual chairing the FC.  The purpose of the FC is to provide 
scrutiny and oversight of financial and the revenue consequences of investment planning (both 
short term and in relation to longer term sustainability), review (and report to the Board) 
financial performance and any areas of financial concern, conduct detailed scrutiny of all 
aspects of financial performance, the financial implications of major business cases, projects, 
and proposed investment decisions on behalf of the Board; regularly review contracts with key 
delivery partners, and provide assurance on financial performance and delivery against HB 

http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/862/page/83830
http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/862/page/83830
http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/862/page/72049
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financial plans and objectives and, on financial control, give early warning on potential 
performance issues and making recommendations for action to continuously improve the 
financial position of the organisation, focusing in detail on specific issues where financial 
performance is showing deterioration or there are areas of concern.  The Committee has 
consistently highlighted the risks and concerns regarding the HB’s ability to deliver the forecast 
deficit of £35.5m, however through the work of the Committee assurance have been 
provided to the Board that the HB was on track to achieve this forecast deficit position. 
 
Mental Health Legislation Assurance Committee (MHLAC) 
Working to its remit in respect of its provision of assurance to the Board, the following 
represent some of the key issues which the Committee highlighted during the year: 

 Monitoring of issues relating to medical staffing levels within Mental Health and 
Learning Disabilities Directorate – issues included pressures on current medical 
workforce and the number of locums being used across the service, as well as 
recruitment issues having an impact on the timeliness of tribunal and hospital 
managers’ reports. 

 
Other areas of concerns were also brought to the Board’s attention:  

 Monitoring of specific issues relating to mental health legislation highlighted from HIW 
inspections and reviews; 

 Attendance of local authority representatives. 
 

Primary Care Applications Committee (PCAC) 
The purpose of this Committee is to determine the Primary Care contractual matters on 
behalf of the Board, and in accordance with the appropriate NHS regulations.  During 
2018/2019 the Committee has met bi-monthly and has discussed matters relating to GP 
branch closures, opening hours and border change applications, Community Pharmacy 
opening hours and ownership applications and dental contractual changes and the issuing of 
remedial and breech notices.  Furthermore, it has been a useful forum for discussing primary 
care estates developments and priorities as well as broader GP sustainability issues.  During 
the year, the Board was consistently advised of the following key concerns: 

 Sustainability issues within GMS;  

 Challenges within HB’s Managed Practices and its impact on the primary care team. 
 
Charitable Funds Committee (CFC) 
The Committee is charged with providing assurance to the Board in its role as corporate 
trustees of the charitable funds held and administered by the HB.  It makes and monitors 
arrangements for the control and management of the Board’s Charitable Funds within the 
budget, priorities and spending criteria determined by the Board and consistent with the 
legislative framework. In discharging its duties, matters highlighted to the Board included the 
following: 

 Concerns in respect of donations to Just Giving and My Donate had decreased by 
57%; the rationale may be negative publicity towards the fees charged by some online 
giving platforms. 

 
University Partnership Board (UPB) 
The UBP is a formal partnership arrangement between the HB and its University partners. It 
is a creative hub that drives and monitors developments in the three domains of Research 
and Innovation, Workforce and Organisational Development and Collaborative Partnerships, 
and provides assurance to the Board.  Matters considered and reported to the Board during 
the year have included:  

 The continuing concern of a lack of regular attendance from all University partners at 
UPB meetings. Direct dialogue was undertaken with partner universities to resolve this 
issue; 
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 A key risk relating to the lack of research space.  Discussions are on-going in terms of 
utilising space at Aberystwyth University. 

 
Health Strategy Committee (HSC) 
The Committee was established as part of the strategy development arm of the organisation 
and therefore due to the nature of this committee this was not incorporated within the 
assurance arm of the organisation as depicted on page 10.   The purpose of the HSC was to 
provide a forum for meaningful and purposeful engagement and discussion between the 
Executive Team and Clinical Leaders within the HB and bringing together the Clinical 
Strategy and the Prevention and Health Inequalities agenda into an overarching Health 
Strategy with clear linkages with the HB’s key stakeholders and partners programmes of 
work i.e. Local Authority, NHS bodies, etc. Matters brought to the attention of the Board 
during the year have included:  

 Recommending approval of Transforming Clinical Services “Our Big NHS Change” 
Consultation – Mid Point Review and resulting actions; 

 Consideration and approval of the A Healthier Mid and West Wales: Our Future 
Generations Living Well strategy document; 

 Consideration of the Integrated Impact Assessment of the above strategy document. 
 
Other areas of concerns were also brought to the Board’s attention:  

 Further discussions were required in relation to the governance arrangements of the 
Strategic Objective Groups, which were reflected within the Terms of Reference report 
to the Health Strategy Committee and the Planning Sub-Committee; 

 The finance department were to be made fully aware of the detail of the 
Transformation Fund bid, for financial planning purposes; 

 Risks associated with staff and public perception of the A Healthier Mid and West 
Wales: Our Future Generations Living Well strategy document. 

 
Stakeholder Reference Group (SRG)   
The Group is formed from a range of partner organisations from across the HB’s area and 
engages with and has involvement in the HB’s strategic direction, advises on service 
improvement proposals and provides feedback to the Board on the impact of its operations 
on the communities it serves. Members, having previously recognised the importance of 
being able to work in co-production, to engage and to convey messages to the public agreed 
to continue with the themed workshops to alternate with meetings, which had been 
introduced the previous year. Matters brought to the attention of the Board during the year 
have included:  

 To extend the role of SRG to act as a reference group to the Regional Partnership 
Board as well as to the HB, and to review the terms of reference in light of this in 
conjunction with governance colleagues, for approval by a subsequent Board. 

 
Local Partnership Forum (LPF)  
The Forum is responsible for engaging with staff organisations on key issues facing the HB 
and met regularly during the year.  It provides the formal mechanism through which the HB 
works together with Trade Unions and professional bodies to improve health services for the 
population it serves.  It is the Forum where key stakeholders engage with each other to 
inform debate and seek to agree local priorities on workforce and health service issues.  
 
Healthcare Professionals’ Forum (HPF) 
In accordance with its Terms of Reference, the Forum should comprise of representatives 
from a range of clinical and healthcare professions within the HB and across primary care 
practitioners with the remit to provide advice to the Board on all professional and clinical 
issues it considers appropriate.  It is one of the key Forums used to share early service 
change plans, providing an opportunity to shape the way the HB delivers its services. 
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It was also acknowledged that through its breadth of different professions within its 
membership, the Forum were invaluable during the development of the Health and Care 
Strategy.  Not unexpectedly, therefore, the main crux of the Forum’s attention during this 
year has been on these two issues, with detailed progress reports being received at each of 
its meetings. Matters brought to the attention of the Board during the year have included:  

 The importance of HPF having early sight of plans and potential developments, in their 
infancy, in order to facilitate the HPF’s role in providing clinical and professional advice 
to Board;  

 The Forum recommended that a distinction is made between ‘prolonging life’ and 
‘prolonging healthy life’ in terms of the impact on quality of the prolonged last stage of 
life;  

 IT solutions need to be given priority within transformation and new ways of integrated 
working.  

 
Other areas of concerns were also brought to the Board’s attention:  

 A concern that caps on visas affect all departments within the HB, with a joint letter 
from the Nuffield Trust, Kings Fund and Health Foundation  sent to the Prime Minister 
on this issue; 

 In respect of the development of the Health and Care Strategy, the following risks were 
highlighted: 

o The challenge for the HB to keep everyday services running safely during planning 
and implementation of the Health and Care Strategy; 

o The challenges of targets within dashboards and the future of Integrated Care Fund 
(ICF) funding which may impact on capacity and investment to pump prime primary 
and community care; 

o The capacity of clinicians to contribute to informing the clinical design of the new 
model, given the current pressure with performance targets and Turnaround; 

o Specific issues relating to GMS Primary Care may be lost, due to this work being 
merged with the workstream for the community model; 

o Consideration of a separate workstream for GMS Primary Care was requested; 
o The work of the current, individual, workstreams may result in a non-integrated 

system; 
o Community independent contractors may be planning service development outside 

the context of the Health and Care Strategy; 

 In respect of workforce role design, the following risks were highlighted: 
o The new Band 4 Assistant Practitioners may not have the same level of competency 

and the appropriate regulation of currently established Band 4 regulated roles in 
some professions (e.g. pharmacy), posing the risk of appropriate delegation to these 
new roles; 

o These roles will be internal to the organisation and not externally regulated, there will 
not be safeguards for other organisations in the case of malpractice or incompetency 
of a practitioner; 

o The new workforce roles could become a substitute for formal professional training, 
or become a rationalisation for funding cuts for formal training places at universities, 
impacting on quality and professional standards in the workplace. 

 The risk to services and quality of care whilst services are undergoing change and 
transition; 

 The risk to staff wellbeing during times of change. However, it was noted that there 
had been an improvement in staff acceptance and engagement with change in recent 
months, and that staff morale had improved; 

 There is a risk of clinical and professional advice being presented by the Forum to 
Board, without reference to paramedic opinion. In order to resolve this, the Forum 
agreed to invite Paramedics as ‘Members in Attendance’ (under the Forum’s Terms of 
Reference); 
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 There is a risk to the efficiency of integrated working, freeing up GPs through 
appropriate skills delegation, as some primary care referrals are not being progressed 
unless issued by a Doctor.  

 
Other Committees of the Board  
In addition to the above, the WHSCC (Wales) Regulations 2009 (SI 2009 No. 3097) made 
provision for the constitution of a ‘Joint Committee’.  This Committee comprises all the Welsh 
Local Health Boards and is a Committee of each Board, with the HB being represented by 
the Chief Executive.  The HB also has representation on the NHS Wales Shared Services 
Partnership Committee which is considered as a Sub-Committee of the Board, at which the 
HB is represented by the Director of Finance.  The Emergency Ambulances Services 
Committee at which the HB is represented by the Chief Executive is also a Committee of the 
Board.  The Lead Officers and/or Chairs from these Committees, have all attended a public 
Board meeting or a Board Seminar meeting to discuss progress made and to assure the 
Board the governance arrangements are being discharged. An additional Committee of the 
Board, established to support and clarify clinical service decisions across the region, is the 
Joint Regional Planning & Delivery Committee (JRPDC) formed between Swansea Bay 
University Health Board (formerly Abertawe Bro Morgannwg University Health Board) and 
the HB.  The Committee has a key role to drive forward a range of projects that have been 
jointly identified as priorities for joint working to deliver Ministerial objectives, especially those 
relating to the NHS Outcomes Framework as well as alignment to the more strategic A 
Regional Collaboration for Health (ARCH) Programme Board and that of the Service 
Transformation Programme.  A further role for the JRPDC is to consider and prioritise the 
regional projects included within the agreed programme, approving Project Initiation 
Documents (PIDs) and Business Cases, and identifying and agreeing any further projects to 
be included in the work programme.  The JRPDC will ensure projects deliver against their 
outcomes, timescales, quality measures and programme benefits, as identified in PIDs and 
or Business Cases. 
 
Reflecting in year changes which saw the disestablishment of the previous Mid Wales 
Healthcare Collaborative (MWHC) at the end of its term, the Mid Wales Joint Committee for 
Health & Social Care (MWJC) was formed as a Committee of the Board.  Extensive work 
was undertaken with partner organisations to consult on the successor arrangements for the 
MWHC, cumulating in a transition process and handover arrangements to transition into the 
Mid Wales Joint Committee for Health & Social Care. Terms of Reference and an Operating 
Framework which sought to both reflect the changes in the requirements of NHS bodies for 
collaborative and regional working and build upon the strengths and successes of the 
MWHC arrangements, have been agreed. 
 
Governance & Accountability  
In accordance with good governance practice, the HB’s Standing Orders and Standing 
Financial Instructions were reviewed and updated during the year to account for any local 
amendments before being presented to the ARAC for comment prior to onward submission 
for approval to the Board. The Terms of Reference for the HB’s Committees (including the 
Advisory Committees) were also reviewed as part of this process. In recognising that the 
function of governance is to ensure that an organisation fulfils its overall purpose, achieves 
its intended outcomes for citizens and service users, operating in an effective, efficient and 
ethical manner, the Board’s governance arrangements are focused on the following three 
elements:  
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Although as Chief Executive I retain accountability, the Interactive Scheme of Delegation, 
which is recognised as good practice by WAO, reflects the responsibilities and 
accountabilities delegated to Executive Directors for the delivery of the HB’s objectives, 
whilst ensuring that high standards of public accountability, probity and performance are 
maintained. The Executive Team has been at full complement during the year, with the 
respective individual portfolios providing clarity whilst also ensuring that focus remains on 
capacity, balance and appropriateness.  

However, this does not preclude Executive Directors from working collaboratively together 
as a collective leadership team. This provides the stability and expertise required in order for 
the Board to execute its duties effectively and ensures each member is clear about what 
their role is and the role of the other members.  The Board’s Committee structure, the roles 
of the Committees and Advisory Groups, their relationship with the Board and a clear 
scheme of delegation means that we can demonstrate “Knowing Who Does What and Why”, 
in that we have clarity and unanimity about everyone’s role and how it fits into the bigger 
picture.   
  
This principle is not limited to operating within the boundaries of the HB, as it also means 
being clear about how it relates to its partners and stakeholders, how it fits into the wider 
picture and being clear about how the various arms of WG fit into the picture. To reflect 
these principles the Board works to a Partnership Governance Framework & Toolkit which 
assists the organisation in identifying and understanding the risks associated with 
partnerships, and provides the evidence required should the HB wish to end its relationship 
with a partner. The HB is required to adhere to a wide range of legislation but there are two 
specific pieces of partnership legislation, i) The Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 
2015 and ii) The Social Services and Wellbeing (Wales) Act 2014, which have a statutory 
requirement for collaboration in the development and implementation of a joint strategic 
plans.  

One of the underpinning principles recognised by the Board is that governance is about 
vision, strategy, leadership, probity and ethics as well as assurance and transparency, and 
should provide confidence to all stakeholders, not only to the regulators, in the delivery of 
objectives. The HB regularly circulates its Stakeholder Briefing which informs both the 
organisation and the wider community, in particular partner organisations, of current 

Assurance System
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the UHB's arrangements  

Strategy Development
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developments and progress made across a range of subjects. These can be found on the 
HB’s website on the following link: http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/862/page/67271. This 

sharing of information is further enhanced by the HB’s use of a range of social media 
channels.      

The governance structure of the HB accords with the WG’s Governance E-Manual and 
Citizen Centred Governance Principles in that the seven principles together with their key 
objectives, provide the regulatory framework for the business conduct of the HB and define 
its 'ways of working'.  These arrangements support the principles included in HM Treasury’s 
“Corporate Governance in Central Government Departments: Code of good practice 2011”.   

Governance in Primary Care 
The main medium for governance and contractual issues in Primary Care is the Primary 
Care Applications Committee, as referred to earlier in this statement. Performance and 
planning issues are monitored through BPPAC with Quality and Safety issues monitored and 
reported through the HB wide Operational Quality, Safety and Experience Committee and 
where required directly to QSEAC.  The Operational Quality, Safety & Experience Sub-
Committee focuses on both acute, primary and community services quality and safety 
governance arrangements at an operational level, bringing together accountability and 
ownership for those quality and safety issues to be resolved operationally. 

Other elements of governance are enacted through a number of groups within the Primary & 
Community Care governance framework, (without being formal committees/sub-committees 
of the Board) with some of the main channels being as follows:  

The Primary Care Risk Register, performance exception reports, Inspection reports and 
action plans at its bi-monthly meetings with these being signed off by the primary care group. 
It is recognised within Primary Care that effective risk management is integral to the 
achievement of all the HB’s objectives.  The Primary Care risk register highlights the current 
and ongoing risks in Primary Care and mitigation, actions and progress are monitored and 
updated bi-monthly. A monthly Primary Care Concerns meeting is also held where open 
concerns and incidents are discussed, as well as timescales and lessons learned or any 
further action to be taken. GP Practices and community pharmacies are encouraged to use 
Datix – the HB’s incident reporting system – to report incidents, some of which may occur in 
Primary Care, however Practices will often also identify incidents that have occurred with 
patients during their care within community or secondary care and will also use this 
mechanism for their reporting. The Complaints and Incidents Management ‘Putting Things 
Right’ (PTR) Facilitator liaises with GP Practices on Putting Things Right Regulations and 
where it has been identified in an Ombudsman report that a Practice may need further 
support in adhering to the PTR guidance.   All Primary Care contractors follow this guidance 
when dealing with complaints and incidents and all have their own documented complaints 
procedures which mirror this guidance.  All complaints concerning Primary Care received 
into the central hub are screened by the Quality Manager to ascertain whether it is a matter 
for the Practice to investigate the concern or whether the HB needs to investigate.  Case 
studies, action plans and lessons learned are also fed into the Improving Experience Sub-
Committee and, in some cases the Primary Care Performers Issues Group.   

There is a robust system of prescribing monitoring in the HB and issues are discussed at the 
GP Prescribing Leads Group where peer review also takes place.  Medicines Management 
Technicians work with Practices across the three counties to address certain areas of work 
and ensure that equity and quality is maintained across the whole of the HB with 
representatives from each practice attending this meeting. Medicines Management are also 
linked in to cluster work with some clusters appointing Cluster Pharmacists. For full details 
relating to Primary Care Governance please see Appendix 5. 

http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/862/page/67271
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Future Vision 
The strategic direction for the delivery of primary care services across the contractor 
professions is core to the strategic direction of the HB in delivering the Health and Care 
Strategy.  Through the development and implementation of an integrated model for health 
and wellbeing (inclusive of social care), the HB has defined the ambition of a long term 
commitment focussed on prevention, wellbeing, early intervention and to help build 
resilience to enable people to live well in their own communities. The development of seven 
integrated localities aligned to the current cluster configuration will establish the platform for 
service development and modernisation. In considering clusters it is important to recognise 
the variation between the contractual levers for engagement of GP practices and the 
associated financial incentive to develop services as well as the need for wider engagement 
with multi-professional groups and agencies to ensure that the strategic agenda for change 
is embedded and championed across the geographical area.  In line with A Healthier Wales 
the HB will continue to support the strategic direction of clusters as a key component of the 
future health and wellbeing service delivery model. 
 
Recognising that recruitment and retention across the contractor professions is a challenge 
in the more rural areas, the need for a stable primary care footprint is paramount to the 
modernisation and development of service provision that is aligned to national strategic 
direction and also that of the HB. 
 
Consideration of how Pacesetter funding is utilised to support both sustainability and the 
implementation of the Primary Care Model for Wales will be a key action for the HB. Existing 
schemes will be reviewed and evaluated with the purpose of identifying those that need to 
be mainstreamed and those that need to be reviewed, refined or terminated. Similarly, 
potential new schemes will be considered, where innovation in service models to support the 
national aims of the Pacesetter programme are demonstrated. 
 
It is also important to recognise the current contractual negotiations for both General Medical 
(GMS) and General Dental Services (GDS) and the challenges and opportunities that these 
both bring in improving the overall health and wellbeing of the resident population. 
 
The key priorities for 2019/2020 are: 

 Implementation of the Primary Care Model for Wales; 

 Return managed practices to independent contractor status; 

 Modernisation and delivery of accessible NHS dental services. 
 
The purpose of the system of internal control  
The system of internal control is designed to manage risk to a reasonable level rather than to 
eliminate all risks; it can therefore only provide reasonable and not absolute assurances of 
effectiveness. 
 
The system of internal control is based on an ongoing process designed to identify and 
prioritise the risks to the achievement of the policies, aims and objectives, to evaluate the 
likelihood of those risks being realised and the impact should they be realised, and to 
manage them efficiently, effectively and economically. The system of internal control has 
been in place for the year ended 31 March 2019 and up to the date of approval of the annual 
report and accounts. 
 
The Board is accountable for maintaining a sound system of internal control which supports 
the achievement of the organisation's objectives. It has been supported in this role by the 
work of the main Committees, each of which provides regular reports to the Board, 
underpinned by a Sub-Committee structure, as shown on page 6 of this statement. The 
system of internal control is based on a framework of regular management information, 
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administrative procedures including the segregation of duties and a system of delegation 
and accountability.  
 
The HB recognises that scrutiny has a pivotal role in promoting improvement, efficiency and 
collaboration across the whole range of its activities and in holding those responsible for 
delivering services to account. The role of scrutiny remains important at this time when the 
HB is continuing to respond to the challenge of its targeted intervention status whilst also 
forging ahead with its long term Health and Care Strategy. The responsibility for maintaining 
internal control and risk management systems rests with management.  
 
The Board therefore draws on assurances from a number of different sources in order to 
demonstrate that the system of internal control has been in place, as shown below:  

 

 

Combined, these provide the body of evidence required to support the continuous 
assessment of the effectiveness of the management of risk and internal control and that 
internal control has been in place for the year ended 31 March 2019.   
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Capacity to handle risk 
The HB acknowledges that delivery of healthcare services carries inherent risk. This is 
compounded by delivering healthcare across the large geographical area of Hywel Dda, 
meeting the needs of its demographic profile and staying within its financial allocation.  Over 
the last year, the HB has continued to develop and strengthen its risk management framework 
to enable it to make better decisions to provide improved quality and safer care for patients 
and residents, achieve its strategic objectives, as well as fulfilling its statutory obligations.  

Risk management is important to the successful delivery of the HB’s services. We operate an 
effective risk management system that identifies and assesses risks, decides on appropriate 
responses and then provides assurance that the responses are effective.  At the HB we 
understand the implications of risks taken by management in pursuit of improved outcomes in 
addition to the potential impact of risk-taking on and by its local communities, partner 
organisations and other stakeholders.   

Risk Management Framework 
Our Risk Management Framework clearly sets out the components that provide the 
foundation and organisational arrangements for supporting risk management processes in the 
HB. It clarifies roles and responsibilities and reduces duplication, particularly in respect of 
reviewing and monitoring risks by setting out the individual responsibilities and communication 
lines whilst also outlining the other components, risk strategy and risk protocols which make 
up the Risk Management Framework.   

The HB operates a ‘Three Lines of Defence’ model that outlines the principles for the roles, 
responsibilities and accountabilities for risk management throughout the organisation as 
shown below: 

 

The ‘Three Lines of Defence model’ advocates that management control is the first line of 
defence in risk management. The various risk control and compliance oversight functions 
established by management are the second line of defence, and independent assurance is 
the third.  Each of these three “lines” plays a distinct role within the HB’s wider governance 
framework; however all three lines need to work interdependently to be effective. 
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We recognise that an effective Risk Management Framework, including our Risk 
Management Strategy & Policy, is an essential component of successful clinical and 
corporate governance.  We believe that by approaching the control of risk in a strategic and 
organised manner, risk factors can be reduced to an acceptable and manageable level.  This 
should result in better quality and safer care for patients and residents, and a reduction in 
unnecessary expenditure.  By adopting a risk management approach, statutory obligations 
can be identified and fulfilled in a positive way, rather than as a means of avoiding litigation 
and prosecution.  

Risk Management Strategy and Policy                 
The Board recognise that risk management is an integral part of good management practice 
and to be most effective should become part of the HB’s culture. The Board is therefore 
committed to ensuring that risk management forms an integral part of its philosophy, practice 
and planning rather than viewed or practiced as a separate programme and that 
responsibility for implementation is accepted at all levels of the organisation. The HB 
recognises that success will depend upon the commitment of staff at all levels, and the 
development of a culture of openness within a learning environment will be an important 
factor.  We work to a Board approved Risk Management Strategy and Policy which: 

 Provides a Framework for managing risk both across the organisation and in working 
with partners/stakeholders, consistent with best practice and WG guidelines; 

 Outlines the HB’s risk management objectives, our approach to and appetite for risk 
and approach to risk management;  

 Clearly defines risk management roles and responsibilities at each level of the 
organisation; 

 Details the risk management processes and tools in place, including reference to the 
risk register, risk reporting arrangements, frequency of risk activities and available 
guidelines; 

 Is underpinned by a Risk Assessment Procedure; 

 Includes a clear policy statement. 
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Policy Statement 
Hywel Dda University Health Board Hospital (HB) is committed to delivering the highest level of safety for 
all of its patients, staff and visitors. The complexity of healthcare and the ever-growing demands to meet 
health care needs, means, that there will always be an element of risk in providing high quality, safe health 
care services. 

The management of risks is a key factor in achieving the provision of the highest quality care to our patients; 
of equal importance is the legal duty to control any potential risk to staff and the general public as well as 
safeguarding the assets of the organisation. 

The HB recognises effective risk management is a key component of corporate and clinical governance and 
is integral to the delivery of its objectives in service provision to the citizens of the health community.  There 
will be a holistic approach to risk management across the HB which embraces financial, clinical and non-
clinical risks in which all parts of the organisation are involved through the integrated governance framework.   

The mission of the HB supports the effective management of risk and the role of the individual.  This requires 
all staff to recognise that there is a responsibility to be involved in the identification and reduction of risks. 
The HB will seek to ensure that risks, untoward incidents and mistakes are identified quickly and acted upon 
in a positive and constructive manner so that any lessons learnt can be shared.  This will ensure the 
continued improvement in the quality of care and the achievement of the HB objectives. 

The commitment of the HB is therefore to: 
a) Minimise harm to patients, colleagues or visitors to a level as low as reasonably practicable; 
b) Protect everything of value to the HB (such as high standards of patient care, reputation, community 

relations, assets and resources); 
c) Maximise opportunity by adapting and remaining resilient to changing circumstances or events;  
d) Assist with managing and prioritising the business/activities of the HB through using risk information to 

underpin strategy, decision-making and the allocation of resources; 

e) To ensure that there is no unlawful or undesirable discrimination, whether direct, indirect or by way of 
victimisation, against its service users, carers, visitors, existing employees contractors and partners  or 
those wishing to seek employment, or other association with the organisation. 

 
The risk management strategy will be reviewed in 2019/2020, following an assessment of 
risk maturity and to align with our strategic objectives.    
 
 
Risk Appetite 
The Risk Appetite Statement provides staff with guidance as to the boundaries on risk that 
are acceptable and how risk and reward are to be balanced, and provides clarification on the 
level of risk the HB is prepared to accept.  It is integrated with the control culture of the 
organisation to encourage more informed risk taking at strategic level with more exercise of 
control at operational level, as well as recognition of the nature of the regulatory environment 
the organisation operates within. 
 
During 2018/2019, the Board reviewed its risk appetite through detailed Board Seminar 
discussions and considered it in line with its capability to manage risk, and formally agreed 
the following at a Board Meeting in Public.  
 

“Hywel Dda’s approach is to minimise its exposure to safety, quality, compliance and 
financial risk, whilst being open and willing to consider taking on risk in the pursuit of 
delivery of its objective to become a population health based organisation which 
focuses on keeping people well, developing services in local communities and 
ensuring hospital services are safe, sustainable, accessible and kind, as well as 
efficient in their running. 
 
The HB recognises that its appetite for risk will differ depending on the activity 
undertaken, and that its acceptance of risk will be based on ensuring that potential 
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benefits and risks are fully understood before decisions on funding are made, and 
that appropriate actions are taken. 
 
The HB’s risk appetite takes into account its capacity for risk, which is the amount of 
risk it is able to bear (or loss we can endure) having regard to its financial and other 
resources, before a breach in statutory obligations and duties occurs.” 

 
The Board also agreed levels of tolerance for risk across its activities, aligned to its risk 
scoring matrix, to provide management with clear lines of the level to risk it will accept.  
These can be accessed via the following link: 
http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/documents/862/Item%205.4%20Board%20Assurance%20
Framework%2C%20Corporate%20Risk%20Register%20and%20Risk%20Appetite.pdf 
 
The Risk Appetite will be reviewed during 2019/2020, to ensure it remains aligned to the 
HB’s strategic objectives as they are further developed this year.  
 
Risk Management Procedure & Protocols 
During 2018/2019, the HB has further developed procedures, guidance, systems and tools 
to assist operational management to identify, assess and manage risks on a day to day 
basis.  This is supported with training and advice from the HB’s assurance and risk team, 
whose role it is to embed the HB’s risk management framework and process, and facilitate a 
risk aware culture across the organisation.   
 
Risk Register & Oversight of Risk 
In following the Three Lines of Defence Model (above), the HB ensures that operational 
management are supported in their role of day to day risk management by specialist 
functions who have expertise and knowledge to help them control risk.   
 
Management are held to account on the effective and efficient management of operational 
risks through our Performance Management Assurance Framework.  Risks are also aligned 
to the HB’s assurance committee structure whose role it is to provide assurance to the Board 
that risks are being managed appropriately.  This process is outlined below: 
 

 
 

http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/documents/862/Item%205.4%20Board%20Assurance%20Framework%2C%20Corporate%20Risk%20Register%20and%20Risk%20Appetite.pdf
http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/documents/862/Item%205.4%20Board%20Assurance%20Framework%2C%20Corporate%20Risk%20Register%20and%20Risk%20Appetite.pdf
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Members of the Board recognise that risk management is an integral part of good 
management practice and to be most effective should become part of the HB’s culture. The 
Board is therefore committed to ensuring that risk management forms an integral part of its 
philosophy, practice and planning, rather than viewed or practiced as a separate 
programme, and that responsibility for implementation is accepted at all levels of the 
organisation. The HB recognises that success will depend upon the commitment of staff at 
all levels, and the development of a culture of openness within a learning environment will be 
an important factor.   

The HB is committed to the principle that risk must be managed, and to ensure: 

 Compliance with statutory legislation;  

 All sources and consequences of risk are identified; 

 Risks are assessed and either eliminated or minimised; 

 Information concerning risk is shared with staff across the HB; 

 Damage and injuries are reduced, and people’s health and wellbeing is optimised; 

 Resources diverted away from patient care to fund risk reduction are minimised; 

 Lessons are learnt from incidents, complaints and claims in order to share best 
practice and prevent reoccurrence; 

 Assurance is provided to the Board that risk management and internal control activities 
are proportionate, aligned, comprehensive embedded and dynamic; 

 That it supports decision-making through risk-based information. 
 
Corporate Risk Register (CRR) and Board Assurance Framework (BAF) 
During 2018/2019, the Board refreshed its approach to the management of the Board’s 
principal risks to enable it to take full account of risks of non-compliance with statutory 
obligations, disruption and inefficiency within operations; late delivery of projects, or failure to 
deliver promised strategy.   
 
The BAF is a key source of evidence that links strategic objectives to risks and assurances, 
and is one of the main tools that the Board should use in discharging its overall responsibility 
for internal control. This year was a transitional year for the HB in terms of redefining its 
strategic direction, therefore it was challenging to develop a robust and meaningful BAF, as 
its purpose is to provide the Board with a confidence statement on whether it will be able to 
achieve its strategic objectives.  However, the HB did outline a number of key deliverables 
within its Annual Plan 2018/2019, and risks to these were identified by Executive Directors. 
In addition, the Board is advised of any significant new/emerging risks, which it considers is 
outside of the influence of an individual directorate or the HB to manage. 
 
The CRR contains risks that have been identified in a top down and bottom up approach and 
are: 

 Associated with the delivery of the objectives set out in the Annual Plan 2018/2019 
(identified on the BAF).  

 Significant operational risks escalated by individual Directors and agreed by the 
Executive Team as they are of significant concern and need corporate oversight and 
management. 

 
The Executive Team plays a pivotal role in the management of the Corporate Risk Register 
and is responsible for agreeing the content through the identification of principal risks and 
the escalation/de-escalation of operational risks that have been identified on directorate risk 
registers and/or through discussions from the new Performance Reviews which could have a 
significant impact on the HB.  Whilst each Director is responsible for the ownership of risk(s) 
and the identification of controls and action to address gaps, it is the role of Executive Team, 
at its formal monthly Executive Team Meeting, to review the effectiveness of the controls 
and ensure appropriate action plans are in place, which might include the development of 
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corporate risk management strategies to manage risk(s).  The Executive Team also use risk 
information, including that from discussions at performance reviews, to help inform 
prioritisation of resources and decision-making, i.e. by ensuring risk information is fed into 
different business processes within the HB such as capital planning, budget planning, etc. 
 
The risk profile of the HB is constantly changing, with the key risks that emerge and which 
can impact on the achievement of objectives including strategic, operational, and financial 
and compliance risks.  The Board has reviewed the key risks to which the organisation is 
exposed, together with the operating, financial and compliance controls that have been 
implemented to mitigate those risks. The Board is of the view that there is a formal on-going 
process for identifying, evaluating and managing its significant risks that have been in place 
during the year ended 31 March 2019 and up to the date of approval of the Annual Report 
and financial statements. 
 
The Board receives the CRR/BAF twice a year, however each risk has been mapped to a 
Board level committee to ensure that principal risks are being managed appropriately, taking 
into account the gaps, planned actions and agreed tolerances, and to provide assurance to 
the Board, through their update report, on the management of these risks.  Each risk on the 
CRR/BAF is presented to the Board and its Committees as a risk on a page, which includes 
a visual representation of the level of risk over a defined reporting period. 
 
The WAO Structured Assessment in 2018 looked at the HB’s approach to assuring itself that 
risks to achieving priorities are well managed and reported that the HB had a well-developed 
BAF in place which is being refreshed as new strategic objectives are developed.  The HB 
will continue to develop its BAF to ensure the Board has timely and reliable information as to 
achievement of its strategy.   
 
There were 29 principal risks on the CRR which will be presented to the Board in May 2019. 
The paper details the movement of risk since its last presentation to the Board in January 
2019.  Both these reports can be viewed via the following links:  
January 2019 Corporate Risk Report      
May 2019 Corporate Risk Report  
As at the end of March 2019, the profile of the 29 principal risks in terms of their current level 
of risk is outlined on the matrix below and further detail is included in Appendix 3. 
 

RISK MATRIX 

 LIKELIHOOD → 

IMPACT ↓ RARE 
1 

UNLIKELY 
2 

POSSIBLE 
3 

LIKELY 
4 

ALMOST CERTAIN 
5 

CATASTROPHIC 
5  117 

508 
634 

626   
627 

 

MAJOR 
4  

630   
648 

295  384  291  43                
44  631 636  646  

647  652 

624  625  628   
629  632  686   

451  
245 

MODERATE 
3   

635   
650 

633  
129   

 

MINOR 
2 

     

NEGLIGIBLE  
1 

     

http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/documents/862/Item%207.8%20Corporate%20Risk%20Register.pdf
http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/documents/862/Corporate%20Risk%20Report%20May%202019.pdf
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These 29 risks were in the following impact domains: 
 

Domain  No of Risks as at March 2019 

Safety – Patients, Staff or Public 7 

Quality/Complaints/Audit 6 

Service/Business interruption/disruption 6 

Statutory duty/inspections 4 

Finance inc. claims 2 

Business objectives/projects 4 

 
Effective risk management requires a reporting and review structure to ensure that risks are 
effectively identified and assessed and that appropriate controls and responses are in place. 
The HB has a clear pathway for ensuring that all identified risks are monitored through Board 
& Committee Structure, with an overview demonstrated in the figure below:
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BOARD 

 Overall responsibility for risk management 

 Approve framework and strategy for risk 

 Determine its risk appetite to underpin strategy, decision making and the allocation of 
resources, and ensure the right focus on risk management and reporting within the 
organisation 

 Set the Health Boards tolerance for risk and deciding what level of risk is acceptable  

 Agree strategic objectives and reviews the Board Assurance Framework (6 monthly) 

 Review the Corporate Risk Register (6 monthly) 

  

BOARD COMMITTEES  

 Seek assurance on the management of principal risks on the 
BAF/CRR and provide assurance to the Board that risks are 
being managed effectively & report areas of significant 
concern, eg, where risk appetite is exceeded, lack of action. 

 Review principal and operational risks over tolerance & where 
appropriate recommend the ‘acceptance’ of risks that cannot 
be brought within the HB’s risk appetite/ tolerance  

 Provide annual reports to ARAC on the effectiveness of the risk 
management process and management of risks within its remit 

 Identity through discussions any new/emerging risks & ensure 
these are assessed by management 

 Signpost any risks out of its remit to the appropriate HB 
Committee/Sub-Committee/Group   

 Use risk registers to inform meeting agendas  

 

 

ARAC 

 Seek assurance on the effectiveness of the risk 
management processes & framework of internal 
control 

 Recommend Board approval of the Risk 
Management Framework & Strategy 

 Agree internal and external audit plans to gain 
assurances on the controls in the BAF/CRR  

 Oversight of the adequacy of assurance of principal 
risks and ensuring Internal Audit Plan is aligned to 
BAF/CRR 

 Seek assurance of management of risks exceeding 
appetite and tolerance on the CRR  

 

EXECUTIVE TEAM (every formal ET) 

 Discuss and agree risks for inclusion on CRR and 
those to be de-escalated  

 Consider risks escalated from Performance Reviews 
which could affect achieving the HB’s 
corporate/annual objectives for inclusion on CRR 

 Develop risk management strategies for the more 
challenging risks that threaten the Health Board’s 
corporate/annual objectives/operations. 

 Use risk information from performance reviews to 
inform prioritisation of resources, decision-making, 
feed into different business processes, i.e. budget 
planning, capital planning, etc 

 

PERFORMANCE REVIEWS  

 Enable Executive oversight of risks in respect of  
corporate/annual objectives, strategic objectives 
& operational delivery and compliance 

 Provide a conduit of escalation for risks that 
cannot be managed within directorate resources 

 Identity through discussions any new/emerging 
risks & ensure these are assessed by 
management 

SUB-COMMITTEES 

 Scrutinise operational risks within their remit either through 
receiving the standard operational risk report, Service Reports 
or Assurance Reports  

 Gain assurance that the risks are being appropriately 
managed, effective controls are in place and planned 
additional controls are being implemented 

 Identity through discussions new risks emerging risks & ensure 
these are assessed by management 

 Provide assurance to parent Committee that risks are being 
managed effectively and report risks which have exceeded 
tolerance through Update Reports 

 Signpost any risks out of its remit to the appropriate HB 
Committee/Sub-Committee/Group   

 Use risk registers to inform meeting agendas  

 

DIRECTORATE RISK MANAGEMENT 

 Identify, assess and control risks 

 Have process in place for escalation/de-escalation of 
service/directorate risks 

 Prepare & maintain up to date directorate risk register 

 Monitor & review directorate risks, including the controls 
and management action, in line with guidance  

 Use directorate risk register to inform decision-making, 
agree priorities and allocation of resources 

 

Reporting to provide  

assurance 

 

Monitors actions &  

scrutinises controls 
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A leading role in providing assurance over the adequacy of controls across a range of risks 
is played by Internal Audit. The relationship between risk management and Internal Audit is 
an important one, with Internal Audit’s role being to evaluate the controls and test their 
efficiency and effectiveness, which is undertaken through the Internal Audit programme of 
work.  Assurance can also be obtained from management or from other assurance functions 
in place. The systems in place and activities undertaken during the year have ensured our 
capacity to handle risk and achievement of our main aims of risk management which are: 

 

 

Working with Partners/Stakeholders  
As an organisation, we recognise that although delivering services through partners can 
bring significant benefits and innovation, there is less direct control than if delivering them 
alone. An environment where services and projects are increasingly being delivered through 
partner organisations puts a premium on successful risk management.  It is essential that 
partnership agreements are underpinned by robust governance arrangements including 
appropriate reporting mechanisms and that the HB has a clear approach, including its 
associated risk appetite, to partnership working. 
 
Unclear governance arrangements in public services can create risk.  Increasingly, public 
services are delivered through subsidiaries, partners or contractors, and the sheer diversity 
of governance arrangements that exist within and between bodies that operate at arm’s 
length increases the inherent risks associated with them. If differences in perception and 
understanding are not recognised, then associated risks are often not properly assessed and 
are not well managed.  Whilst recognising the diversity and dynamism of service delivery, it 
is essential that governance expectations are clearly and consistently understood by the HB 
and those who provide services on its behalf.  

Risk 
Management 

Aims

Maximising 
opportunity by 
adapting and 

remaining resilient 
to changing 

circumstances and 
events

Improve decision 
making

Proportionate to 
the level of risk in 
the organisation

Protecting everything of 
value to the HB including 
high standards of patient 

care, reputation, 
community relations, 
assets and resources

Minimising harm to 
patients, colleagues or 
visitors to a level as low 
as reasonably practical

Fulfil mandatory 
obligations

Embedded in the 
organisation
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As the HB continues to work increasingly in partnership to deliver its strategic aims, 
objectives and priorities, it is essential that partnership arrangements are underpinned by 
robust governance arrangements, including appropriate reporting mechanisms, in order that 
the Board has a clear approach to its partnership work. It is recognised that whilst 
partnerships can deliver benefits, they can also involve risks.  Given that the HB will remain 
accountable for the care for which it is responsible, it is essential that such partnerships are 
underpinned by robust governance arrangements which link back into partner organisations. 
If such arrangements are not in place, governance arrangements can become diluted, and 
the Board will not receive the assurances it requires regarding the quality, safety and 
efficacy of services delivered.  This is particularly important where partnerships are focused 
on some of our most vulnerable patient groups, and where there needs to be both a trust 
and confidence in the arrangements in place.  

The Board approved its Partnership Governance Framework and Toolkit in September 2017. 
This set out key principles such as how to capture the costs and benefits of engaging in 
different forms of partnerships, how to monitor and mitigate the risks associated with working 
across a wide variety of partners, and how to measure their performance. The Partnership 
Governance Framework, based on a Toolkit approach, provides guidance and support to all 
those involved in partnership working in conjunction with key stakeholders, in adopting a 
consistent approach for the governance of partnerships, and in ensuring on-going 
consideration of each partnership’s effectiveness. The Framework was reviewed in 
September 2018, which has resulted in the ongoing evaluation of the governance supporting 
the HB’s strategic partnerships.   

Where possible, all existing partnerships and collaborations of which the HB is aware, 
continue to be mapped to the HB’s internal governance structure in terms of its assurance, 
operational and strategic arms, as identified on the Governance Wiring Diagram. This 
ensures that any decisions or directions of travel that are being proposed in partnership can 
be tracked and agreed through the HB’s existing governance arrangements.  
  
It is recognised that effective risk management is essential for successful partnerships and 
the framework ensures that the HB’s existing risk management arrangements will be used 
both when reviewing an existing partnership or when seeking to establish a new partnership, 
in managing the risks of working within the partnership.  Regular review of partnership risks 
will enable an understanding of both the risks to the Partnership objectives, their impact on 
the HB’s objectives and its reputation, feeding the partnership risk registers and inclusion on 
the HB’s risk register as appropriate. 

Building upon the value of the Partnership Governance Framework, significant progress has 
been made in the development of an International Partnership Framework. This will 
maximise the development of robust governance regarding current and future international 
health partnerships, and the subsequent engagement in initiatives, demonstrating the HB’s 
commitment to the Charter for International Health Partnerships in Wales, and enhancing 
opportunities and benefits for staff, the wider population and wider organisations, as well as 
for our international partners and their beneficiaries. 

The Wellbeing Plans of the Public Services Boards (PSBs) represent the additional value 
that can be delivered through working innovatively and collaboratively as partners.  Their 
development has created a significant opportunity to reframe the focus and understanding of 
health and wellbeing not just on the absence of disease or the treatment of illness; the PSB 
Wellbeing Plans will help to re-orientate the focus on the wider determinants of health. Each 
PSB has established a governance structure to drive forward the delivery of the PSB 
Wellbeing Plans and a number of new sub-groups established in order to progress this work. 
 
As we move from strategic development of individual organisations towards delivery of a 
shared model, aligning governance across statutory organisations requires strengthening in 
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order to ensure appropriate accountability and facilitated joint decision making. The Board, 
at its meeting in March 2019, approved a number of recommendations which strengthens 
the West Wales Regional Partnership Board (RPB) governance arrangements.      
 
Leading on from the Inspiring Research and Innovative Practice Conference in 2017, The 
West Wales Academic Health Collaborative (WWAHC) along with UPB, has continued its 
work to identify creative solutions and development opportunities to drive research, 
education and innovation in health improvement.  Following appointment of a new WWAHC 
coordinator, 3 follow-up workshops on ‘Getting into Research’ have been run through 2018 
at both University and HB Sites, attended by representatives from all 4 partners.  They have 
provided a platform for collaboration and to share activities.  Additionally, funding was 
secured in 2018 for 50 HB staff and those University Researchers engaged with the 
WWAHC to undertake the BMJ Research to Publication Course.  This course provides 
education in research and evaluation skills and supports continued professional 
development.   
 
Projects and Strategic Policy Decisions 
It is explicit within the Risk Management Strategy and Policy that all discrete/significant 
projects or strategic policy decisions within the HB must be risk assessed using the agreed 
Risk Management Procedure. This requirement is re-iterated in the Risk Management 
Framework.  Each Project Manager within the HB must undertake risk assessments of their 
designated projects at the beginning of the project with each project required to have a 
separate risk register. The management of the project’s risk register must be a standing 
agenda item at all Project Board (or equivalent) meetings, where risks must be reviewed and 
updated as appropriate.  

Where the HB is involved in projects which are managed through third parties who utilise a 
different project methodology, a clear protocol will be established which identifies how risks 
held in the project format or system will be escalated to the risk register. There may be 
projects that require formal project methodology which is fully documented within a Project 
Initiation Document, detailing all project risks which are known and are included in any 
associated Business Case. A formal project approach using or based upon a recognised 
project methodology will reduce the associated risks within a project. 

Emergency Preparedness 
The HB has a well-established Major Incident Plan which is reviewed and ratified by the 
Board on an annual basis. The Major Incident Plan meets the requirements of all relevant 
guidance and has been consulted upon by partner agencies and assurance reviewed by the 
WG’s Health Resilience Branch. This Plan, together with our other associated emergency 
plans, detail our response to a variety of situations and how we meet the statutory duties and 
compliance with the Civil Contingencies Act 2004.  

Within the Act, the HB is classified as a Category One responder to emergencies. This 
means that in partnership with the Local Authorities, Emergency Services, Natural 
Resources Wales and other NHS Bodies, including Public Health Wales, we are the first line 
of response in any emergency affecting our population. In order to prepare for such events, 
local risks are assessed and used to inform emergency planning.  
 
We currently have 10 Executive/Senior Level Staff who have completed Exercise Wales 
Gold Command Training and/or Tactical Command Training together with 59 Hospital 
Managers/Senior Nurses who have completed Silver Level Major Incident Training for 
Health. 

The HB is also represented on the multi-agency Dyfed Powys Local Resilience Forum, 
(LRF), which includes a Severe Weather Group as part of its structure. The Severe Weather 
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Group has undertaken a robust risk assessment process based on the National Risk 
Assessment which identifies risks across our community and rates them according to a 
number of factors to give a risk score (low, medium, high, very high) and a preparedness 
rating. The Severe Weather Group focuses on responses to Flooding, Severe Winter 
Weather, Heat Wave and Drought events and the effects of climate change underpins this 
work. The Dyfed Powys LRF Severe Weather Arrangements Plan was first developed in 
2011 and is now reviewed on a biennial basis. The group also publishes a Community Risk 
Register – https://www.dyfed-powys.police.uk/media/1159/dplrfcrrv10en.pdf - which 
highlights the effects of climate change and informs the public about the potential risks we 
face and encourages them to be better prepared.  We discharge our roles in terms of the 
management of any prospective issues which could arise through climate change, working 
with partners from all agencies through this group. As part of the LRF we also work as a core 
partner to train and exercise staff to ensure preparedness for emergency situations.  
During 2018/2019, key achievements include: 

 Annual major review of our Major Incident response arrangements, referencing the 
Mass Casualty Incident Arrangements for NHS Wales; 

 Ongoing progress on Business Continuity development and review across the HB, 
including significant planning for the consequences of Brexit; 

 Planning for, and delivering, as part of an All Wales NHS Training Group 

 Health Prepared Wales 2018 - Symposium exploring health resilience at mass 
gatherings – considering whether we are prepared for the unexpected; 

 Further development and facilitation of trained Medical Emergency Response Incident 
Team capability. The HB currently has 40 trained MERIT Nurses with another 12 
scheduled to participate this year. 

 
Brexit  
Maintaining high-quality and safe services is our top priority in preparing for Brexit. We are 
working with the UK and WG, as well as through the LRFs and with other health and social 
care organisations across Wales to ensure services are protected, as much as possible, 
from any disruption. Our business continuity plans have been reviewed in light of our 
forthcoming exit from the EU and we have a HB Brexit Steering Group to manage and 
respond to the situation. Areas of work include medicines management, procurement and 
workforce, amongst others. I am very grateful to our workforce for their vigilance and 
commitment in preparing our organisation.  

We have a tremendously talented and dedicated workforce, many of whom are from the EU 
and are personally affected by Brexit, as well as other international and home-grown NHS 
staff. The HB is committed to supporting these staff to remain working for us, and this is a 
key priority in our preparation for Brexit. We have a closed Facebook group for our EU staff 
where they can receive updates and find peer support. We also have a website for staff and 
the public where they can obtain local information and signposting to national updates such 
as the WG Preparing Wales website.  

The control framework 
We are committed to putting quality at the heart of our services, providing the right care, in 
the right place at the right time and in the right way. The implementation of our Health and 
Care Strategy is a critical programme of work in making sure that we are able to deliver 
services that are Safe, Sustainable, Accessible and Kind.  Redesigning the healthcare 
system to reflect current need and future sustainability requires strong leadership and 
empowerment of front line staff in order to constantly deliver the highest standards of care.  
We recognise that we are working through a complex system of interwoven parts covering 
many different aspects which are not limited to health and care services however include 
those that encompass the wider determinants of health, including housing, education, 
transport and other important public services. Our strategy is to strengthen the resilience and 

https://www.dyfed-powys.police.uk/media/1159/dplrfcrrv10en.pdf
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quality of these services, grow the integration between health, social care and other key 
statutory and third sector organisations.  

In order to strengthen the assurance provided to the Board, the Integrated Performance 
Assurance Report (IPAR), examines and considers the latest performance data, 
achievements, challenges and needs. Supplementary Dashboards have also been 
developed for a number of performance indicators, including referral to treatment targets, 
unscheduled care, cancer, stroke and diagnostics and therapies. A quality Dashboard has 
also been developed to support the QSEAC, which includes data for healthcare acquired 
infections, concerns, incidents, delayed follow-ups, hand hygiene and patient satisfaction.   

Following its introduction towards the end of the previous financial year, we now have a 
formalised programme for the patient safety walkabouts, which are being well evaluated by 
both staff and the Executive/Independent members. The purpose of these is twofold; firstly it 
allows front line colleagues the opportunity to “say how it is”, to raise patient safety/quality 
issues and to share ideas for improvement.  Secondly, a walkabout is a way for leaders to 
stay in touch and be connected with all corners of acute, community, mental health and 
primary care services.  A report is provided to the area visited and feedback is delivered at 
each Board meeting.   

To accord with the core values for the NHS in Wales, designed to support good governance 
and the achievement of high standards of care (as included in the NHS e-governance 
manual), the HB places significant emphasis on: 

 Prioritising quality and safety;  

 Improvement being integrated with everyday working; 

 Focusing on prevention, health improvement and inequality; 

 Partnership working;  

 Investing in our staff. 
 
During March 2019, we launched the HB’s first Quality Improvement Strategic Framework. 
The Framework, approved by Board in July 2018, describes a new approach to creating a 
culture of continuous improvement.  The launch started the process to deliver the first 
collaborative training programme to take forward quality improvement projects across the 
HB, linked to our quality goals and strategic objectives.  
 
As a Board, we recognise that failure to deliver the fundamentals of care can have a 
significant impact and that the Board has a key role in safeguarding quality. In order to give 
appropriate scrutiny to the key facets of quality, i.e. effectiveness, patient safety, timeliness 
of care and patient experience, towards the end of the year we again undertook a Health 
and Care Standards Fundamentals of Care Audit in a selection of areas across the HB to 
highlight the findings in relation to key areas of practice. There were three elements to the 
audit: patient survey, staff survey and operational questions referring to patients’ records, 
medication charts, food charts and fluid charts.  A report is to be taken to a forthcoming 
meeting of the Board which will focus on the development work which was undertaken, 
where there are continued and sustained outcomes and recognition of any areas of concern 
and action plans to address these in the coming period. The report will provide assurance to 
the Board that the care delivered within the HB continues to achieve a high level of 
satisfaction amongst patients, whilst also identifying areas for improvement.  Detailed 
information on what we do to ensure that all our services are meeting local needs and 
reaching high standards is included in our Annual Quality Statement.  The HB recognises 
that further work needs to be undertaken in strengthening our approach to patient 
experience and developing a patient charter.  These will be priority areas for 2019/2020. 

As referred to above, the report on the results of the Health & Care Standards Fundamentals 
of Care Annual Audit exercise will be based on the themes and standards integral to the 
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Standards. The HB uses the Health & Care Standards for Wales as its Framework for 
gaining assurance on its ability to fulfil its aims and objectives for the delivery of safe, high 
quality health services. To be consistent with WG guidance that the focus should be on the 
embedding of the standards throughout the work of the HB in the delivery of services, the 
following processes are in place, with assurance reports being provided to the Board or its 
Sub-Committees as appropriate: 

 Self-assessment, tested through mechanism such as internal and clinical audit; 

 Participation in peer review exercises; 

 Consideration of and responding to external reviews from inspection and regulatory 
bodies such as Healthcare Inspectorate Wales; 

 Acting on feedback from bodies such as Community Health Councils. 
 

Further evidence of embedding the standards is that all Board and Committee papers have 
to demonstrate alignment with the relevant standard/s.  

At the HB, corporate governance is regarded as the way in which we are governed and 
controlled to achieve our objectives, and the effectiveness of these arrangements can impact 
on how well these are met. The control environment provides the Framework for ensuring 
effective scrutiny of the organisation’s progress towards achieving these objectives within a 
tolerable degree of risk, whilst risk management provides the resilience.   

In accordance with current guidelines appertaining to the Corporate Governance Code and 
its application to public bodies in Wales, the HB has undertaken an assessment of its 
compliance with the Code.  During the year, the HB has strengthened its practices for 
conducting business in an open and transparent manner.  The HB is satisfied that it is 
complying with the main principles of, and is conducting its business in an open and 
transparent manner in line with, the Code. The outcome of the assessment has been 
reported to the Board via the ARAC.  Although the HB, through its scrutiny and review 
processes, continues to identify areas for improvement, the assessment against the 
Corporate Governance Code was clear in that the organisation has complied with and has 
not identified any departures from the Code during the year.      

We have again undertaken a self-assessment against the Governance, Leadership and 
Accountability Standard (GLA), which was presented to the Board for discussion and 
subsequent approval. The standard sets out expectations for working within a legal and 
regulatory framework for health bodies and asks a series of questions to assess the 
organisation’s current position in terms of the following areas: 

 Having a defined structure in which accountabilities, roles, responsibilities and values 
are clear and which upholds the standards of behaviour expected of its staff;   

 Having a system of governance which supports successful delivery of its objectives 
and partnership working.  The organisation will provide leadership and direction so that 
it delivers effective, high quality and evidenced based services, meets patient needs at 
pace, with staff that are effective and appropriately trained to meet the needs of 
patients and carers; 

 Ensuring that effective systems and processes are in place to assure the organisation, 
service, patients, service users, carers, regulators and other stakeholders, that the 
organisation is providing high quality, evidenced based treatment and care through the 
principles of prudent healthcare and services that are patient and citizen focused. 

 
The HB’s self-assessment considered all the questions as set out in the WG’s supporting 
guidance in relation to the standard criteria and the entire assessment can be found within 
the May 2019 Extraordinary Public Board meeting by clicking on the following link - Hywel 

Dda Board Papers.  
 

http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/862/page/40875
http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/862/page/40875
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The Governance Leadership and Accountability Standard has been completed in terms of 
the HB’s current position. The self-assessment both identifies areas where progress 
continues to be made with some areas of good practice highlighted, and any other spheres 
where it is felt that further development is required.   

Other control framework elements 
Within the HB, the following control measures are in place to ensure that all the 
organisation’s obligations under equality, diversity and human rights legislation are complied 
with.  The HB practices a person-centred approach to service delivery with co-production 
and prudent health care at the forefront of the way in which we plan, develop and deliver 
services.  During 2018/2019 this has been further enhanced by our work towards meeting 
the duties of the Social Services and Wellbeing (Wales) Act 2014 and the Wellbeing of 
Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015.  In particular, we have completed a self-assessment 
in relation to the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act, which has assisted us to identify both 
good practice and where further work may be needed to progress towards each goal and 
demonstrate the five ways of working. We have also contributed to the Future Generations 
Commissioner’s Journey Checker project which seeks to highlight examples of good and 
best practice that can be implemented more broadly throughout Wales.  

The principles of equality, diversity and human rights are embedded in the guidance to the 
Board on our approach to service planning and reporting mechanisms, enabling robust 
scrutiny of proposals, performance and actions.  We use an Integrated Impact Assessment 
Tool in conjunction with our Equality Impact Assessment Tool, enabling equality 
considerations to be embedded into the core mechanisms of the HB.  Integrated Impact 
Assessment (IIA) (including equality considerations) forms part of the gateway process for 
service design, strategies, plans and policies. The IIA has been further developed to support 
the new ‘check and challenge’ process approved by the Board in March 2019. 

Our Written Controls Document Policy includes an explanatory section around Equality 
Impact Assessment and further information and guidance is available on our intranet and 
internet websites for staff and public consumption.  Equality Impact Assessments for policies 
are published on our website and Board papers are published for public scrutiny.   This 
ensures that due regard is given to equality, diversity and human rights considerations 
during the development and review of all HB policies and the scrutiny of policies in relation to 
local impact on the adoption of policies developed and reviewed on an All Wales basis.   

Equality and Diversity training is mandatory for all staff – ‘Treat me Fairly’ the Equality e-
learning package is available to all staff as part of the Core Skills Framework, uptake is 
monitored and is increasing incrementally.  We have also refreshed the existing Equality and 
Diversity Induction session.  Now entitled, “Person Centred Care”, it brings together 
information on key legislation including the Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 
2015 and the Equality Act 2010, identifying the links across all protected characteristics and 
considerations in relation to the needs of particular vulnerable groups, e.g. carers’, refugees 
and asylum seekers, veterans and homeless people.  This approach supports staff prior to 
their completion of the mandatory e-learning module.  In addition, we have responded to 
requests for bespoke training to meet the needs identified by individual departments or 
teams. This has included bespoke training on “trans awareness” and “unconscious bias”.  

Comprehensive information on equality, diversity and human rights (including links to 
external advisory bodies/organisations) is available to staff and the public on our dedicated 
intranet and internet web pages which have been reviewed and updated during the 
year.  Progress on the HB‘s stated Equality Objectives is reported to and scrutinised by a 
number of sub-committees and committees prior to presentation at Board and subsequent 
publication in our Annual Equality Report. 
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These groups/committees constitute wide representation across all functions, facilitating 
action directly targeted at improving staff and patient experience.  The HB has completed its 
second year of its refreshed Strategic Equality Plan and Objectives 2016/2020 and the 
Strategic Equality Plan Annual Report (reporting on the year April 2017 – March 2018) was 
presented to Board prior to publication in December 2018.  This year, we aim to publish our 
2018/2019 Strategic Equality Plan Annual Report at the same time as our 2018/2019 HB 
Annual Report in order to provide a more contemporaneous overview of our progress 
towards meeting our Equality Objectives.  

As an employer with staff entitled to membership of the NHS Pension Scheme, control 
measures are in place to ensure all employer obligations contained within the Scheme 
regulations are complied with. This includes ensuring that deductions from salary, 
employer’s contributions and payments in to the Scheme are in accordance with the Scheme 
rules, and that member Pension Scheme records are accurately updated in accordance with 
the timescales detailed in the Regulations. The HB would confirm that it acts strictly in 
compliance with the regulations and instructions laid down by the NHS Pensions Scheme 
and that control measures are in place with regard to all employer obligations.  This includes 
the deduction from salary for employees, employer contributions and the payment of monies. 
Records are accurately updated both by local submission (Pensions On-Line) and also from 
the interface with the Electronic Staff Record (ESR).  Any error records reported by the NHS 
Pension Scheme which arise are dealt with in a timely manner in accordance with Data 
Cleanse requirements.  

In terms of Carbon reduction, the HB has included on the organisation’s risk register a risk 
which captures the scale of action needed to meet reduction targets. The development of 
feasibilities and delivery of smaller scale efficiencies has continued within this context.  Best 
practice initiatives, such as the energy efficiency improvements to the new Minaeron Health 
and Wellbeing Centre are nearing completion which achieves BREEAM requirements 
around energy and carbon performance. The HB’s Health and Care Strategy and future 

plans for estate and service delivery which are now underway provide an excellent 
opportunity to align and deliver significant carbon benefits and reductions. To support this 
aim, the HB will work closely with the WG’s Energy Service to develop an energy and carbon 
strategy to signpost the opportunities moving forward with the new service strategy. 

Integrated Medium Term Plans (IMTP) 
The NHS Finance (Wales) Act 2014 requires each HB to prepare a plan which sets out the 
Board’s strategy for complying with the three year financial duty to breakeven. The HB 
acknowledges that it is not in a position to submit a three year IMTP given the current 
inability to evidence financial balance together with the current status of the Turnaround 
Programme. Therefore, the HB was unable to meet the requirement to submit a financially 
balanced three year IMTP for the period 2018/2021 to WG in accordance with the Act.  
Instead the HB submitted an Annual Plan for 2018/2019 concentrating on Finance, 
Performance and Turnaround; whilst also meeting the requirements of the NHS Planning 
Framework 2019/2022 (WHC/2018/040).  To this end a formal accountability letter was 
submitted to WG supporting this position.  
 
At its meeting in March 2018, the In-Committee Board was asked to note a revised draft of 
the 2018/2019 Annual Plan for submission to WG, noting that the Plan was not financially 
balanced and therefore could not be formally approved by the Board.  At its meeting on 29 
March 2018 the Board considered the Financial Plan for 2018/2019 and, whilst the interim 
plan was agreed, the Board requested further detail on the savings target delivery.  A 
subsequent paper providing further detail was considered at the Board meeting on 19 April 
2018, at which the Board approved the savings element of the interim Financial Plan 
2018/2019 as the basis for delivery in year. 
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The Annual Plan 2018/2019 set out our intentions for the year including a focus on financial 
improvement, progressing our Turnaround delivery, performance improvement and 
progressing the Transforming Clinical Services programme.  This in turn was a precursor to 
the intention to develop a three year IMTP for the 2019/2022 three year planning period.  
The deliverables and actions for 2018/2019 were agreed with WG, as well as clear 
milestones for how critical planning components were to be developed or strengthened 
during the year.  
 
In terms of Performance and Finances against the plan, in 2018/2019 we made substantial 
improvements in patient waiting times for planned care, such that by the end of the year we 
had no patients waiting over 36 weeks for treatment and no patients waiting over 8 weeks for 
access to diagnostics. Our deficit has reduced to £35.4m which is slightly better than the 
control total agreed at the start of the financial year.  We recognise, however, that we still 
have much more to do to stabilise our services, and address in particular our workforce 
challenges, and thereby stabilise and improve our finances. 
 
Detailed information can be obtained within the BPPAC papers 
http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/862/page/83830 and in the performance section of the 
Annual Report. Throughout, quarterly updates on the 2018/2019 Annual Plan, focused on 
actions to improve the HB’s position and complement our performance whilst improving 
quality and safety, were scrutinised by both the BPPAC and the QSEAC.   As part of the 
report each plan was RAG (risk) rated for the quarter, as well as detailing the change from 
the previous quarter, to provide the BPPAC with a level of assurance that actions were being 
met and that plans were being delivered. The Planning Department also developed an 
Integrated Planning Assurance Report during 2018/2019 to help deliver the Plan for 
2019/2020 and ensure the planning cycle is a stronger process.  
 
The WHC for the Planning Framework also states that “WG will work closely with those 
organisations that do not currently have an approved plan, to identify clear key deliverables 
and work towards the ambition of achieving an approved IMTP”.  We can confirm that we 
have continued to work closely with WG through targeted intervention meetings and quality 
and delivery and planning meetings. This has been further informed by the outcome of the 
Health and Care Strategy and the HB is aiming for an approvable IMTP in due course, 
subject to discussion with WG regarding the transitional plans and the zero-based review 
which show the journey we will need to take in the bridging years.  
 
In developing the Plan for 2019/2020, the HB continued to be unable to meet compliance 
with the NHS Finance (Wales) Act 2014, and therefore an Annual Plan for 2019/2020 was 
submitted to WG. The Annual Plan submitted for 2019/2020 concentrates on Finance, 
Performance, Turnaround and alignment to the Health and Care Strategy, whilst also 
meeting the requirements of the NHS Planning Framework 2018/2021 (WHC/2017/047 NHS 
Planning Framework 2018/2021). To this end, a formal accountability letter was submitted to 
WG supporting this understanding.   
 
Ministerial Directions  
A number of Ministerial Directions were issued during 2018/2019, this information being 
available by accessing the following links:  
Welsh Government | National Health Service non-statutory instruments 2018 
 
A schedule of the directions, outlining the actions required and the HB’s response to 
implementing these was presented to the ARAC as an integral element of the suite of 
documents evidencing governance of the organisation for the year.  From this work it was 
evidenced that the HB was not impeded by any significant issues in implementing the 
actions required as has been the situation in previous years. 
                       

http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/862/page/83830
https://gweddill.gov.wales/legislation/subordinate/nonsi/nhswales/2018/?lang=en
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Information Governance 
The HB has a range of responsibilities in relation to the appropriate use and access to the 
information it holds including confidential patient and staff information. These responsibilities 
are guided by legislation with the Medical Director acting as the designated Caldicott 
Guardian and the Director of Planning, Performance and Commissioning as the Senior 
Information Risk Owner (SIRO). Information Asset Owners (IAOs) are in place for all service 
areas and information assets held by the HB and a programme of compiling a full asset 
register for the HB is underway and due to be completed by November 2019. 
 
The HB has responsibilities in relation to Freedom of Information, Data Protection, Subject 
Access Requests and the appropriate processing and sharing of personal identifiable 
information.  The HB is currently working towards compliance with the General Data 
Protection Regulations (GDPR) which came into force on 25 May 2018, together with the 
Data Protection Act 2018. This work continues to strengthen the arrangements in place to 
ensure that information is protected and managed in line with relevant legislation and the 
HB’s duty of care to staff and patients.  A recent audit on the HB’s compliance with GDPR 
and the level of the effectiveness of the internal control systems to manage the risks 
associated with GDPR compliance was rated as providing the Board with substantial 
assurance that these controls are in place. 
 
The HB has adopted and implemented a robust procedure for managing Information 
Governance Incidents across the organisation that ensures incidents are reported in line with 
statutory requirements and lessons are learnt to improve future practice. The HB has had 
contact with the Information Commissioner’s Office (the ICO) in relation to eight incidents 
during the year. The incidents fell into four broad categories: 

 Breach of patient confidentiality/S.170 offence by an individual under the Data 
Protection Act 2018; 

 Loss of information sent by post or information sent to another individual in error; 

 Subject Access Request – not all information has been released; 

 Health records accessed by unauthorised individual. 
 
For seven of those cases closed by the ICO, the ICO have been satisfied with the 
preventative and follow up action taken by the HB and no fines or enforcement notices have 
been issued. One case still remains open and the HB is awaiting the response from ICO. 
 
The National Intelligent Integrated Audit Solution (NIIAS) which audits access to patient 
records has been fully implemented within the HB with an associated training programme for 
staff and procedures for managing any inappropriate access to records. Training sessions 
are scheduled regularly (2 sessions per month) and staff receive training from the 
Information Governance Team through the NIIAS programme.  In addition to the above 
training, global e-mail, group training sessions and Information Governance ‘Drop In’ 
sessions were in place. Posters, leaflets and staff briefings have all been used to 
disseminate information to staff around the importance of confidentiality, appropriate access 
to patient records and ensuring information is shared in an appropriate way. This is in 
addition to the mandatory Information Governance training module that all staff are required 
to complete every two years. The HB has worked hard to increase the level of completed 
Information Governance mandatory training across the organisation which is 78.2% (as 
recorded in the Annual Report 2018/2019). The continuance of this work will form a key part 
of the Information Governance Team’s work for 2019/2020. 
 
The HB has refreshed its Information Governance Framework in light of the GDPR and its 
strengthened governance arrangements. The HB has undertaken a full review of its position 
against the Caldicott Principles into Practice Assessment with an updated action plan ready 
for 2019/2020 to target areas that require improvement.   
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The Information Governance Sub-Committee (IGSC) and its reporting groups provide 
oversight, advice and assurance to both the BPPAC and the Board with regard to 
Information Governance. 
 
Data Quality and Information  
The HB has continued with improving the quality of our data which informs our decisions, 
performance assessments and reporting and which also informs some of the internal/ 
external reviews undertaken.  The HB however does recognise there is further work required 
in this area following both internal and external audit reviews. 
 
The HB has improved the quality of the data within a number of key clinical systems, and is 
continuing work to target other systems.  The established group of information asset owners 
are key in the data quality assurance process, and we are therefore concentrating during 
2019/2020 in further developing our network of Information Asset Owners.  The role of the 
Information Asset Owners will be pivotal in improving the data quality within the HB. 
 
Review of effectiveness 
As Accountable Officer, I have responsibility for reviewing the effectiveness of the system of 
internal control. My review of the system of internal control is informed by the work of the 
Internal Auditors, and the Executive Officers within the organisation who have responsibility 
for the development and maintenance of the internal control framework, and comments 
made by external auditors in their audit letter and other reports. 
 
Internal Audit 
Internal Audit provide me, as Accountable Officer, and the Board through the ARAC, with a 
flow of assurance on the system of internal control.  The programme of audit work which has 
been delivered in accordance with Public Sector Internal Audit Standards by the NHS Wales 
Shared Services Partnership. The scope of this work is agreed with the ARAC and is 
focussed on significant risk areas and local improvement priorities.  

The ARAC has received progress reports against delivery of the NHS Wales Shared 
Services Partnership Internal Audit and Capital (Specialised Services) plans at each 
meeting, with individual assignment reports also being received.  The findings of their work 
are reported to management, and action plans are agreed to address any identified 
weaknesses.  The assessment on adequacy and application of internal control measures 
can range from ‘No Assurance’ through to ‘Substantial Assurance’.  Where appropriate, 
Executive Directors or other Officers of the HB have been requested to attend in order to be 
held to account and to provide assurance that remedial action is being taken.  A schedule 
tracking the implementation of all agreed audit recommendations is also provided to the 
Committee. 

The overall opinion by the Head of Internal Audit on governance, risk management and 
control is a function of this risk based audit programme and contributes to the picture of 
assurance available to the Board in reviewing effectiveness and supporting our drive for 
continuous improvement. 
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The Head of Internal Audit has concluded for 2018/2019:  
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The Board can take reasonable assurance 

that arrangements to secure governance, risk 

management and internal control, within those 

areas under review, are suitably designed and 

applied effectively. Some matters require 

management attention in control design or 

compliance with low to moderate impact on 

residual risk exposure until resolved. 

 

 
The All Wales Framework for expressing the overall audit opinion identifies that there are 
eight assurance domains all of equal standing. The rating of each assurance domain is 
based on the audit work performed in that area and takes account of the relative significance 
of the issues identified.  
 
In reaching this opinion the Head of Internal Audit has identified that the Board can take 
reasonable assurance that arrangements to secure governance, risk management and 
internal control, within those areas under review, are suitably designed and applied 
effectively. Some matters require management attention in control design or compliance with 
low to moderate impact on residual risk exposure until resolved. 

 
In reaching this opinion the Head of Internal Audit has considered all the domains, with these 
being rated for assurance as follows: 
 

Domain  Assurance 

Corporate governance, risk and regulatory compliance Reasonable 

Strategic planning, performance management and reporting             Reasonable 

Financial governance and management Reasonable 

Clinical governance, quality and safety  Reasonable 

 Information governance and IT security Reasonable 

Operational service and functional management Reasonable 

Workforce management Limited 

Capital and estates management Reasonable 

 

Thus overall a reasonable assurance rating is given to the HB. 

Internal Audit is aware of the plans and actions put in place by the HB in response to their 
recommendations, and will follow these up in the 2019/2020 year to ensure they have been 
enacted.   
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The role of Internal Audit is to provide the Board with an objective assessment of the extent 
to which the systems and controls to manage our risks are adequate and are operating 
effectively, based on the work undertaken.  The work of the Internal Audit service is informed 
by an analysis of the risks to which the HB is exposed with an annual plan based on this 
analysis. It should be recognised that many of the reviews were directed at high risk areas, 
and the overarching opinion therefore needs to be read in that context.  Whilst 
acknowledging the Head of Internal Audit Opinion, it should be noted that 79% of the 
Internal Audit reports achieved a rating of substantial or reasonable with 12% of the reports 
receiving a limited or no assurance rating, with 9% of reports where a rating was not 
applicable.  See table below:       

               Internal Audit 

Assurance Rating 

        2018/2019 

No. % 

Substantial 8 23 

Reasonable 19 56 

Limited 4 12 

No assurance 0 0 

Rating Not Applicable  3 9 

Total 34 100 

 
*34 includes 3 draft reports to be finalised. . 
 
Similarly for Capital and PFI it should be noted that 70% of the audit reports achieved  
a rating of substantial or reasonable assurance, with 10% of reports in receipt of a limited 
rating.  A rating was not applicable for 20% of reports. See table below: 
 

Capital and PFI Audit 

Assurance Rating 

2018/2019 

No. % 

Substantial 1 10 

Reasonable 6 60 

Limited 1 10 

No Assurance  0 0 

Rating Not Applicable 2 20 

Total 10 100 

  
During the year internal audit issued the following audit reports with a conclusion of limited 
assurance: 
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Subject  Issue  Action 

Information Governance & Security Domain  

PC and laptop 
Security (Follow 
Up) 

February 2019 

Whilst some aspects of the 
recommendations from the 
previous report that were 
attributable to ICT were addressed 
and a schedule of concerns has 
been passed to the Security 
Manager for the HB, work to 
address the recommendation has 
not been completed in full. This 
should have been identified in the 
original management response with 
additional responsible officers listed 
at the time. Site visits conducted as 
part of the Internal Audit follow up 
confirmed that the situation in 
relation to ICT related issues 
observed in three of the six sites 
visited in the original review 
remained unchanged. The new 
recommendations will enable the 
ADI to identify individuals with 
jurisdiction to implement the 
recommendation fully and draw on 
their expertise and services to 
coordinate and carry forward a 
programme of work to improve the 
security arrangements surrounding 
the HB’s IT assets. 

The following recommendations 
are outstanding: 
 

R1 – Should consider a wider 

security awareness programme. 

 

R2, R3 & R4 – Work with leads 
at South Pembrokeshire 
Hospital, Bro Cerwyn and 
Amman Valley Hospital to 
coordinate the resolution of 
weaknesses identified in the 
security assessment, where 
necessary drawing on 
assistance from specialist 
departments such as Estates 
and Facilities.  
 

ARAC requested that the 
Management Response was 
reviewed and strengthened, 
and clear timescales were 
provided for outstanding 
recommendations which should 
be implemented by February 
2020.  

Operational Service and Functional Management Domain 

Records 
Management 

February 2019 

 The extant Corporate Records 
Management Strategy 
document does not reflect new 
legislative arrangements. 

 Lack of health records 
inventory in place by Service 
and Departmental Managers;  

 Current storage arrangements 
are impacting on the HB 
capacity-wise and financially. 

 Patient information continues 
to be held beyond the required 
retention period set by the WG, 
which increases the risk of 
storage breaching its capacity. 

 The Access to Health Records 
Policy does not reference the 
introduction of new legislation.  

The following actions are 
outstanding: 

 R1 – Update the Corporate 
Records Management 
Strategy  

 R2 - Information Asset 
Owners questionnaire to be 
circulated  

 R5 - Access to Health 
Records Policy to be 
reviewed and updated  

 R7- possibility of introducing 
joint IG/Health Records 
training sessions 

 R9 - ensure that the Health 
Records Committee 
regularly meet as per the 
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Subject  Issue  Action 

 Lack of appropriate 
arrangements for the storage 
of health records and patient 
information agreed between 
third party providers and the 
HB. 

 Lack of registers or logs noting 
the records and patient 
information currently in 
storage. 

 Some staffing groups continue 
not to have received training 
for the management of health 
records. 

 Policies and terms of reference 
do not reflect the requirements 
set out by the WG in the 
revised Health & Care 
Standards 2015.  

 The lack of regular Health 
Records Committee meetings, 
as per the terms of reference, 
could lead to a lack of scrutiny.  

frequency detailed in their 
terms of reference). 

 

Whilst some timescales have 

slipped, recommendations 

should be delivered by 

September 2019. 

National 
Standards for 
Cleaning Follow-
Up 

April 2019 

 Cleaning and Estates issues, 
although being reported upon 
are not actually being resolved. 

 Standards of cleanliness will not 
be monitored and areas that fall 
short of the expected standards 
will be not be identified and 
corrected if Internal Technical 
Audits (Cleaning for Credits) are 
not undertaken.  

 C4C audits are not always 
uploaded to the PMS website 
on the same day as the checks 
are undertaken.  

 iPads are not always used to 
complete audits at WGH and 
they are never used at GGH 
during an area visit increasing 
the likelihood of a delay 
between carrying out the 
checks and getting the 
information onto C4C.  

 Audits at peripheral sites to 
ensure that standards of 
cleanliness are monitored and 
areas that fall short of the 
expected standards will be 
identified and corrected.  

ARAC have requested the 

management response to be 

reviewed to ensure a robust 

plan is in place to address the 

findings in the report with this 

reported back to the next 

meeting. 
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Subject  Issue  Action 

Capital and Estates Management 

Water 
Management 

April 2019 

 Staff may not be appropriately 
trained to identify potential 
hazards or issues.  

 The HB’s implemented policy 
and procedures may not 
sufficiently address legislative 
compliance requirements.  

 Plans may not be appropriate to 
effectively manage an outbreak.  

 Water Safety Plan in place, the 
document was out of date (last 
updated in 2015) and did not 
therefore reflect the latest 
guidance (published in 2016).  

 A review should be undertaken 
of all outstanding high priority 
actions arising from NWSSP: 
SES audits, including 
assessment of the risk to the 
HB of these not being 
completed.  

 The legionella risk may not be 
effectively prioritised and 
managed within Estates.  

 Potential non-compliance with 
ACOP/WHTM 04-01.  

 Staff may not be appropriately 
trained to identify potential 
hazards or issues, or to 
undertake testing/monitoring in 
accordance with the Water 
Safety Plan.  

All the recommendations have 

been agreed by management 

and are being implemented in 

accordance with the timescales 

agreed in the management 

action plan.  

 

A follow up has been included 

in the internal audit plan for 

2019/2020. 

Workforce management 

PADRs  

May 2019 

 Issued May 2019. 
 

Despite the improvement in 

PADR compliance, the limited 

rating was issued in respect of 

the quality of PADRs 

undertaken in the HB. 

Internal Audit will undertake follow up reviews of all limited audits within 2019/2020. 
Implementation of recommendations is being monitored by the relevant Executive 
Performance Review or HB committee and tracked via the HB’s audit tracking 
mechanisms. 

 
In addition to the above, the ARAC has also received for assurance, a number of Internal 
Audit Reports appertaining to those functions delivered on its behalf by the NWSSP and 
which have been approved by the Velindre NHS Trust’s Audit Committee, as the host 
authority for the service. 
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Wales Audit Office (WAO)  
As the HB‘s appointed external auditor, WAO is responsible for scrutinising the HB’s 
financial systems and processes, performance management, key risk areas and the Internal 
Audit function.  The WAO undertake financial and performance audit work specific to the HB 
with all individual audit reviews being considered by the ARAC with additional assurances 
sought from Executive Directors and Senior Managers as appropriate.  The WAO also 
provides information on the Auditor General’s programme of national value for money 
examinations which impact on the HB, with best practice being shared.    
 
During the year, WAO undertook its annual Structured Assessment review of the HB which 
examined the arrangements to support good governance and the efficient, effective and 
economical use of resources.  In addition to reviewing the HB’s financial management 
arrangements, the progress made in addressing key issues identified in previous year’s 
structured assessment was also scrutinised, with the overall conclusions being as follows:  

 Although the HB has generally good governance arrangements in place, the Board 
has recognised that quality and safety governance arrangements need to improve and 
that the current organisational structure needs to be revisited to support delivery of its 
new strategy; 

 The HB is to be commended for its engagement and ambitious approach to longer-
term strategic planning but needs to develop joined up and streamlined planning and 
delivery arrangements and ensure there is sufficient capacity to drive through the 
necessary change; 

 Whilst the Board is strengthening arrangements for financial management and 
accountability, there remain significant financial challenges and it needs to address 
asset management risks and increase its focus on improving the efficiency of services. 
The management of workforce, is however, improving.   

The work undertaken as part of Structured Assessment contributed towards the WAO 
Annual Audit Report 2018. The key findings and conclusions emanating from both the 
assessment and the report are summarised as follows: 

 While there are generally good arrangements to support Board and Committee 
effectiveness, there are weaknesses in its quality and safety governance 
arrangements which the HB recognises and is addressing. The Board continues to be 
generally well-run with the quality of Board-level scrutiny and challenge good. There is 
a full complement of Independent Members with a comprehensive programme of 
development in place. Board agendas are well structured, with a clear focus on 
governance items, strategic issues and performance, although more work is needed to 
get the right level of information within the papers. The Board’s Committees generally 
work well although there is recognition that the QSEAC needs to further improve;  

 There is a well-developed BAF in place which is being refreshed as new strategic 
objectives are developed. In refreshing its BAF, the HB has also developed a 
comprehensive Regulatory and Review Body Assurance Framework, and over time 
has increased the level of information included in the BAF, including the Board’s risk 
appetite. A well-documented Corporate Risk Register is also in place, and the HB has 
been working to further embed its revised risk management framework; 

 The review of primary care services, maternity services, district nursing, operating 
theatres and a range of information governance aspects, as well as regional 
partnership working has found some positive aspects of securing efficient, effective 
and economical use of resources, but challenges remain, and several previous 
recommendations are outstanding;  

 The HB has made good progress in addressing recommendations from previous audit 
work but a number remain outstanding, some of which are reliant on national guidance 
and improvements in IT systems; 
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 An unqualified opinion was issued on the preparation and accuracy of the accounts for 
2017/2018; however due to the HB not achieving financial balance for the three year 
period ending 31 March 2018, a qualified opinion was issued on the regularity of the 
financial transactions within the 2017/2018 accounts. This was accompanied with a 
substantive report highlighting the HB’s failure to achieve financial balance and its 
failure to have an approved three year plan in place.    

 
The Board did not disagree with any of the content of the WAO Annual Report and I can 
confirm that progress has already been made in a number of the areas outlined above.  A 
detailed management response was prepared in response to the recommendations made in 
the Structured Assessment report by WAO, with implementation of these being tracked 
through the ARAC.  The management response can be viewed on the HB’s website and can 
be found on the following link: http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/862/page/95468  

Other sources of External/Independent Assurance 

Healthcare Inspectorate Wales (HIW) 

The Board is provided with independent and objective assurance on the quality, safety and 
effectiveness of the services it delivers through reviews undertaken by and reported on by 
HIW.  Any unannounced hospital inspections and any special themed reviews undertaken 
during the year would have been reported to the QSEAC and any matters for concern 
escalated accordingly.  The outcomes of any such reviews and any emanating improvement 
plans are discussed with any lessons learnt shared throughout the HB.   

All HIW reports, including the improvement plans, are presented to QSEAC, with an update 
on progress to date on the implementation of the recommendations within the reports.  This 
includes any inspections of acute hospitals and mental health and learning disabilities 
facilities, GP and Dental practices and any incidents involving Ionising radiation 
(IR(ME)R).  Services are held to account on the implementation of the recommendations 
through the Executive Performance Reviews.  The Committee is also informed of any 
immediate assurance letters received by the HB.  

During the year, HIW had undertaken eight inspections across acute, mental health and 
community and primary care (managed practices) services within the HB, as well as a 
number of thematic reviews the details of which are shown in Appendix 4.  The key 
messages emanating from the inspections were that, overall, patients reported they were 
happy with the care they received with it being evidenced that patients were treated with 
dignity and respect. The work also highlighted some issues requiring further action and 
where issues had been identified, the HB had generally responded soundly with 
improvement plans being completed and submitted in a timely manner. It was also stated by 
HIW that generally, themes identified in the previous inspections were being addressed in 
follow up work and the HB had been open and responsive to any matters raised. 

Audit & Review Tracker 

Audits and reviews play an important independent role in providing the Board with assurance 
on internal controls and that systems and processes are sufficiently comprehensive and 
operating effectively.  Therefore it is essential that recommendations from audits and 
reviews, both internal and external, are implemented in a timely way.   

The HB continues to develop its Audit and Review Tracker which logs and tracks the 
progress of all external audits, reviews and inspections undertaken by an external 
organisation on the services that are provided by the HB.  The tracker is intended to ensure 
that:  

 All external reports received by the HB are received and logged in a central repository; 

 It details where reports have been formally received by the HB; 

http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/862/page/95468
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 Clarity is provided by the lead Executive Director and lead officer for each report; 

 Updates on progress are provided and reported periodically to the ARAC; 

 Services are held to account in executive performance reviews. 

Throughout 2018/2019, escalation processes were developed for late and non-delivery of 
recommendations, with progress being monitored quarterly through the executive 
performance reviews, and which culminates in ARAC inviting lead Executives and Officers to 
explain reasons behind delays in implementation and the impact to patients.   

A strategic log was also developed to ensure that where the HB does not currently have the 
resources to implement recommendations, these are logged and agreed by the Executive 
Team to take forward and implement through it strategic and capital plans.    

WAO reported in the Structured Assessment 2018 that the HB has a robust process for 
tracking recommendations from all regulators, not just those identified by Internal and 
External Audit, and identified it as an area of good practice. 

Performance Management Assurance Framework (PMAF)  

The HB’s Performance Assurance Framework complements other key elements of the 
Board’s governance and assurance arrangements, particularly risk management, and 
provides a method for triangulation of data from different sources to give assurance that 
risks reported are escalated consistently and appropriately.  The HB developed and 
implemented its PMAF in 2018/2019 to enable the Executive Team to enhance its 
understanding, monitoring and assessment of the HB’s quality and performance, enabling 
appropriate action to be taken when performance against set targets deteriorates. The 
PMAF also incorporates delivery against the service and directorate plans set out in the 
Annual Plan 2018/2019.  The PMAF will be strengthened further in 2019/2020 following 
feedback from WAO SA18. 
 
The performance dashboards are updated monthly, with new dashboards available for 
Mental Health & Learning Disabilities and Theatre cancellations. Also, the Stroke Dashboard 
has been updated to include a summary by hospital site for the new quality improvement 
measures.  Following a request from the BPPAC, future reports will include the number of 
patients who are waiting to start an Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) or 
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) neurodevelopment assessment.   
  
Work is underway to make the performance dashboards available via a business intelligence 
tool, to allow easier access across different devices, including iPads. The first dashboards to 
be migrated are Referral to Treatment Time (RTT) and Cancer.   
 
The Board is presented at each of its meetings with an Integrated Performance Assurance 
Report (IPAR) that provides it with assurance on the most recent outturn position for key 
deliverable areas with these reports clearly highlighting where improvements are needed. 
  
Legislative Assurance Framework (LAF)  

The legal obligations of the HB are wide ranging and complex.  In order to provide the Board 
with a level of assurance of compliance, the Legislative Assurance Framework has been 
reviewed focusing on those matters that present the highest risk in terms of likelihood and 
impact of non-compliance.   A critical element of compliance is demonstrating the type and 
level of assurance that is relied upon.  The type of assurance relates to the three lines of 
defence, where first line of assurance is provided by management systems, the second line 
is provided from oversight and the third line relates to independent and more objective 
assurance and focuses on the role of internal audit and other external auditors/regulators.  
The level of assurance follows the internal audit gradings of substantial, reasonable, limited 
or no assurance.   
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The framework has been further developed, and now captures:- 

 Primary legislation requirement as set out in European law, UK Public Acts or WG 
measures; 

 Relevant Statutory Instruments issued as Regulations and Orders; 

 Licences issued by Regulatory Authorities as part of statutory arrangements; 

 Summary of requirement; 

 Regulatory/monitoring body, where applicable; 

 Powers that can be enacted by the Inspectorate/regulatory body; 

 Executive and Operational lead arrangements; 

 Type of assurance (linked to three lines of defence model); 

 Assurance level (this is determined by the appropriate operational lead) and Datix risk 
score, if there is limited or no assurance; 

 Key controls in place to assist the HB in complying with the legislation; 

 Date of last inspection and outcome (including actions, where identified); 

 Link to Health and Care Standards in Wales; 

 This framework does not extend to healthcare professional regulation and certification; 
neither does it extend to compliance with Alert Notices, which are subject to a separate 
process.  

 
During 2018/2019, services from across the HB were asked to undertake a baseline 
assessment of the relevant key laws/legislation (not all legal requirements are included as 
such a development would require considerable resource) which come under their remit. 
Where an assurance rating of ‘limited’ or ‘no assurance’ has been given, these have been 
extracted and reported to the ARAC.  Services have also undertaken a risk assessment for 
these areas (if not already in place) to ensure that the impacts are understood and the 
planned actions detail how risks of limited compliance will be managed/mitigated.  
Documenting and understanding the level of risk will help to inform HB’s annual prioritisation 
process going forward.  These will also be included in the performance management reviews 
undertaken with services. The LAF enables the HB to understand where there are areas of 
concern and provides a source of information which can be used to triangulate with other 
sources of information and assurance.     
 
Review of economy, efficiency and effectiveness on the use of resources 

It was recognised in the WAO structured assessment that the HB faces significant and on-
going challenges in respect of the organisation’s financial position, its ability to meet the 
requirements of an approvable Integrated Medium Term Plan and concerns around specific 
aspects of its performance, most notably in relation to unscheduled care and referral to 
treatment times. The efficient, effective and economical use of resources largely depends on 
the arrangements the HB has for managing its workforce, its finances and other physical 
assets.  
 
The structured assessment found that the HB is managing its workforce effectively, however 
vacancies continue to present challenges. It is recognised that the HB has generated several 
innovative initiatives to attract candidates or to develop its own workforce. The assessment 
highlighted that financial management and accountability had improved, but that the HB’s 
financial position remains a significant and long-term challenge. During the year WG 
awarded the HB additional recurrent funding of £27million, to reflect the unique set of 
challenges it faces in relation to its demography and scale that contribute to the continuing 
financial position. The HB’s year-end financial position is a deficit of £35.4million (2016/2017: 
£69.4million deficit) which is marginally ahead of that agreed with WG at the beginning of the 
financial year. The savings delivery in year was £26.6million which exceeds that delivered in 
2016/2017 (£25.1million). During the year the Turnaround programme has strengthened the 
internal processes with fortnightly holding to account meetings with directorates, 60-day 
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cycle meetings to identify new areas of efficiencies and a new escalation process with the 
Chief Executive for Directorates that are failing to deliver. 
 
The structured assessment stressed that the HB’s estate and physical assets are 
deteriorating and that these need to be risk assessed to prioritise actions for replacement. 
The HB has an Infrastructure Enabling plan which supports its current one-year operational 
plan. This sets out the estates requirements needed in the short-term and how these will be 
funded. 
 
In order for the HB to achieve it statutory breakeven duty going forward the pace of change 
needs to accelerate and it needs to demonstrate a clearer trajectory of improvement and 
financial sustainability as part of the implementation of the health and care strategy. 
 
Targeted Intervention (TI)   
The HB’s status remains at TI which is the third level in the NHS Wales Escalation and 
Intervention Framework. This means the WG and external review bodies continue to review 
whether to take and co-ordinate action in liaison with the HB to strengthen its capability and 
capacity in order to drive improvement.  When originally escalated to TI, we acknowledged 
the change as one intended to support us and as an opportunity to accelerate our 
improvement trajectory. This is still our view and since that time we have welcomed the 
support that we have been receiving.   

 
The progress we have continued to make over the last year has been acknowledged, 
particularly in respect of the continuous engagement with our population in the development 
of our Health and Care strategy, the continued improved performance with the significant 
achievement of no patients waiting over 36 weeks for treatment, no patient waiting over 36 
weeks for treatment and no one waiting over 8 weeks for access to diagnostics and, for the 
first time in a number of years, reducing the financial deficit of the organisation. The growing 
effectiveness of the Executive Team and their contribution to progress was also recognised. 
Whilst the escalation level remains unchanged, some concerns and issues were raised at 
the last review and these are being addressed by the HB.  
  

The Turnaround programme which we introduced last year provides a robust process for the 
delivery of savings schemes.  The total value of savings achieved was £26million which was 
our highest performance in a number of years and was also in the higher end of delivery 
across NHS Wales.  Work to further improve our position continues to progress.  Under the 
management of the Turnaround Director the team continues to work with Directorates on a 
range of areas.  The new Performance Management Framework which was introduced 
during the year, integrates the Turnaround accountability process into it and has generally 
strengthened the rounded performance management approach by the Executive Team 
towards the Directorates, this will be developed further in the new financial year. 

In response to the findings of the zero based review of the HB healthcare services, the 
Minister for Health and Social Services approved the release of £27million additional 
recurrent funding.  This was to reflect that the review confirmed the view of the HB that we 
face a unique set of healthcare challenges that have contributed to the consistent deficits 
incurred since the inception of the HB and also carried forward from its predecessor 
organisations. The review findings were that two factors, demographics and scale, 
generated excess costs that were unavoidable to the Board, however that the other two 
factors, remoteness and efficiency, did not generate excess costs for the organisation. The 
intention of the additional recurring funding is to place the HB on a fair funding basis by 
funding the excess costs identified in the review and provides a sound footing for the Board 
to develop and transform services. At the same time WG made it very clear that there is an 
expectation that as a Board we will focus on the costs that are within our control to manage 
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and deliver on the efficiencies identified in the review. The Board therefore supports and is 
grateful to WG for the commissioning of external support to work alongside the organisation 
to help reduce the deficit and reach a balanced plan position. 

Members of the Executive Team and I continue to meet with the Chief Executive NHS Wales 
and members of his Senior Team in WG, on a monthly basis. These meetings continue to 
review progress against the issues raised regarding our TI escalation level with the most 
recent meeting taking place in April 2019.  The Board, in recognising the significance of this 
level of escalation and its implications, is continuing to work with WG colleagues to address 
the long standing challenges we have been facing and see the escalation process as a 
helpful support mechanism to make progress.  As in previous years, our financial position 
has constantly dominated the conversation at the TI meetings over the last year, with 
workforce issues also being a cause for concern.  All agreed actions are subject to tracking 
for monitoring purposes and we will be working hard this year to reduce our escalation 
status. 

Conclusion 
This has been a momentous year for the HB which has seen the Board approve its first ever 
Health and Care Strategy and its enabling strategies for health and wellbeing and 
continuous engagement, which describes the long term vision for the population health 
outcomes for current and future generations and the HB’s 10 year Health and Care Strategy.  
This year has also been about hard choices and continuing on the journey to build 
sustainable services; the authority and accountability for delivery has been with the 
Directorates and Triumvirate teams, with the Executive Team driving delivery and holding to 
account. 
 
As detailed above during 2018/2019 we have made substantial improvements in patient 
waiting times for planned care, such that by the end of the year we had no patients waiting 
over 36 weeks for treatment and no one waiting over 8 weeks for access to diagnostics. Our 
deficit has reduced for the first time in a number of years to £35.4million, although we 
recognise that we still have much more to do to stabilise our services, and address in 
particular our workforce challenges and thereby, stabilise and improve our finances. Our 
Integrated Performance Assurance Report evidences how we track our performance across 
a range of quality and waiting times targets and our financial performance. However, we 
recognise we need to significantly improve upon waiting times performance, in particular 
relating to follow ups, and improve our financial performance even further.  
 
Whilst there have been improvements in our performance this year we must also 
acknowledge the challenges we have faced and continue to face, particularly in relation to 
operational challenges both in provided and commissioned services, staffing levels, 
recruitment and with our estate. There have been occasions when the services we have 
provided have not been of the standard or quality we would aspire to achieve.   
 
The winter period is without doubt one of the most challenging periods for the NHS. During 
the year, we have worked very closely with our partners to ensure everything runs as 
smoothly as possible and to ensure everyone can access the right services when they need 
them.   We want to acknowledge and say thank you to our dedicated staff and volunteers 
who have shown great commitment and gone above and beyond to rise to these challenges 
and continue to deliver compassionate and patient centred care. 
 
In the 2019/2020 Annual Plan we will be looking to scope out how many of our services, 
through Quality and Pathway improvements, could work towards 26 week waits, and for 
access to therapy services below 14 weeks and for diagnostics waits to become even 
shorter, so moving the organisation even further forward in the delivery of our Mission 
Statement. The introduction of the single cancer pathway during 2019/2020 will make us 
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strive for this, and will bring a step change in the improvement of cancer treatment.  Delivery 
of our year end improvement has been acknowledged as a key milestone and momentum 
needs to continue for 2019/2020.  
 
We acknowledge that because of the significant financial challenges within our current 
clinical model, we cannot pay as much attention to the prevention agenda as we should. 
However, in our planning for 2019/2020 we have signalled a step change in the way in which 
we do business and to that end we have approved our Health and Wellbeing Framework - 
Our Future Generations: Living Well.  This builds upon and supplements our Health and 
Care Strategy and is designed to help us focus on our long-term ambitions to deliver better 
health and wellbeing for all.  The implementation of the framework will be fundamental to the 
success of the strategy, as it signals the shift in mind-set and culture needed in order to put 
prevention and early intervention at the heart of everything we do, to secure a sustainable 
future and better health and wellbeing for all. This framework will help drive and align our 
short and medium term planning to deliver our vision for the future. It is equally important for 
all of our services to get involved in the first step, ‘help me to choose and age well’, and our 
2019/2020 Annual Plan describes the key actions we need to take to do this.   
 
Whilst the last twelve months have continued to be difficult and challenging for the 
organisation, stability has been obtained in some areas, with progress continuing in a 
number of other areas.  However, the organisation recognises that this is not good enough 
and that there is a need to take further steps in 2019/2020 to continue in driving down the 
deficit year on year. This is consistent with messaging from WG in both the TI and Annual 
Plan feedback meetings. We continue to meet regularly with WG colleagues to review 
progress against the issues which raised our escalation level to TI.  

It is with some regret that the Board has had to approve a deficit budget for the coming 
financial year, a decision which was not taken lightly. The level of deficit which has been 
approved by the Board at its meeting on 29th March 2019 is that of £29.8million for the year, 
reducing from the final 2018/2019 out-turn deficit of £35.4million. However, in light of the 
control total for 2019/2020 recently having been confirmed as £25million, and accepting the 
deficit position is a disappointment, a further, more detailed discussion of the challenges and 
efficiencies needed was held in a subsequent discussion at the In Committee Board on 11 
April 2019 and is planned for our Board meeting scheduled to be held in public on 30 May 
2019.   

Despite our forecast deficit we are committed to exhibiting best practice in all aspects of 
corporate governance and recognises that as a body entrusted with public funds, we have a 
particular duty to observe the highest standards of corporate governance at all times. The 
Board is provided with regular and timely information on the overall financial performance of 
the organisation, together with other information on performance, workforce and quality and 
safety.  Formal agendas, papers and reports are supplied to members in a timely manner, 
prior to Board meetings.  The Board’s agenda includes regular items for consideration of risk 
and control and receives reports thereon from the Executive and the ARAC. The emphasis is 
on obtaining the relevant degree of assurance and not merely reporting by exception. 

As detailed above the approval of our Health and Care Strategy at the November 2018 
Board meeting was a significant strategic milestone in respect of local services and the 
exemplary way in which this process was taken forward has been recognised by WG.   In 
moving forward with the delivery of the strategy, we are confident as a Board, that we can 
manage both the delivery of our existing commitments as well as taking forward our future 
plans. 
 
The behaviour and culture of the Board are key determinants of the Board’s performance. 
The Board should have it in mind that it is the first line regulator on behalf of the public, and 
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should be confident at all times that they understand and are alerted to any significant 
failures in controls or gaps in assurance. The Board is focussed on its statutory duties, 
quality of services, corporate and service risks and organisational needs, while acting 
responsibly towards its stakeholders, employees, partners and society as a whole. The 
Board is also simultaneously driving the organisation forward while keeping it under prudent 
control and is knowledgeable about local issues whilst also aware of wider influences.    
In moving forward, achieving a sustainable funding model for the delivery of health care at 
the HB will not be a quick task to complete and discussions with WG to find the right 
approach will continue. It is for this reason that the Board supports the WG approach of 
commissioning external support to work alongside the organisation towards achieving a 
balanced plan position. 

As Accountable Officer and based on the review process outlined above I have reviewed the 
relevant evidence and assurances in respect of internal control enacted during 2018/2019.  
The Board and its Executive Directors are fully accountable in respect of the system of 
internal control.  The Board has had in place during the year a system of providing 
assurance aligned to support delivery of both the policy aims and corporate objectives of the 
organisation. As highlighted earlier in this statement overall Board and Committee 
effectiveness is generally sound contributing to an effective internal control system.  My 
review confirms that although there have been some internal control issues which have been 
identified during the year with remedial action taken to address these, the Board has a 
generally sound system of internal control that supports the achievement of its policies, aims 
and objectives and that no significant internal control or governance issues have been 
identified.  

 
Signed by 
 
 
Steve Moore 
 
 
 
Steve Moore 
Chief Executive: 
 
Date:   29th May 2019  
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Appendix 1 – Board and Committee Membership & Champion Roles  
 

NAME POSITION 
AREA OF EXPERTISE 
REPRESENTATION 
ROLE 

BOARD COMMITTEE 
MEMBERSHIP/ATTENDANCE 

ATTENDANCE 
AT MEETINGS  

CHAMPION 
ROLES 

Bernardine  
Rees 
 

Chair   Board (Chair) 

 Remuneration & Terms 
of Service Committee 
(Chair) 

 University Partnership 
Board 

8/8 
2/3 

 
 

1/4 

 Unscheduled 
Care  

Judith 
Hardisty 
 
 

Vice Chair Mental Health 
Primary Care & 
Community Services 

 Board (Vice Chair) 

 Audit & Risk Assurance 
Committee 

 Business Planning & 
Performance Assurance 
Committee (Vice Chair) 

 Finance Committee 

 Mental Health 
Legislation Assurance 
Committee 

 Quality, Safety & 
Experience Assurance 
Committee  

 Primary Care 
Applications Committee 

8/8 
7/8 

 
 

6/6 
 

4/6 
 

2/3 
 
 

4/6 
 
 

6/6 

 Carers  
 

Judith 
Hardisty  
 

Interim Chair    Board (Chair) 1/1  Unscheduled 
Care 

Julie James 
until April 
2018 

Independent 
Member 

Third Sector  Board 

 Business Planning & 
Performance Assurance 
Committee 

 Quality, Safety & 
Experience Assurance 
Committee    

 (Vice-Chair) Audit & 
Risk Assurance 
Committee                

  (Vice-Chair) Primary 
Care Applications 
Committee 

0/1 
 

0/1 
 

0/1 
 
 
 

0/1 
 
 

1/1 

 NHS 
(Concerns; 
Complaints 
and Redress 
Arrangements
(Wales) 

Anna Lewis 
 

Independent 
Member 

Community   Board 

 Charitable Funds 
Committee 

 Quality, Safety & 
Experience Assurance 
Committee  

 Primary Care 
Applications Committee  

8/9 
2/4 

 
 

5/5 
 
 

4/5 

 Public and 
Patient 
involvement   
 

 

Professor  
John 
Gammon 
 

Independent 
Member 

University  Board 

 Business Planning & 
Performance Assurance 
Committee 

8/9 
4/6 
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NAME POSITION 
AREA OF EXPERTISE 
REPRESENTATION 
ROLE 

BOARD COMMITTEE 
MEMBERSHIP/ATTENDANCE 

ATTENDANCE 
AT MEETINGS  

CHAMPION 
ROLES 

 Quality, Safety & 
Experience Assurance 
Committee (Chair) 

 Remuneration & Terms 
of Service Committee  

 University Partnership 
Board (Chair)                          

6/6 
 
 

3/3 
 

4/4 

Owen Burt Independent 
Member 

Third Sector  Board 

 Audit & Risk Assurance 
Committee 

 Business Planning & 
Performance Assurance 
Committee 

 Charitable Funds 
Committee 

 Primary Care 
Applications Committee  

8/9 
6/7 

 
4/5 

 
 

4/4 
 
 

5/5 

Design 

David Powell Independent 
Member 

Information 
Technology 

 Board 

 Audit & Risk Assurance 
Committee              

 Business Planning & 
Performance Assurance 
Committee (Chair)   

 Finance Committee        

 Primary Care 
Applications Committee 
( Vice-Chair) 

 Remuneration & Terms 
of Service Committee  

 Quality, Safety & 
Experience Assurance 
Committee 

9/9 
8/8 

 
 

6/6 
 

7/7 
 

6/6 
 
 

3/3 
 

6/6 

 
 

Simon 
Hancock 
 

Independent 
Member 

Local Government   Board 

 Audit & Risk Assurance 
Committee 

 Business Planning & 
Performance Assurance 
Committee   

 Charitable Funds 
Committee (Chair)                                   

 Mental Health 
Legislation Assurance 
Committee 

 University Partnership 
Board (Vice-Chair)                      

8/9 
7/8 

 
 

6/6 
 

4/4 
 
 

2/4 
 
 

3/4 

 Older People 

 Equalities & 
Diversity  

 Flu 

 Emergency 
Planning 

 Armed Forces 
& Veterans  

Adam 
Morgan  
 

Independent 
Member 

Trade Union  Board 

 Charitable Funds 
Committee               

 Quality, Safety & 
Experience Assurance 
Committee (Vice-Chair) 

7/9 
2/4 

 
 

5/6 
 
 

3/4 
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NAME POSITION 
AREA OF EXPERTISE 
REPRESENTATION 
ROLE 

BOARD COMMITTEE 
MEMBERSHIP/ATTENDANCE 

ATTENDANCE 
AT MEETINGS  

CHAMPION 
ROLES 

 Mental Health 
Legislation Assurance 
Committee 

 University Partnership 
Board 

 
 

3/4 

Delyth 
Raynsford  
 

Independent 
Member  

 Community  Board 

 Charitable Funds (Vice-
Chair) 

 Mental Health 
Legislation Assurance 
Committee (Vice-Chair) 

 Quality, Safety & 
Experience Assurance 
Committee 

 University Partnership 
Board 

8/9 
3/4 

 
 

3/4 
 
 

6/6 
 

 
3/4 

 Welsh 
Language 

 Cleaning, 
Hygiene and 
Infection 
Management  

 Children, 
Young People 
& Maternity 
Services 

 Nutrition & 
Hydration  

 NHS 
Concerns 
complaints 
and redress 
arrangements 

Mike Lewis  
 

Independent 
Member  

Finance   Board 

 Audit & Risk Assurance 
Committee  (Vice-Chair)            

 Business Planning & 
Performance Assurance 
Committee    

 Charitable Funds 
Committee  

 Finance Committee       
(Vice-Chair)     

 Mental Health 
Legislation Assurance 
Committee 

9/9 
8/8 

 
6/6 

 
 

4/4 
 

 
5/7 

 
2/4 

 

Paul 
Newman  

Independent 
Member 

Community  Board 

 Audit & Risk Assurance 
Committee (Chair)   

 Remuneration & Terms 
of Service Committee 

 Mental Health 
Legislation Assurance 
Committee 

7/9 
 

7/8 
 

3/3 
 
 

3/4 

 

Steve Moore 
 

Chief 
Executive 
Officer 

  Board 

 Finance Committee 

 Remuneration & Terms 
of Service Committee 

9/9 
6/7 

 
3/3 

 Time to 
Change 
Wales Mental 
Health  

Joe Teape 
 

Deputy Chief 
Executive 
Officer/ 
Director of 
Operations 

  Board 

 Business Planning & 
Performance Assurance 
Committee 

 Finance Committee 

9/9 
6/6 

 
 

4/7 

 Delayed 
Transfers of 
Care 

 Sustainable 
Development 
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NAME POSITION 
AREA OF EXPERTISE 
REPRESENTATION 
ROLE 

BOARD COMMITTEE 
MEMBERSHIP/ATTENDANCE 

ATTENDANCE 
AT MEETINGS  

CHAMPION 
ROLES 

 Quality, Safety & 
Experience Assurance 
Committee 

 Mental Health 
Legislation Assurance 
Committee   

 
6/6 

 
 
 

3/4 

 Security 

 Fire Safety 

Karen Miles  Executive 
Director of 
Planning, 
Performance & 
Commissioning  

  Board 

 Business Planning & 
Performance Assurance 
Committee     

 Quality, Safety & 
Experience Assurance 
Committee          

 University Partnership 
Board 

9/9 
 

6/6 
 

6/6 
 

 
2/4 

 

Stephen 
Forster  
(until 
September 
2018) 

Executive 
Director of 
Finance 

  Board 

 Audit & Risk Assurance 
Committee 

 Business Planning & 
Performance Assurance 
Committee                 

 Charitable Funds 
Committee                 

 Quality, Safety & 
Experience Assurance 
Committee 

 Finance Committee 

4/4 
5/5 

 
 

3/3 
 

1/1 
 

0/3 
 
 

1/2 

 

Huw 
Thomas 

Interim Director 
of Finance until 
September 
2018 & 
Executive 
Director of 
Finance 

  Board 

 Audit & Risk Assurance 
Committee 

 Business Planning & 
Performance Assurance 
Committee   

 Charitable Funds 
Committee                

 Finance Committee 

 Quality, Safety & 
Experience Assurance 
Committee 

 University Partnership 
Board 

5/5 
4/4 

 
 

3/3 
 

3/3 
 

7/7 
2/3 

 
 

1/2 

 

Mandy 
Rayani  
 

Executive 
Director of 
Nursing, 
Quality & 
Patient 
Experience 

  Board 

 Business Planning & 
Performance Assurance 
Committee                  

 Quality, Safety & 
Experience Assurance 
Committee 

 University Partnership 
Board  

9/9 
5/6 

 
 

6/6 
 
 

3/4 

 Violence & 
Aggression 

 Children’s 
Act 2004 

 Children 
Young 
People and 
maternity 
services 

Jill Paterson 
 

Director of 
Primary Care, 
Community 

  Board 9/9 
3/6 
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NAME POSITION 
AREA OF EXPERTISE 
REPRESENTATION 
ROLE 

BOARD COMMITTEE 
MEMBERSHIP/ATTENDANCE 

ATTENDANCE 
AT MEETINGS  

CHAMPION 
ROLES 

and Long Term 
Care 
 
 

 Business Planning & 
Performance Assurance 
Committee                                 

 Quality, Safety & 
Experience Assurance 
Committee 

 Primary Care 
Applications Committee    

 
5/6 

 
 

5/6 

Alison 
Shakeshaft 

Executive 
Director of 
Therapies and 
Health Science 

  Board 

 Business Planning & 
Performance Assurance 
Committee 

 Quality, Safety & 
Experience Assurance 
Committee  

 University Partnership 
Board 

9/9 
5/5 

 
 
 

6/6 
 
 

3/4 

 

Lisa Gostling 
 

Executive 
Director of 
Workforce & 
Organisational 
Development 

  Board 

 Business Planning & 
Performance Assurance 
Committee    

 Finance Committee                                   

 Quality, Safety & 
Experience Assurance 
Committee               

 Remuneration & Terms 
of Service Committee 

 University Partnership 
Board 

9/9 
5/6 

 
7/7 

 
6/6 

 
 

3/3 
 

4/4 

 

Ros Jervis  
 
 

Executive 
Director of 
Public Health  
  

  Board 

 Business Planning & 
Performance Assurance 
Committee 

 Quality, Safety & 
Experience Assurance 
Committee               

 University Partnership 
Board 

9/9 
3/6 

 
 

6/6 
 
 

1/4 

 Emergency 
Planning 

Sarah 
Jennings 
 

Director of 
Partnerships & 
Corporate 
Services  

  Board  

 Business Planning & 
Performance Assurance 
Committee                     

 Charitable Funds 
Committee 

 Quality, Safety & 
Experience Assurance 
Committee 

 University Partnership 
Board 

7/9 
3/6 

 
 

4/4 
 

3/6 
 
 

4/4 

 Public Patient 
Involvement 

Joanne 
Wilson 
 

Board 
Secretary 

  Board 

 Audit & Risk Assurance 
Committee 

9/9 
8/8 

 
6/6 
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NAME POSITION 
AREA OF EXPERTISE 
REPRESENTATION 
ROLE 

BOARD COMMITTEE 
MEMBERSHIP/ATTENDANCE 

ATTENDANCE 
AT MEETINGS  

CHAMPION 
ROLES 

 Quality, Safety & 
Experience Assurance 
Committee 

 Remuneration & Terms 
of Service Committee 

 
 

3/3 

Phil Kloer Executive 
Medical 
Director & 
Director of 
Clinical 
Strategy 

  Board 

 Business Planning & 
Performance Assurance 
Committee 

 Quality, Safety & 
Experience Assurance 
Committee 

 University Partnership 
Board 

9/9 
5/6 

 
 

5/6 
 
 

4/4 

 Patient 
Information 

Andrew 
Carruthers  
 

Turnaround 
Director  

  Board 

 Business Planning & 
Performance Assurance 
Committee 

 Finance Committee 

9/9 
3/6 

 
 

6/7 

 

Libby Ryan-
Davies 
 

Transformation 
Director 

  Board  

 University Partnership 
Board 

5/9 
1/4 

 

In line with Standing Orders and approved Terms of Reference, on some occasions appropriately briefed 
deputies (for Executive Directors) have counted towards quorum and attendance at Board and its Committees. 
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Appendix 2 – Summary of the work of Board Committees 

2.1 Audit & Risk Assurance Committee (ARAC)  
The ARAC continues to receive progress updates directly as and when requested, including 
any reports relating to clinical governance issues, having previously been referred for further 
consideration to the Quality, Safety & Experience Assurance Committee (QSEAC). In 
addition, each of the Board Committee Chairs and Lead Executives are requested to attend 
the ARAC on a cyclical basis, at least annually, to provide assurance that the Committee is 
fully discharging its duty and complying with the requirements of its Terms of Reference. 

Acting on the outcomes of effectiveness reviews is as important as undertaking them and it is 
desirable that outcomes and associated actions are reported appropriately. Where reports 
received a less than reasonable assurance audit rating or where there are specific areas of 
concern, the appropriate Executive Directors were requested to attend Committee meetings. 
This process provided opportunities to discuss the reports more fully, and for the Committee 
to satisfy itself that the findings raised in the reports were being addressed and 
recommendations implemented to address control weaknesses or compliance issues.  

All audit recommendations are tracked in one place with a detailed audit tracker being 
periodically considered by the ARAC.  In its Annual Audit Report 2018 WAO recognised that 
the HB is making steady progress in addressing previous issues identified and that it has 
effective arrangements in place to track audit recommendations. The ARAC has a key role to 
play in supporting the application of good governance principles in decision making and is well 
placed to understand the risks to good governance faced by HB, such as risks arising from 
external factors, e.g. legislative changes or risks arising from changes or initiatives within the 
organisation.  

The Committee is responsible for overseeing risk management processes across the 
organisation and has a particular focus on seeking assurance that effective systems are in 
place to manage risk and that the HB has an effective framework of internal controls that 
addresses principal risks. The Committee is responsible for monitoring the assurance 
environment and challenging the build-up of assurance on the management of key risks 
across the year, ensuring that the Internal Audit Plan is based on providing assurance that 
controls are in place and can be relied on and reviewing the internal audit plan in year as the 
risk profiles change. The ARAC has received bi-annual reports from Board level committees, 
providing assurance that risks are being managed appropriately and that the risk 
management framework and process is effective.   

In line with Standing Orders, and in the interest of probity and transparency, the Committee 
received reports relating to all Single Tender Actions during the course of the year. Although 
some concern was expressed at the beginning of the year regarding the continuing trend of 
increasing volume and value of single tender actions being received by the Committee, the 
most recent internal audit report indicates a reduction in both volume and value. 

In accordance with the ARAC Handbook, the Committee reviewed the adequacy of 
arrangements for declaring, registering and handling gifts, hospitality and sponsorship 
currently enacted by the Board.  

The HB must effectively seek to promote the counter fraud agenda and ensure that the 
appropriate action is taken when an allegation of fraud is received. The role of the ARAC is to 
ensure the promotion and implementation of the policy and compliance is monitored by the 
Committee through the reports of counter fraud activity received and the Annual Counter 
Fraud Work Plan. The Committee received the 2018/2019 Annual Work Plan of the Local 
Counter Fraud Officer, ensuring that it had an appropriate level of coverage and received 
regular reports to monitor progress against the plan. These reports provided an overview of 
current cases, details of concluded fraud investigations, policy and procedure reviews, actions 
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being taken to deter and prevent fraud and to raise fraud awareness throughout the HB.  The 
Counter Fraud Service is taking various approaches to achieve this, including the use of tools 
such as the new Twitter account.  
 
Regular Financial Assurance Reports have been presented to the ARAC. This is consistent 
with the Committee’s role of maintaining an appropriate financial focus by demonstrating 
robust financial reporting and that the maintenance of sound systems of financial control are 
enacted. The HB’s position has remained as that of “Targeted Intervention” status during the 
year, primarily as a result of the underlying financial position and performance challenges that 
the HB faces. The Committee has closely monitored the enhanced escalation status of the HB 
during the year with the Joint Escalation & Intervention Arrangements being a standing 
agenda item for its meetings. 
 
Reports from the following Committees were received which provided assurances that the 
respective Committee’s Terms of Reference, as set by the Board, are being adequately 
discharged: 

 University Partnership Board; 

 Primary Care Applications Committee; 

 Business Planning & Performance Assurance Committee (BPPAC); 

 Quality, Safety & Experience Assurance Committee (QSEAC); 

 Mental Health Legislation Assurance Committee (MHLAC); 

 Finance Committee; 

 Charitable Funds Committee. 
 
Whilst it is recognised that Committees are discharging their Terms of Reference adequately, 
there are still improvements to be made to strengthen the assurance and risk focus of the Sub-
Committees. It was highlighted in particular that the QSEAC has been on a development journey 
with this work continuing.  
 
The ARAC, in accordance with best governance practice, has undertaken a self-assessment 
and evaluation of its own performance and operation.  In response to the requirement for 
continual improvement of the self-assessment process, the questionnaire answered by 
members included enhancements regarding the work of Internal Audit, External Audit and 
Counter Fraud, with members also being asked to consider their individual understanding, 
role and contribution to the Committee.  Members were constructive in their responses, 
commenting on processes and procedures, with areas for development being identified.  

This suggested the need to continue with a risk based approach to agenda setting to cover off 
the key areas of Committee business in order to provide assurance to the Board on the 
management of key risks throughout the year. The key relationship between the ARAC, the 
QSEAC and the BPPAC should be considered as part of the review of their respective Terms 
of Reference, and the arrangement whereby the Lead Directors for both the QSEAC and the 
BPPAC are invited to attend the ARAC at least annually to receive assurance that they are 
effectively discharging their Terms of Reference should continue.  Development of each 
Committee’s Decision Tracker into an overall Board and Committees Decision Tracker should 
further assist with this. 

Given the above outline of the work of the ARAC, the following specific comments/ 
observations, in addition to those deemed as requiring Board Level Consideration or 
Approval, were noted during the year:  

 Continued concerns regarding Clinical Audit and governance regarding non-
participation, with it noted that this is an area where decisions would be raised to 
Board level; 

 Revisions made to the Internal Audit Charter, including new escalation protocols, 
timescales, processes and rules; 
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 The revised Audit Tracker holding to account arrangements;  

 Concern regarding and the risks to, the financial position and delivery of the planned 
deficit position; 

 Concerns regarding the potential resource impacts (both financial and staff) on Hywel 
Dda’s Public Health Wales Resources arising from the WAO report on Collaborative 
Arrangements for Managing Local Public Health Resources; 

 The continuing concerns regarding the Physical Verification of Fixed Assets & PII 
Internal Audit report; 

 Monitoring of the Joint Escalation & Intervention Arrangements; 

 Disquiet regarding delays in payments to suppliers, particularly in the case of smaller 
companies where this can result in significant impact; 

 The need for the HB to strengthen its governance and reporting regarding Maternity 
Services due to the inherent risks and potential cost, both in human terms and clinical 
negligence claims; 

 Risks in dealing with private sector companies for capital projects.  

 
2.2   Business Planning & Performance Assurance Committee (BPPAC) 

In keeping with its purpose as outlined in its Terms of Reference, the BPPAC has provided 
support to the Board on the following:  

 The development of delivery plans within the scope of the Committee, their alignment 
to the IMTP, their delivery, and any corrective action needed when plans are off track; 

 Monitor the development and delivery of the enabling strategies within the scope of the 
Committee, aligned to organisation objectives and the Integrated Medium Term Plan 
for sign off by the Board; 

 Quality assure and approve all delivery plans required by WG, ensuring alignment with 
the HB’s strategy and priorities; 

 Assure that best practice and national guidelines are adopted in service development 
plans and pathways; 

 Ensure significant service change proposals approved by the Board pass through a 
gateway process before being approved by the Committee for implementation; 

 Develop and regularly review the performance management framework and reporting 
template, ensuring it includes meaningful, appropriate and integrated performance 
measures, timely performance data and clear commentary relating to the totality of the 
services for which the Board is responsible, including workforce performance matters; 

 Scrutinise the performance reports prepared for submission to the Board, provide 
exception reports where performance is off track, and undertake deep dives into areas 
of performance as directed by the Board; 

 Scrutinise the performance reports for submission to the Board and related to external 
providers, the Welsh Health Specialised Services Committee, Emergency Ambulance 
Services Committee, the NHS Wales Shared Services Partnership, and the Joint 
Regional Planning & Delivery Committee, and hosted services (including the Low 
Vision Service Wales), provide exception reports where performance is off track, and 
undertake deep dives into areas of performance as directed by the Board; 

 Ensure robust interface protocols are in place with regard to the NHS Wales Shared 
Service Partnership and test their efficacy on a planned programme of review; 

 Monitor performance and controls with regard to Primary Care contracts; 

 Approve the criteria for usage of Prescribing Management Savings and sign off 
individual applications; 

 Provide advice and assurance to the HB in relation to the effectiveness of local 
partnership governance arrangements; 

 Provide assurance to the Board that arrangements for Capital, Estates and IM&T are 
robust and consider proposals from the Capital, Estates and IM&T Sub Committee on 
the allocation of capital and agree recommendations to the Board; 
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 Agree usage of in-year monies from WG, ensuring alignment with the HB’s strategy 
and priorities and sign off business cases; 

 Provide assurance to the Board that arrangements for information governance are 
robust; 

 Provide assurance to the Board in relation to the organisation’s arrangements for 
health, safety, security, fire and emergency preparedness, resilience and response, 
including business continuity; 

 Refer business and planning matters which impact on quality and safety to the Quality, 
Safety Experience & Assurance Committee, and vice versa; 

 Receive advice from the Medicines Management Group and agree on the managed 
entry of new drugs, taking into account the resource and service implications; 

 Approve corporate policies and plans within the scope of the Committee; 

 Review and approve the annual work plans for the Sub-Committees which have 
delegated responsibility from the BPPAC and oversee delivery; 

Specific comment made during the year by the Committee included the following: 

 The scale of the issues involved in relation to the diminishing and sub-standard 
accommodation facilities in place across the HB; 

 Pressure points within unscheduled care which are having an effect on access, quality 
and patient experience; 

 Monitoring of Welsh Health Circulars (WHCs) - Recognising the implications for quality 
and safety of non-compliance with a number of these circulars, the Committee 
requested assurance that these were being addressed and directed that firmer 
updates on progress were required for monitoring by BPPAC in future. The need to 
ensure the quality & safety implications that derive from these are programmed into 
QSEAC’s agenda was agreed; 

 Mortality Exception Report - The Committee received the HB’s mortality indicators and 
members were assured that following a significant review of the handling of the HB’s 
mortality review arrangements, variations in the way in which reviews are undertaken 
were to be addressed and changed to the All Wales process; 

 Concerns regarding the HB’s deteriorating financial run rate to be mitigated through 
operational savings delivering at pace, with the recently established CEO Holding to 
Account meetings helping to build a rhythm and focus for this work; 

 Concerns in regard to the delay in implementing WEDS and other national IT 
programmes, given the HB’s reliance on these and the limited exercise it can 
individually control;  

 Concerns regarding recruitment performance to be considered by the Workforce & OD 
Sub-Committee; 

 Concerns regarding the varied performance with clinical coding across the organisation, 
with an acknowledgement that although funding for additional coders has been 
escalated, a resolution would not be forthcoming in the short term; 

 Concerns regarding the HB’s lack of an organisational wide policy for the storage of 
confidential waste, to be addressed through guidance issued to staff highlighting the 
importance of storing confidential waste, with an update on improvements to be 
presented to the Sub-Committee; 

 Concerns that non-compliance against the NIS Directive project could result in a 
£17million fine, with an All Wales strategy required to address this, and cyber security 
risks going forward; 

 Concerns regarding the number of objectives within the 2018/2019 Annual Plan making it 
difficult to monitor and provide assurance, with the suggestion that each Director look at 
their own particular area to reduce the number of objectives and agreed the most 
‘impactful’ actions; 
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 Concerns that the £2.5million for pre-commitments in association with the 2019/2020 
Discretionary Capital Programme (DCP) are significantly higher than that which has 
previously been considered by BPPAC which could impact on other requests; 

 Concerns regarding the delay in implementing the HB’s Lockdown Policy;  

 Concerns regarding to the increased risk in the HB’s ability to provide aseptic medicines 
due to having to outsource aseptic unit work given the two transgressions of water in the 
GGH Aseptic Unit during the past 2 months and information requested on the actions 
taken to manage the risks involved; 

 Concerns regarding the roll out of MTED in BGH given that Executive Team had agreed 
the system is not a sufficient priority for the HB, and suspended further roll out. 
 

2.3. Quality, Safety & Experience Assurance Committee (QSEAC) 
In accordance with its Terms of Reference, specific comment was made by the Committee on 
the following: 
● Patient quality and safety concerns due to the on-going challenges in regard to 

medical recruitment within mental health services, where medical resources will be re-
directed to provide essential medical cover where necessary;  

● As the Directorate is heavily reliant on locum cover, measures will be established to 
increase psychiatric training to reduce the impact of this on service provision for 
patients; 

● Continuing concerns in regard to access for children and young people of Hywel Dda 
to the Sapphire Suite at the SARC in Swansea Bay HB. To ensure regional SARC 
provision for Hywel Dda patients, a service level agreement has been established with 
Cardiff & Vale Health Board; 

● Concerns with regard to patient impact once the refurbishment works on the aseptic 
units commence; 

● Given the Committee’s concerns regarding the current dermatology pathway due to a 
lack of Consultant capacity, a report on dermatology and the mitigating actions to 
address these concerns will be presented;  

● Given the concerns raised in regard to delayed follow up appointments, a further report 
to be presented to QSEAC in April 2019 to provide assurance that the current 
mitigations in place are having an effect; 

● Vascular Service Clinical Progress Report and Action – Given the Committee’s 
concerns regarding the impact on patient outcomes due to delays in vascular service 
provision, an update on recent outcome data will be presented to QSEAC in April 
2019; 

● Dementia Care Progress Report - Given that funding will be required to increase the 
workforce to improve patient access to Dementia services, a further report will be 
provided for the Board’s assurance; 

● Fragility of Mental Health Services - concerns regarding the 18 month delay on 
progression to a new Patient Administration System within Mental Health to be 
addressed by an interim plan put in place by the Assistant Director of Informatics to 
mitigate against the fragilities within the current system;   

 Strategic Safeguarding Sub-Committee Exception Report - concerns regarding 
learning from safeguarding reviews which regularly identify poor record keeping, 
information sharing and communication to be addressed both in action plans and in 
staff training; 

● Histopathology Staffing And Accommodation Issues – key service risks facing the 
Cellular Pathology (Histopathology) service and the potential consequences of these 
on the HB’s patients and staff to be mitigated by consideration of the appointment of 
Advanced Nurse Practitoners to undertake some of the duties routinely undertaken by 
Consultant staff within this specialty which is currently a shortage profession, together 
with an exploration of regional solutions with Swansea Bay HB and the JRPDC. 
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Appendix  3 – Highest Scoring Strategic Risks on CRR/BAF 

 
Risk 626 Failure to realise all the efficiencies and opportunities from the Turnaround Programme 

Current Risk Score: 20 Target Risk Score: 8 Tolerable Risk Level: 8 

This risk represented the possibility that the HB would fail to deliver the full £30.7million savings. The 

HB did deliver £30.7million savings by the agreed date of 31 March 2019.  This was achieved through 

operational savings of £26.4million with the gap mitigated through a range of recovery savings 

actions to the value of £6million.  A new risk to reflect the HB’s new savings target for delivery in 

2019/2020 is being drafted and will be considered by Executive Team for the CRR.  

 
Risk 627 Ability to implement the HB Digital Strategy within current resources to support the HB's 

long term strategy 

Current Risk Score: 20 Target Risk Score: 6 Tolerable Risk Level: 6 

Suitable resources as outlined within the Digital Futures Programme will allow the programme to the 

delivered in line with the HB’s Health and Care Strategy, and therefore realise the benefits. 

 
Risk 628 Fragility of therapy provision across acute and community services 

Current Risk Score: 16 Target Risk Score: 16 Tolerable Risk Level: 8 

There are significant gaps in the therapy service provision across acute, community and primary 

settings from under-resourcing and vacancies due to recruitment/retention issues and national 

shortages.  Across all therapy services, current demand does not always align to current capacity 

and whilst this is being mitigated by the controls in place, it is not sustainable and a long term solution 

needs to be developed and resourced. 

 
Risk 624 Ability to maintain and address backlog maintenance and develop infrastructure to support 

long term strategic objectives 

Current Risk Score: 16 Target Risk Score: 16 Tolerable Risk Level: 6 

Although there are a number of controls in place, the risk score cannot be reduced significantly within 

the current capital allocation. The target risk score of 16 reflects the actions and processes planned 

and controls in place to help mitigate the risk. 

 
Risk 629 Ability to deliver against Annual Plan targets against rising demand in unscheduled care 

Current Risk Score: 16 Target Risk Score: 12 Tolerable Risk Level: 8 

Whilst current performance shows an improving trend since December 2017 across Unscheduled 

Care for 4 hour waits in A&E and ambulance delays, the number of 12 hour waits in A&E continues 

to increase. In addition, the recent Delivery Unit report on complex discharge advised that although 

the HB is taking the right actions, they are not being consistently implemented across the system 

due to workforce and capacity pressures. It is unlikely that the current workforce and service models 

will support the HB to meet current standards and improve unscheduled care performance. The HB's 

current financial position makes it unrealistic to reduce the target risk score of 12 at this point in time. 
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Risk 625 Ability to recruit, retain and engage clinical staff to meet rising demand and deliver the long 

term clinical services strategy 

Current Risk Score: 16 Target Risk Score: 8 Tolerable Risk Level: 8 

The HB's current reliance on locum and agency staff use remains higher than it would wish it to be. 

The fill rates for agency and locum staff however remain good. Recognising the national shortages 

across a number of areas and our geographical area, it will take a number of years to know whether 

planned actions are successful in addressing the current recruitment issues. There is renewed focus 

on retaining staff already employed by the HB by reinforcing the values and behaviours framework 

and through targeted OD activities to reduce the need to recruit new staff. 

 
Risk 632 Ability to fully implement WG Eye Care Measures (ECM) 

Current Risk Score: 16 Target Risk Score: 8 Tolerable Risk Level: 6 

The known number of current delays in ophthalmology follow-ups would indicate that the HB would 

not currently meet the new ECM standards.  The HB is developing a 3 year eye care plan and has 

recently received £196,117 in capital funding to support infrastructure deficits which will help to 

enable the future implementation of a sustainable model of care.    

 
Risk 686 Delivering the Transforming Mental Health Programme by 2023 

Current Risk Score: 16 Target Risk Score: 8 Tolerable Risk Level: 6 

The Mental Health and Learning Disabilities Directorate have completed a consultation in respect of 

a revised service model which should reduce the reliance on our inpatient services.  Delivery of the 

TMH programme within the timescales agreed by Board is dependent on securing the required capital 

and programme support therefore the target score reflects the uncertainty associated with both these 

requirements. 

 
Highest Scoring Operational Risks on CRR 
 

Risk 451 Cyber Security Breach 

Current Risk Score: 20 Target Risk Score: 12 Tolerable Risk Level: 6 

There are daily threats to systems which are managed by NWIS and HB. Increased patching levels 

will help to reduce to impact of disruption from a cyber threat however this work is continuous and is 

dependent on obtaining the appropriate level of resources to undertake the patching anti-virus work 

at pace. The target risk score of 12 reflects the wider risk to other applications not Microsoft. 

    
Risk 245 Inadequate facilities to store patient records and investment in electronic solution for 

sustainable solution 

Current Risk Score: 20 Target Risk Score: 4 Tolerable Risk Level: 6 

This risk needs significant resources and planning to identify, fund and implement a long term 

sustainable solution that will provide more effective patient care, more appropriate working conditions 
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for staff and financial sustainability. Without this, the risk will not be reduced in the near or long term 

future. 

 
Risk 634 Overnight theatre provision in Bronglais General Hospital 

Current Risk Score: 15 Target Risk Score: 5 Tolerable Risk Level: 6 

There is currently a resident Operating Department Practitioner 24/7 at Bronglais Hospital alongside 

a resident anaesthetic and obstetric team.  The theatre scrub team currently works on an on-call 

basis from home, which must be within 20 minutes travelling distance from the site.  There is the 

potential for outside factors to impede timely arrival on site which are outside the control of the team 

which is reflected in the likelihood score of 3. While there have been no breaches of the 30 minute 

target it remains a potential risk which could have significant consequences. The Bronglais unit is 

classified as a low risk midwifery centre, with mothers assessed as being at high risk of complications 

during labour requiring medical intervention, being managed though the Maternity Unit in 

Carmarthen. 

 
Risk 508 Insufficient resources in fire safety management to undertake appropriate PPMs, risk 

assessments and audits 

Current Risk Score: 15 Target Risk Score: 5 Tolerable Risk Level: 6 

Significant progress has been made since the NWSSP IA Fire Precautions Report in May 2017 to 

improve fire safety.  Additional resources have been now been approved and posts will be appointed 

to by March 2019.  These posts will help to increase the pace of delivery of required improvements 

which will lead to an improvement in compliance and the level of fire safety in the HB. 
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Appendix 4 – HIW Activity 

In respect of inspection activity in the HB’s acute hospitals, an inspection was undertaken in 
Wards 1, 2 and 10 in Withybush General Hospital which found that the service provided a 
respectful, dignified, safe and effective service; however improvements were required to 
further promote the safe and effective care of patients.  Although there were 6 immediate 
concerns related to the checking of resuscitation equipment, fire escape route on Ward10 
and the use of their corridor as a thoroughfare and the daily checking of drug fridge 
temperatures, these have all now been addressed.  There were further recommendations 
made within the report, all except two have been implemented or are on track to be 
implemented within agreed timescales. 

A follow up inspection took place in the Trauma and Orthopaedic Service in Bronglais 
General Hospital which reported that the service strived to provide safe and effective care. 
However, HIW found some evidence that the HB was not fully compliant with all Health and 
Care Standards in all areas.  The HB had implemented and sustained the majority of the 
improvements listed in the action plan drawn up following the last inspection. However, 
some areas remained in need of improvement.  There were 15 recommendations from this 
inspection, all except 2 have been implemented to date. HIW also undertook an announced 
Ionising Radiation (Medical Exposure) Regulations inspection of Bronglais General Hospital.  
Overall, HIW found compliance with the Ionising Radiation (Medical Exposure) Regulations 
2017 however, an additional employer’s procedure was needed in respect of a quality 
assurance programme for X-ray equipment.  9 recommendations were made, 4 of which 
have been implemented, with the remaining 5 on track for delivery. 

In respect of inspection activity across the HB’s mental health and learning disabilities, there 
was an unannounced inspection of Bryngofal Ward, Prince Philip Hospital, which found that 
the care provided was generally safe and effective, although there was evidence that the HB 
was not fully compliant with all Health and Care Standards in all areas.  There was a 
requirement to provide HIW with immediate assurance in regard to the effectiveness of the 
alarm system as this seemed to be an area of concern in many of the mental health and 
learning disability services provided by the HB which could compromise the safety of 
patients, staff and visitors.  Recommendations made in the final reports related to the 
auditing of Mental Health Act documentation and the requirement to review compliance with 
the legislative requirements of the Act.  There were also concerns regarding the fragility of 
the service from a medical staffing perspective.  All recommendations have been 
implemented by the service. 

During 2018/2019, HIW undertook 2 announced inspections across general practices, 
Meddygfa’r Sarn and Meddygfa Minafon that are in the management of the HB.  At 
Meddygfa’r Sarn, HIW found that the HB had made some progress against the 
improvements identified during the inspection in 2017, although it found others had not been 
addressed, and additional work was still required to ensure the Health and Care Standards 
were being met.  HIW found that the management team within the practice were committed 
to making positive changes for the benefit of both staff and patients, and required the 
support, leadership and guidance from the HB to ensure that all recommendations are 
achieved.  6 out of the 13 recommendations have slipped beyond the original timescales.  
The inspection at Meddygfa Minafon found that the practice was unable to demonstrate that 
progress had been made against all previously identified improvements with many needing 
further action.  A number of additional areas were also identified where the HB was not 
compliant with all the Health and Care Standards.  15 recommendations were made, with 12 
already implemented and the remaining 3 on track for delivery within the agreed timescales. 

During 2018/2019, HIW and Care Inspectorate Wales (CIW) undertook a joint thematic 
review focussing on community adult mental health services (people between the ages of 
18-65), looking at Community Mental Health Teams (CMHTs), with an inspection visit to one 
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CMHT in each HB area.  As part of this joint review, an announced inspection of the 
Community Mental Health Team in North Ceredigion took place, which found that the service 
provided safe and effective care to its service users, although there was some evidence that 
service was not fully compliant with all Health and Care Standards (2015) and the Social 
Services and Wellbeing (Wales) Act 2014.  It was acknowledged by HIW that the service 
was in a period of change, with a new model in the process of being designed and 
implemented, and found that there was a clear focus from management and positivity from 
both management and staff to implement the changes for the benefit of service users. In 
addition, the quality of patient care and engagement with service user and their carers was 
found to be of a good standard and access to the service had improved very recently, 
meaning that service users were being seen in a timely manner.  The quality of record 
keeping was of a good standard, however hindered on occasion by the use of two IT 
systems.  There was a good multidisciplinary approach with regards to service users’ 
assessments, care planning and reviews. Care plans were strength based and recovery 
focussed. The Child Mental Health Team (CMHT) and the Crisis Resolution Home 
Treatment Team (CRHTT) demonstrated positive working relationships for the benefit of 
their service users.  Discharge arrangements were satisfactory, in general, and tailored to 
the wishes and needs of service users. Staff were found to be clear about their 
responsibilities in relation to safeguarding adults and children and were able to describe the 
reporting process.  5 out of the 17 recommendations have been implemented, with the 
remaining 12 on track with agreed timescales. 

HIW also undertook 2 further thematic reviews in 2018/2019, 1 into patient discharges from 
hospital to general practice which resulted in 13 recommendations, 9 of which have been 
implemented with the remaining 4 on track for delivery within agreed timescales. The other 
review related to how healthcare services were meeting the needs of young people.  The HB 
has not yet been asked to respond to the findings within this recently published report.   
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Appendix 5 Primary Care Governance 

Primary and Community Quality, Safety and Experience Working Group 
Any issues related to governance including performance dashboards, exception reports and 
risk registers are presented at this forum.  Where the issues relate to information technology 
(IT) or delivery of the primary care elements of the Integrated Medium Term Plan (IMTP), 
these issues are discussed at the BPPAC, particularly if it involves collaborative work with 
both primary and secondary care to resolve some of the IT and governance issues.  
 
Primary Care Performance Group & Performance Issues Group 
These two groups meet on a bi-monthly basis to review dashboards and discuss Primary 
Care performance and exceptions across all the contractor groups.  The Performance 
Concerns Group will review any issues which have been identified from a number of sources 
including General Medical Council, General Dental Council, complaints and incidents, 
Ombudsman reports, whistle-blowing relating to the performance of GP’s, Dentists, 
Pharmacists and Optometrists in line with the relevant Performers List regulations and 
contracts. This Group makes decisions on whether there is sufficient information to warrant 
commissioning an investigation which will inform the decision regarding whether a formal 
Performance Concerns process is required in line with national guidance and/or WHC.  The 
group monitors any ongoing conditions that a performer may be working to which have been 
imposed by the HB or by the relevant governing body.    

 
Clinical Governance Primary Care Self- Assessment Tool (CGPSAT) 
This Tool is designed to encourage GP practices to reflect and assess the governance 
systems they have in place in order to facilitate safe and effective clinical practice, and can 
be mapped to Health and Care Standards in Wales.  The CGPSAT may act as an assurance 
to the HB and to other bodies, such as the General Medical Council, Community Health 
Councils and HIW that such systems are in place and effective or, if not, that the practice is 
planning to introduce or improve such systems.  

Information Governance (IG) Toolkit 
Due to the ongoing relaxation of Quality and Outcomes Framework (QOF) there is no formal 
requirement for Practices to continue to undertake the IG Toolkit; it is however recognised as 
good practice and Practices are advised to continue with its completion. Community 
pharmacy contractors must complete an on-line Clinical Governance Toolkit and an 
Information Security Management System Toolkit (ISMS) every year.  NWIS update the HB 
with details of any outstanding toolkits and forward completed toolkits for responses to be 
reviewed.  Non-response to any question or areas of concern are taken up with the 
individual contractor. 
 
Community Pharmacy Contractual and Performance Monitoring 
The Community Pharmacy Dashboard monitors activity and performance.  The main 
monitoring for Community Pharmacy is via the on-line toolkits, submission of audits, and 
level of complaints.  Pharmacies have to complete an annual on-line Clinical Governance 
Self-Assessment Toolkit and an Information Security & Management System (ISMS) 
Toolkit by 31 March and are monitored as to whether it’s been completed from the beginning 
of April by the NHS Wales Informatics Service. Community pharmacy contractors have been 
subject to Post Payment Verification (PPV) visits since early 2016 for specific 
services.  Reports of PPV visits are provided to the HB detailing any findings and 
recommendations. These are reviewed and any actions notified to the PPV team.  These 
can include revisits, or recovery of monies.   

National Enhanced Service Accreditation 
In order to provide a pharmacy based National Enhanced Service, a Pharmacist (or 
Pharmacy Technician for some services) must complete the new National Enhanced Service 
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Accreditation Process (NESA).  An individual must complete 9 Generic Skills & Competency 
modules on-line.  These include; Improving Quality Together, Safeguarding Children & 
Young People L2, Protection of Vulnerable Adults, Patient Centred Consultation Skills, 
Information Governance and Making Every Contact Count. In addition a specific clinical 
knowledge assessment must be completed related to each enhanced service that the 
Pharmacist/Technician is seeking to provide e.g. Smoking Cessation, Emergency 
Contraception. The process is overseen by Health Education & Improvement Wales (HEIW). 
 

Dental Services 

A Dental Planning, Performance and Delivery Forum ensures that there is a robust process 
in place for the planning, delivery and monitoring of dental services performance across the 
whole of the HB.  Dental Contractual and Performance Monitoring is undertaken at bi-
monthly Dental Performance and Quality meetings whilst a Dental Quality and Safety Group 
oversees clinical governance in dentistry provided in salaried and contracted services across 
primary and secondary services, for which the HB has responsibility.  

Further support is provided from the Dental Quality and Safety Group which integrates its 
work with the HB’s wider Clinical Governance structures with its work including ensuring that 
there is a robust system of reporting and addressing clinical risks/incidents and this is 
undertaken in accordance with the HB’s overarching policies and procedures.  

All Primary Care Dental Practices are required to complete a self-assessment QAS 
questionnaire on an annual basis. The responses submitted are reviewed by the HB’s Dental 
Practice Advisor (DPA) and reported back to the bi-monthly Dental Quality and Safety Group 
meetings. Recommended actions are then followed up and reported back into the Dental 
Quality and Safety meetings for sign off or escalation, to the HB’s wider Clinical Governance 
structure.  
 

Optometry Performance 

Eye Health Examinations Wales (EHEW) and Low Vision Services Wales (LVSW) are 
monitored and reported at an All Wales level through the services’ Joint Committees. HB 
reporting is through the HB’s Eye Care Collaborative Group (ECCG) which feeds in to the All 
Wales Eye Care Steering Board. Optometry performance is shown as part of the monthly 
primary care performance report and is scrutinised in the Primary Care Management Group.   
 

Post Payment Verification (PPV) 

PPV is a process, contracted out to NWSSP Primary Care Services, which provides the HB 
with the assurance that practices are appropriately claiming for enhanced service 
activity.  The PPV team will visit every GP practice on a 3 year rolling programme and audit 
a selection of the claims submitted in the past 3 years; any claiming errors found will result in 
a recovery from that practice following authorisation from the HB.  If the claiming errors 
amount to 10% or more of the claims made, a revisit is organised to that practice, within the 
next 12 months, to look at all claims for that particular enhanced service for the 3 years and 
a further recovery of monies is made if appropriate. 

The PPV team at NWSSP review specific services for Community Pharmacy, Medicine Use 
Reviews and Influenza Vaccinations. A selection of on-line claims is chosen and visits made 
to pharmacies to verify supporting documentation, including patient consent.  A report of 
each visit is sent to the HB for review and confirmation of any action to be taken.  This is 
usually in the form of a recovery for any unverified claims and whether a pharmacy should 
be listed for a follow-up visit earlier than it next scheduled 3 yearly one based on the error 
rate identified.    During the PPV visits, a Duty of Care audit is also undertaken of the 
pharmacies process for accepting, storing and disposal of returned waste medicines, to 
measure compliance with Waste Regulations. 
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The Directors’ Report 

The following tables contain: 

Table 1 Detailed information in relation to the composition of the Board and including Executive 
Directors, Independent Members, Advisory Board Members and who have authority or 
responsibility for directing or controlling the major activities of Hywel Dda University Health 
Board during the financial year 2018/2019. 

Table 2 Details of company directorships and other significant interests held by members of the 
Board which may conflict with the responsibilities as Board members. 

Table 3 Details relating to membership of the Board level assurance committees and the Audit and 
Risk Assurance Committee.  

 

TABLE 1 

Name Date Appointed Appointment Term Position on Board/Board Champion 

Judith Hardisty 16.01.2017  

01.03.2019 

31.03.2020 

 

Vice Chair 

Interim Chair  

Paul Newman  01.04.2017 (Independent Member) 

06.03.2019 (Interim Vice Chair) 

31.03.2019 

 

Independent Member 

Interim Vice Chair 

Adam Morgan 01.04.2016 31.03.2022 Independent Member 

David Powell 01.12.2011 30.11.2019 Independent Member 

Professor John Gammon  31.07.2014 31.07.2021 Independent Member 

Cllr Simon Hancock 01.08.2013 30.09.2019 Independent Member  

Delyth Raynsford  01.04.2017 31.03.2020 Independent Member 

Mike Lewis 01.10.2017 30.09.2019 Independent Member 

Anna Lewis 01.04.2018 31.03.2022 Independent Member 

Owen Burt 01.05.2018 30.04.2021 Independent Member 

Steve Moore 05.01.2015  Chief Executive 

Joseph Teape 07.09.2015  Deputy Chief Executive/Director of 

Operations 

Karen Miles 01/01/2017 (appointed to new role within the HB 
previously Director of Finance and Director of 
Finance and Planning) 

 Executive Director of Planning, 

Performance & Commissioning 

Lisa Gostling 09.01.2015  Executive Director of Workforce & 

Organisational Development 

Dr Philip Kloer 25.6.15 (previous roles within HB)  Executive Medical Director/Director of 

Clinical Strategy 
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Name Date Appointed Appointment Term Position on Board/Board Champion 

Huw Thomas  01.09.2018 9.12.2018 Interim Director of Finance 

Huw Thomas  10.12.2018 9.12.2020 Executive Director of Finance  

Mandy Rayani 19.06.2017  Executive Director of Nursing, Quality & 

Patient Experience 

Alison Shakeshaft  01.01.2018  Executive Director of Therapies & 

Health Science 

Ros Jervis  17.07.2017  Executive Director of Public Health  

Jill Paterson  19.01.2018 (appointed to new role within the 

HB) 

 Director of Primary Care, Community 

and Long Term Care 

Joanne Wilson 01.01.2018 (appointed to new role within the  

HB) 

 Board Secretary  

Sarah Jennings 01.01.2018 (appointed to new role within the HB 

– previous roles Director of Governance, 

Communications and Engagement and Director 

of Partnerships) 

 Director of Partnerships and Corporate 

Services  

Libby Ryan-Davies  12.09.2016   Transformation Director   

Andrew Carruthers  26.06.2017 25.06.2020 Turnaround Director  

Jonathan Griffiths 01.03.2018 31.03.2020   Associate Member 

Hilary Jones  19.06.2017 01.09.2019 Associate Member 

Kerry Donovan 01.09.2017 26.09.2019 Associate Member  

Michael Hearty  01.06.2018 31.05.2020 Associate Member 

Bernardine Rees 01.07.2014 28.02.2019 Chairman 

Stephen Forster  09.05.2017 31.08.2018 Executive Director of Finance  

Julie James  01.05.2010 30.04.2018 Independent Member 
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Name Position on 

Board/Board 

Champion 

Directorships held 

(inc non executive 

held in private 

companies/plc 

Ownership/ part 

ownership of private 

companies or 

consultancies likely 

or possibly seeking to 

do business with NHS 

Majority or controlling 

shareholding in an 

organisation likely or 

possibly seeking to 

do business with the 

NHS 

Position of authority 

in a charity/ voluntary 

body in the field of 

health and social care 

Connection with a 

voluntary or other 

body contracting for 

NHS Services 

Member of any other 

public bodies 

including those 

unconnected with the 

health service 

Interests relating to 

spouse/ partner or 

close family member 

that may relate to the 

conduct of NHS 

business 

Adam Morgan Independent Member 

(TU) 

No No No No No No No 

Anna Lewis Independent Member 

(Community) 

No Sole Trader – 
Management 
Consultancy & 
Executive Coaching 
Trading under 
‘Together Better 
Collaborative 
Consultancy’, including  
coaching undertaken in 
Cwm Taf University 
Health Board and 
consultancy work 
undertaken in Betsi 
Cadwaladr University 
Health Board 
 

No Board Trustee Tempo 

Time Credits (also 

known as Spice 

Innovations Ltd) 

 

 

Board Trustee & 

Interim Chair Tempo 

Time Credits (also 

known as Spice 

Innovations Ltd) 

Senior Consultant with 

IMROC Hosted by 

Nottinghamshire 

Healthcare NHS FT 

(Freelance) 

National Expert Advisor 

to Mental Health Safety 

Improvement 

Programme (RCPsych. 

England) as of 

01.10.2018 

Visiting Senior Lecturer 

at Swansea University 

(College of Human and 

Health Sciences) 

 

No 

Andrew Carruthers Turnaround Director No 

 

No No No No No No 

Alison Shakeshaft Director of Therapies & 

Health Science 

No No No No No No No 
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Name Position on 

Board/Board 

Champion 

Directorships held 

(inc non executive 

held in private 

companies/plc 

Ownership/ part 

ownership of private 

companies or 

consultancies likely 

or possibly seeking to 

do business with NHS 

Majority or controlling 

shareholding in an 

organisation likely or 

possibly seeking to 

do business with the 

NHS 

Position of authority 

in a charity/ voluntary 

body in the field of 

health and social care 

Connection with a 

voluntary or other 

body contracting for 

NHS Services 

Member of any other 

public bodies 

including those 

unconnected with the 

health service 

Interests relating to 

spouse/ partner or 

close family member 

that may relate to the 

conduct of NHS 

business 

Bernardine Rees Chairman No No No No No No Husband is 

Independent Member 

of Shalom House, 

Pembrokeshire 

David  Powell Independent Member No  No No No No Sister works in 

Cardiology Department, 

PPH, Llanelli     

Son works as a 

General Manager in a 

London Hospital 

Delyth Raynsford Independent Member No No No No No No No 

Huw Thomas Director of Finance Trustee of Healthcare 

Financial Management 

Association until end 

December 2018 (no 

remuneration received 

for this, purely a 

voluntary role) 

No No Chair, Welsh Branch of 

Healthcare Financial 

Management 

Association (voluntary 

and not remunerated) 

 

Chair, Welsh Branch of 

Healthcare Financial 

Management 

Association (voluntary 

and not remunerated) 

 

No Partner works in the 

Social Services 

Department of 

Pembrokeshire County 

Council 

Hilary Jones Associate Member 

(Chair, Stakeholder 

Reference Group) 

No No No Chief Executive of Bro 

Myrddin Housing 

Association 

Chief Executive of Bro 

Myrddin Housing 

Association 

No No 

Jonathan Griffiths Associate Member 

(Director of Social 

Services) 

No No No No No No No 
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Name Position on 

Board/Board 

Champion 

Directorships held 

(inc non executive 

held in private 

companies/plc 

Ownership/ part 

ownership of private 

companies or 

consultancies likely 

or possibly seeking to 

do business with NHS 

Majority or controlling 

shareholding in an 

organisation likely or 

possibly seeking to 

do business with the 

NHS 

Position of authority 

in a charity/ voluntary 

body in the field of 

health and social care 

Connection with a 

voluntary or other 

body contracting for 

NHS Services 

Member of any other 

public bodies 

including those 

unconnected with the 

health service 

Interests relating to 

spouse/ partner or 

close family member 

that may relate to the 

conduct of NHS 

business 

Joanne Wilson Board Secretary No No No No No No Husband is employed 

by the HB (IG 

Department) 

Joseph Teape 

 

Deputy Chief 

Executive/ Director of 

Operations 

No No No No No Chartered Institute of 

Public Finance 

Accountancy       

Healthcare Financial 

Management 

Association – 

Fellowship and thus 

free lifetime 

membership  

No 

John Gammon 

(Professor) 

Independent Member No No No No No No No 

Jill Paterson Director of Primary 

Care, Community & 

Long Term Care  

No No No No No No No 

Judith Hardisty Independent Member No No No No No Assessor for the 

Corporate Health 

Standard under 

auspices of a2 

Consultancy who are 

instructed by Welsh 

Government  

No 
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Name Position on 

Board/Board 

Champion 

Directorships held 

(inc non executive 

held in private 

companies/plc 

Ownership/ part 

ownership of private 

companies or 

consultancies likely 

or possibly seeking to 

do business with NHS 

Majority or controlling 

shareholding in an 

organisation likely or 

possibly seeking to 

do business with the 

NHS 

Position of authority 

in a charity/ voluntary 

body in the field of 

health and social care 

Connection with a 

voluntary or other 

body contracting for 

NHS Services 

Member of any other 

public bodies 

including those 

unconnected with the 

health service 

Interests relating to 

spouse/ partner or 

close family member 

that may relate to the 

conduct of NHS 

business 

Board Member of 

Academi Wales 

Julie James Independent Member No No No No No  Health Assessor for the 

WG Health and 

Wellbeing at Work 

Corporate Standard 

Independent Member 

Audit Committee Local 

Democracy Boundary 

Commission Wales                   

Trustee of the National 

Botanic Garden of 

Wales      

Member of Court 

Swansea University  

Member  of 

Pembrokeshire Coast 

National Park Authority 

(from 01.06.17)  

Member of Court 

University of Luton     

Non-Exec Director of 

WG Dept for Education 

and Local Government 
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Name Position on 

Board/Board 

Champion 

Directorships held 

(inc non executive 

held in private 

companies/plc 

Ownership/ part 

ownership of private 

companies or 

consultancies likely 

or possibly seeking to 

do business with NHS 

Majority or controlling 

shareholding in an 

organisation likely or 

possibly seeking to 

do business with the 

NHS 

Position of authority 

in a charity/ voluntary 

body in the field of 

health and social care 

Connection with a 

voluntary or other 

body contracting for 

NHS Services 

Member of any other 

public bodies 

including those 

unconnected with the 

health service 

Interests relating to 

spouse/ partner or 

close family member 

that may relate to the 

conduct of NHS 

business 

Corporate Governance 

Committee          

Trustee of Brecon 

Beacons Trust 

External Voting 

Member of 

Carmarthenshire 

County Council Audit 

Committee (from 

08.06.2016) 

Member of 

Carmarthenshire 

County Council’s 

Standards Committee 

(from 13.12.2017) 

Karen Miles 

 

Director of Planning, 

Performance & 

Commissioning 

No No No No No No Brother is an Associate 

Professor, Swansea 

University Medical 

School and CEO, 

Moleculomics  

Sister  is a 

Development officer for 

Centre for Excellence 

in Rural Health & Social 

Care 
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Name Position on 

Board/Board 

Champion 

Directorships held 

(inc non executive 

held in private 

companies/plc 

Ownership/ part 

ownership of private 

companies or 

consultancies likely 

or possibly seeking to 

do business with NHS 

Majority or controlling 

shareholding in an 

organisation likely or 

possibly seeking to 

do business with the 

NHS 

Position of authority 

in a charity/ voluntary 

body in the field of 

health and social care 

Connection with a 

voluntary or other 

body contracting for 

NHS Services 

Member of any other 

public bodies 

including those 

unconnected with the 

health service 

Interests relating to 

spouse/ partner or 

close family member 

that may relate to the 

conduct of NHS 

business 

Sister in law is an 

Associate Professor in 

Information Systems, 

University of Wales 

Trinity Saint David 

Kerry Donovan Associate Member 

(Chair of Healthcare 

Professionals Forum) 

No No No No No No No 

Libby Ryan–Davies Transformation Director No No No No No No Estranged sister, is a 

Clinical Neuro-

Psychologist with a 

private practice. There 

is a potential for her 

company to obtain 

business with the HB 

Lisa Gostling 

 

Director of Workforce & 

Organisational 

Development 

No No No No No No No 

Mandy Rayani Director of Nursing, 

Quality & Patient 

Experience 

No No No No No No Husband is lead for 

Morgannwg LMC and 

an observer on Dyfed-

Powys LMC. He is a 

GP and Board Member 

of the General 

Practitioners Defence 

Fund (GPDF) 
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Name Position on 

Board/Board 

Champion 

Directorships held 

(inc non executive 

held in private 

companies/plc 

Ownership/ part 

ownership of private 

companies or 

consultancies likely 

or possibly seeking to 

do business with NHS 

Majority or controlling 

shareholding in an 

organisation likely or 

possibly seeking to 

do business with the 

NHS 

Position of authority 

in a charity/ voluntary 

body in the field of 

health and social care 

Connection with a 

voluntary or other 

body contracting for 

NHS Services 

Member of any other 

public bodies 

including those 

unconnected with the 

health service 

Interests relating to 

spouse/ partner or 

close family member 

that may relate to the 

conduct of NHS 

business 

Michael Hearty Associate Member 

(Finance) 

No No No No Finance Advisor – Betsi 

Cadwaladr University 

Health Board 

HMRC – Non-

Executive Director 

Blackpool Teaching 

Hospitals Foundation 

Trust – Non-Executive 

Director 

Public Health England 

– Non-Executive 

Director 

No 

Mike Lewis Independent Member 

(Finance) 

No No No Chairman of “To Russia 

With Love”, a 

registered charity 

whose beneficiaries are 

exclusively in former 

soviet countries 

No Independent Member, 

South Wales Police 

Audit Committee 

Independent Member, 

South Wales Police 

Ethics Committee 

Independent Member, 

City & County of 

Swansea Standards 

Committee  

Senior Assessor with 

the College of Policing 

(ends March 2019) 

Wife works for Cwm 

Taf University Health 

Board, but has no 

connection with Hywel 

Dda University Health 

Board 

Son is a Clinical 

Scientist at Velindre 

NHS Trust with effect 

from September 2018 

 

Owen Burt Independent Member 

(Third Sector) 

No Independent consultant 

working with Park Inn 

Associates, a housing 

No Chair of Trustees 

SYSHP (Swansea 

Young Single 

Chair of Trustees, 

SYSHP (Swansea 

Young Single 

Independent voluntary 

member of the National 

Lottery Community 

Wife is Assistant Dean 

(Quality) Yr Athrofa, the 

Institute of Education 
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Name Position on 

Board/Board 

Champion 

Directorships held 

(inc non executive 

held in private 

companies/plc 

Ownership/ part 

ownership of private 

companies or 

consultancies likely 

or possibly seeking to 

do business with NHS 

Majority or controlling 

shareholding in an 

organisation likely or 

possibly seeking to 

do business with the 

NHS 

Position of authority 

in a charity/ voluntary 

body in the field of 

health and social care 

Connection with a 

voluntary or other 

body contracting for 

NHS Services 

Member of any other 

public bodies 

including those 

unconnected with the 

health service 

Interests relating to 

spouse/ partner or 

close family member 

that may relate to the 

conduct of NHS 

business 

and social policy 

consultancy 

Homeless Project), and 

co-opted trustee, 

Llamau. They are 

currently in merger 

discussions 

 

Homeless Project) and 

co-opted trustee, 

Llamau 

Fund People and 

Places Committee 

(formerly known as the 

Big Lottery Fund) 

and  Humanities, 

University of Wales 

Trinity Saint David 

Paul Newman Independent Member/ 

Interim Vice-Chair 

Bexmoor Ltd 

Penman Properties ltd 

Copper Court Ltd 

Vivian Court (Swansea) 

Ltd 

Llys Felin Newydd 

Management Company 

Ltd 

Rivalsot Ltd 

Maysouth Ltd 

Flowlong Ltd 

Lonpark Ltd 

Leapgold Ltd 

Magnetrade Ltd 

No No No No No No 
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Name Position on 

Board/Board 

Champion 

Directorships held 

(inc non executive 

held in private 

companies/plc 

Ownership/ part 

ownership of private 

companies or 

consultancies likely 

or possibly seeking to 

do business with NHS 

Majority or controlling 

shareholding in an 

organisation likely or 

possibly seeking to 

do business with the 

NHS 

Position of authority 

in a charity/ voluntary 

body in the field of 

health and social care 

Connection with a 

voluntary or other 

body contracting for 

NHS Services 

Member of any other 

public bodies 

including those 

unconnected with the 

health service 

Interests relating to 

spouse/ partner or 

close family member 

that may relate to the 

conduct of NHS 

business 

Philip Kloer 

 

Medical Director/ 

Director of Clinical 

Strategy 

 

No No No No No Member of Council of 

St John, Carmarthen 

Honorary Professor, 

Swansea University, 

Medical School 

Member of the Faculty 

of Medical Leadership 

& Management (FMLM) 

Council (Welsh lead for 

FMLM) 

No 

Ros Jervis Director of Public 

Health 

No No No No No No, however I have 

fellowship membership 

of the Faculty of Public 

Health 

A sister-in-law is a 

Senior Staff Nurse in 

Intensive Care at 

Jersey General 

Hospital, Health and 

Social Services (not 

NHS) 

Another sister-in-law is 

a Non-Executive 

Director (NED) for 

Barnet Enfield and 

Haringey Mental Health 

NHS Trust. She is also 

a NED for First 

Community Health and 
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Name Position on 

Board/Board 

Champion 

Directorships held 

(inc non executive 

held in private 

companies/plc 

Ownership/ part 

ownership of private 

companies or 

consultancies likely 

or possibly seeking to 

do business with NHS 

Majority or controlling 

shareholding in an 

organisation likely or 

possibly seeking to 

do business with the 

NHS 

Position of authority 

in a charity/ voluntary 

body in the field of 

health and social care 

Connection with a 

voluntary or other 

body contracting for 

NHS Services 

Member of any other 

public bodies 

including those 

unconnected with the 

health service 

Interests relating to 

spouse/ partner or 

close family member 

that may relate to the 

conduct of NHS 

business 

Care (a Community 

Interest Company) 

Another sister-in-law is 

a Senior Manager 

within Sandwell & West 

Birmingham Hospitals 

Trust, Birmingham 

Sarah Jennings Director of Partnerships 

and Corporate Services  

 

No No No Non Executive Trustee 

of Community 

Foundation in Wales – 

a grant giving charity   

No No No 

Simon Hancock Independent Member 

(Local Authority) 

No No No Treasurer, Neyland 

Age Concern 

 

Curator/Manager of 

Haverfordwest Town 

Museum 

Chair of the West 

Wales Care & Repair 

Agency 

Torch Theatre Board 

Member 

Member of 

Pembrokeshire 

MENCAP  

Member of 

Pembrokeshire Blind 

Society 

Vice Chair , 

Pembrokeshire County 

Council  

Magistrate, 

Pembrokeshire-

Ceredigion Bench     

Member of the Court of 

Swansea University 

Member of Neyland 

Town Council 

Mayor of Neyland  

 

Brother employed at 

Argyle Surgery, 

Pembroke Dock  

Sister in Law: GP in 

Newport (Retired)                         

Niece: Nurse, 

Withybush Hospital 
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Name Position on 

Board/Board 

Champion 

Directorships held 

(inc non executive 

held in private 

companies/plc 

Ownership/ part 

ownership of private 

companies or 

consultancies likely 

or possibly seeking to 

do business with NHS 

Majority or controlling 

shareholding in an 

organisation likely or 

possibly seeking to 

do business with the 

NHS 

Position of authority 

in a charity/ voluntary 

body in the field of 

health and social care 

Connection with a 

voluntary or other 

body contracting for 

NHS Services 

Member of any other 

public bodies 

including those 

unconnected with the 

health service 

Interests relating to 

spouse/ partner or 

close family member 

that may relate to the 

conduct of NHS 

business 

Chair of the Veterans  

in Community Gallery 

Board 

Stephen Forster Director of Finance No No No No No No Wife works for 

Aberystwyth University 

as a Lecturer/Tutor 

Steve Moore  Chief Executive No No No No No Honorary Professor, 

University of Wales, 

Trinity Saint David 

No 
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Table 3 

The membership of the Audit & Risk Assurance Committee (ARAC) during 2018/2019, providing the required expertise was as follows:  
 

Mr Paul Newman Independent Member – Community 
Vice-Chair (06.03.19)  
 

Chair of the ARAC  

Mr Mike Lewis 
 

Independent Member – Finance Vice-Chair of the ARAC 

Mr David Powell 
 

Independent Member – Information Technology Member of the ARAC 

Cllr Simon Hancock 
 

Independent Member – Local Authority Member of the ARAC 

Mr Owen Burt 
 

Independent Member – Third Sector  Member of the ARAC 

Mrs Judith Hardisty  Independent Member -  Vice Chair, HB  Member of the ARAC up until 28.02.19 (became Interim 
Chair) 
 

 

Full details relating to the role and work of the ARAC can be found in the Committee’s annual report which is available on Hywel Dda University 

Health Board’s website.  
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Information Governance 
Information relating to personal data related incidents and how information is managed and 
controlled is contained with the Annual Governance Statement (see page 44). 
 
Environmental, Social and Community Issues 
We take pride in running our healthcare services responsibly as part of the wider West Wales 
community.  We work hard to reduce our impact on the environment, to encourage staff to 
make healthy lifestyle choices and to strengthen our relationships with local people. Our 
strategic approach to sustainability ensures that we not only look at ways to reduce fixed 
costs such as energy, water and waste, but we also embed efficiency principles within our 
processes for procuring goods and services. In terms of social and community matters, we 
work hard to: 

 Help staff to consider different forms of transport to get to work, including more active 
options and those that reduce congestion as well as local air and noise pollution; 

 Reduce, reuse and recycle: we continue to cut our carbon emissions, reduce the 
amount of waste sent to landfill sites and our energy costs, and recycle our resources 
wherever possible. In terms of carbon reduction we have focused on small scale 
efficiency improvement including changing small heating supplies from gas to LPG, 
trialling an electric maintenance vehicle and using smart metering to focus on utility use 
and identify reduction actions.  We firmly believe that every little bit helps, and our 
plans to make significant financial efficiencies in 2018/2019 include a strong 
environmental sustainability strand; 

 Build closer relationships with our communities including running a series of 
recruitment drives offering employment opportunities across the three counties, hosting 
regular engagement events on and offline, and reframing our approach to developing 
services through an unambiguous move to co-designing new delivery models with our 
population; 

 Make a positive contribution to the work of Public Services Boards in each of our 3 
local authority areas to improve the economic, social, environmental and cultural 
wellbeing of local people. This has resulted in HB commitment to actions within each of 
our 3 PSB Wellbeing Plans which by working collaboratively, will seek to achieve 
improvements in environmental, social and community resilience; 

 Develop collaborative arrangements with partner organisations including the police, fire 
and rescue services, schools and universities, and the voluntary and third sector to 
support greater integration across the services that people need from us, and in doing 
so improve efficiency, reduce duplication and enhance the experience of each person; 

 Continue to embed local leadership across our acute hospitals and within community 
settings to ensure that our frontline have the support they need to do the best they can; 

 Reinforce our organisational values so that our staff are clear on what is expected of 
them and have a robust framework to provide them with greater resilience against 
pressure; 

 Promote the excellent work and ‘extra mile efforts’ of our staff – as well as our friends 
in the community – through social media and other channels, so that people who go 
the extra mile are rightly recognised for their contributions; 

 Employ cutting-edge, cost-effective technology to help communicate and engage with 
everyone who interacts with, or has an interest in, our services. 
 

Information relating to Sickness Absence Data is contained within the Remuneration & Staff 
Report.  

Where the HB undertakes activities that are not funded directly by the WG the HB receives 
income to cover its costs. Further detail of income received is published in the HB’s Annual 
Accounts, within note 4 miscellaneous income.  
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The HB confirms it has complied with cost allocation and the charging requirements set out 
in HM Treasury guidance during the year. 

 
Remote Contingent Liabilities 
Remote contingent liabilities are those liabilities which due to the unlikelihood of a resultant 
charge against the HB are therefore not recognised as an expense nor as a contingent liability. 
Detailed below are the remote contingent liabilities as at 31 March 2019: 
 

 2018-2019 2017-2018 

 £000's £000's 

Guarantees 0 0 

Indemnities* 536 266 

Letters of Comfort 0 0 

   

Total 536 266 

* Indemnities include clinical negligence and personal injury claims against the HB. 

 
Regularity of Expenditure 
As a result of pressures on public spending, the HB has had to meet considerable new cost 
pressures and increase in demand for high quality patient services, within a period of 
restricted growth in funding. This has resulted in the need to deliver significant cost and 
efficiency savings to offset unfunded cost pressures to work towards achieving its financial 
duty, which is break even over a three year period.  Given the scale of the challenge and 
despite delivering savings in year of £26.6million, the HB has been unable to deliver the 
surplus required in 2018/19 to deliver a balance over 3 years of the financial Duty.  The 
expenditure of £160.964million which it has incurred in excess of its resource limit over that 
period is deemed to be irregular. The HB will continue to identify efficiency and cost reduction 
measures in order to mitigate against future cost and service pressures and to re-establish 
financial balance in due course. 
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Remuneration and Staff Report 
 
Reporting bodies are required to disclose the relationship between the remuneration of the highest-
paid Director in their organisation and the median remuneration of the organisation’s workforce.  
 
The banded remuneration of the highest-paid Director in the HB in the financial year 2018/2019 was 
£180,000 - £185,000 (2017/2018, £175,000 - £180,000). This was 6 times (2017/2018, 7 times) the 
median remuneration of the workforce, which was £29,608 (2017/2018, £26,624). 
 
In 2018/2019, 34 (2017/2018, 39) employees received remuneration in excess of the highest-paid 
Director. Remuneration for staff ranged from £17,460 to £307,299 (2017/2018, £15,404 to £295,365). 
The staff who received remuneration greater than the highest paid Director are all medical & dental 
who have assumed additional responsibilities to their standard job plan commitments as part of their 
medical managerial roles, necessitating extra payment. 

 

 2018/2019 2017/2018 

Band of Highest paid Director’s Total 
Remuneration £000 

180 - 185 175 – 180 

Median Total Remuneration £000 30 27 

Ratio                 6 times         7 times 

 As disclosed in the HB’s Annual Accounts Note 9.6 

 
Total remuneration includes salary, non-consolidated performance-related pay, and benefits-in-kind. It 
does not include severance payments, employer pension contributions and the cash equivalent 
transfer value of pensions. 
 

The membership of the Remuneration & Terms of Service Committee (RTSC) is as follows: 

Bernardine Rees, OBE (until 
28.02.19) 

Chair Chair of RTSC 

Judith Hardisty (from 
01.03.19) 

Interim Chair  Chair of RTSC 

Paul Newman 
 

Independent Member – Community & 
Chair of Audit & Risk Assurance 
Committee   

Vice Chair (06.03.19) 

Vice Chair of RTSC 

David Powell 
 

Independent Member – Information 
Technology & Chair of Business 
Planning and Performance Assurance 
Committee 
 

Member of RTSC 

Professor John Gammon 
 

Independent Member – University & 
Chair of Quality, Safety and 
Experience Assurance Committee  
 

Member of RTSC 
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Statement on Remuneration Policy 
 
The remuneration of Senior Managers who are paid on the Very Senior Managers Pay Scale is 
determined by WG, and the HB pays in accordance with these regulations.  For the purpose of clarity, 
these are posts which operate at Board level and hold either statutory or non-statutory positions.  In 
accordance with the regulations the HB is able to award incremental uplift within the pay scale and, 
should an increase be considered outside the range, a job description is submitted to WG for job 
evaluation.  There are clear guidelines in place with regards to the awarding of additional increments 
and during the year there have not been any additional payments agreed.  No changes to pay have 
been considered by the Committee outside these arrangements. The HB does not have a system for 
performance related pay for its Very Senior Managers. 
 
In addition to Very Senior Managers the HB has a number of employment policies which ensure that 
pay levels are fairly and objectively reviewed for all other staff.  There is an All Wales Pay Progression 
Policy which from 1 April 2016 links staff performance through their pay scale and also a local HB 
Policy for the re-evaluation of a post which requires individuals and their managers to submit a revised 
job description for job matching by matching panels comprised of management and staff 
representatives.  The Agenda for Change job matching process is utilised and all results are recorded 
on the Job Evaluation system.  For medical and dental staff the HB complies with medical & dental 
terms and conditions which apply to medical remuneration. 

The HB supports the development of its workforce and ensures opportunities are provided for career 
progression.   

The only severance payment policy in place within the HB is the All Wales Voluntary Early Release 
Scheme, which is utilised to support organisational change, and services undertake a robust 
evaluation of their service and submit evidence that this scheme is value for money and financial 
savings are secured from the service as a result of the change. 

 

 

 

LISA TO UPDATE TABLE BELOW
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Name of 
Manager 

Role Salary 
(£) 

Bands 
of £5k) 

Date of 
contract 

Expiration 
Date 

Notice 
period 

Compensation 
for early 

termination 

Awards made within year 

Steve Moore  Chief Executive 180-185 05/01/2015 n/a 3 months n/a None 

Joseph Teape Deputy Chief 
Executive/ 
Director of 
Operations  

145-150 07/09/2015 n/a 3 months n/a None 

Mandy Rayani Executive 
Director of 
Nursing, Quality 
& Patient 
Experience 

125-130 19/06/2017 n/a 3 months n/a None 

Karen Miles Executive 
Director of 
Planning, 
Performance & 
Commissioning 

125-130 01/01/2017 
(appointed 
to new role 
within HB) 

n/a 3 months n/a None 

Stephen 
Forster 

Executive 
Director of 
Finance 

125-130 09/05/2017 31/08/2018 3 months n/a None 

Huw Thomas Interim 
Executive 
Director of 
Finance 

125-130 01/09/2018 09/12/2018 3 months n/a None 

Huw Thomas Executive 
Director of 
Finance 

125-130 10/12/2018 9/12/2020 
(2 year 
fixed term) 

3 months n/a None 

Lisa Gostling Executive 
Director of 
Workforce & 
Organisational 
Development 

115-120 09/01/2015 n/a 3 months n/a None 
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Name of 
Manager 

Role Salary 
(£) 

Bands 
of £5k) 

Date of 
contract 

Expiration 
Date 

Notice 
period 

Compensation 
for early 

termination 

Awards made within year 

Jill Paterson Director of 
Primary Care, 
Community & 
Long Term Care 

110-115 19/01/2018 
(appointed 
to new role 
within the 
HB) 

n/a 3 months n/a None 

Sarah 
Jennings 

Director of 
Partnerships & 
Corporate 
Services 

100-105 01/01/2018 
(appointed 
to new role 
within the 
HB) 

n/a 3 months n/a None 

Dr Philip Kloer Executive 
Medical Director 

165-170 25/06/2015 n/a 3 months n/a None 

Alison 
Shakeshaft 

Executive 
Director of 
Therapies & 
Health Sciences 

100-105 01/01/2018 n/a 3 months n/a None 

Ros Jervis Executive 
Director of 
Public Health  

110-115 17/07/2017 n/a 3 months n/a  None  

Libby Ryan- 
Davies 

Transformation 
Director  

100-105 12/09/2016 30/04/2019 3 months n/a None 

Andrew 
Carruthers 

Turnaround 
Director 

115-120 26/06/2017 25/06/2019 3 months n/a None 

Joanne 
Wilson 

 Board 
Secretary 

95-100 01/01/2018 
(appointed 
to new role 
within the 
HB) 

n/a 3 months n/a None 
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The HB can confirm that it has not made any payment to past Directors as detailed within the 
guidance. 

Annually the RTSC receives a summary report of Executive Director Performance objectives and then 
periodically receives an update on performance against those agreed objectives.  In support of the 
summarised feedback completed performance appraisal documents are also available for Committee 
scrutiny.  No external comparison is made regarding performance.  

No elements of remuneration are subject to continuous performance outcomes.  There is no 
performance related pay for Very Senior Managers. 

The HB issues All Wales Executive Director contracts which determine the terms and conditions for all 
Very Senior Managers.  The HB has not deviated from this.  In rare circumstances where interim 
arrangements are to be put in place a decision is made by the Committee with regards to the length of 
the interim post, whilst substantive appointments can be made.   

Any termination payments would be discussed and agreed by the Committee in advance and where 
appropriate WG approval would be made.   During the 2018/2019 year, no termination payments were 
made. However there was one Voluntary Early Release payment made to a Senior Manger (non- 
Director level).  

Senior Manager previous post holders:  

 

Name of 
Manager 

Role Salary (£) 
Bands of 
£5k) 

Date of 
Contract 

Expiration 
Date 

Notice 
Period 

Compensation 
for Early 
Termination 

Awards 
Made 
Within 
Year 

Nil        
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Pension Benefit Disclosure  

Name and title 

Real 
increase in 
pension at 

age 60 

Real 
increase 

in pension 
lump sum 
at aged 60 

Total 
accrued 

pension at 
age 60 at 
31 March 

2019 

Lump sum 
at age 60 
related to 
accrued 

pension  at 
31 March 

2019 

Cash 
Equivalent 
Transfer 

Value at 31 
March 2019 

Cash 
Equivalent 
Transfer 

Value at 31 
March 2018 

Real 
increase in 

Cash 
Equivalent 
Transfer 

Value 

Employer’s 
contribution 

to 
stakeholder 

pension 

(bands of 
£2,500) 

(bands of 
£2,500) 

(bands of 
£5,000) 

(bands of 
£5,000)         

£000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 

Steve Moore, Chief Executive* 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Joseph Teape, Deputy Chief Executive/ 

Director of Operations* 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Mandy Rayani, Executive Director of 

Nursing, Quality & Patient Experience  
10 – 12.5 30 – 32.5 55 – 60 175 – 180 1288 927 333 0 

Karen Miles, Executive Director of 

Finance, Director of Planning, 

Performance and Commissioning 

0 – 2.5 0 – (2.5) 50 – 55 150 – 155 1,174 1,008 136 0 

Stephen Forster, Executive Director of 

Finance (to 31/08/2018) 
0 – 2.5 0 – 2.5 50 – 55 140 – 145 1,100 949 52 0 

Huw Thomas, Executive Director of 

Finance (from 01/09/2018) 
2.5 – 5 0 – 2.5 15 - 20 0 - 5 198 109 50 0 

Lisa Gostling, Executive Director of 

Workforce and Organisational 

Development 

0 – 2.5 0 – (2.5) 40 - 45 95 - 100 763 635 109 0 
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Name and title 

Real 
increase in 
pension at 

age 60 

Real 
increase 

in pension 
lump sum 
at aged 60 

Total 
accrued 

pension at 
age 60 at 
31 March 

2019 

Lump sum 
at age 60 
related to 
accrued 

pension  at 
31 March 

2019 

Cash 
Equivalent 
Transfer 

Value at 31 
March 2019 

Cash 
Equivalent 
Transfer 

Value at 31 
March 2018 

Real 
increase in 

Cash 
Equivalent 
Transfer 

Value 

Employer’s 
contribution 

to 
stakeholder 

pension 

(bands of 
£2,500) 

(bands of 
£2,500) 

(bands of 
£5,000) 

(bands of 
£5,000)         

£000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 

Dr Philip Kloer, Executive Medical 

Director 
2.5 – 5 0 – 2.5 50 – 55 110 – 115 874 701 152 0 

Alison Shakeshaft, Executive Director 

of Therapies and Health Science 
0 – 2.5 (2.5) – (5) 40 - 45 100 - 105 825 730 74 0 

Ros Jervis, Executive Director of Public 

Health  
2.5 – 5 0 – 2.5 20- 25 45 – 50 387 300 78 0 

Jill Paterson, Director of Primary, 

Community and Long Term Care  
0 – 2.5 2.5 – 5 35 – 40 115 – 120 0 0 0 0 

Sarah Jennings, Director of 

Partnerships and Corporate Services  

0 – 2.5 0 30 – 35 0 479 390 77 0 

Libby Ryan-Davies, Transformation 

Director 
0 – 2.5 0 – (2.5) 30 – 35 75 – 80 521 423 86 0 

Andrew Carruthers, Turnaround 

Director 
2.5 – 5 0 – 2.5 25 – 30 60 – 65 402 305 87 0 

Joanne Wilson, Board Secretary 0 – 2.5 0 – (2.5) 20 – 25 45 – 50 324 256 60 0 
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Name and title 

Real 
increase in 
pension at 

age 60 

Real 
increase 

in pension 
lump sum 
at aged 60 

Total 
accrued 

pension at 
age 60 at 
31 March 

2019 

Lump sum 
at age 60 
related to 
accrued 

pension  at 
31 March 

2019 

Cash 
Equivalent 
Transfer 

Value at 31 
March 2019 

Cash 
Equivalent 
Transfer 

Value at 31 
March 2018 

Real 
increase in 

Cash 
Equivalent 
Transfer 

Value 

Employer’s 
contribution 

to 
stakeholder 

pension 

(bands of 
£2,500) 

(bands of 
£2,500) 

(bands of 
£5,000) 

(bands of 
£5,000)         

£000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 

 Steve Moore chose not to be covered by the NHS pension arrangements during the reporting year and Joseph Teape has previously opted out of the 

NHS pension arrangement 
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Severance Payments  
 
There have been no exit packages paid to senior staff during 2018/2019. 
 
 
Single Total Remuneration  
 
The amount of pension benefits for the year which contributes to the single total figure is calculated similarly to the 
method used to derive pension values for tax purposes, and is based on information received from the NHS BSA 
Pensions Agency.  The value of pension benefit is calculated as follows: (real increase in pension x20) + (the real 
increase in any lump sum) – (contributions made by member). 
 
The real increase in pension is not an amount which has been paid to an individual by the HB during the year, it is a 
calculation which uses information from the pension benefit table.  These figures can be influenced by many factors 
e.g. changes in a person’s salary, whether or not they choose to make additional contributions to the pensions 
scheme from their pay and other valuation factors affecting the pension scheme as a whole. 
 
2018/2019 

 
 
 

Name 
Salary 

 
Bonus 

Payments 

 
Benefits 
in Kind 

 
Pension 
Benefits 

Total 

 
(Bands of 

£5k) 
 

(£000) (£000) 
(Bands of  

£5k) 

Executive Directors  and 
Directors 

     

Steve Moore 180 – 185 0 0 0 180 – 185 

Joseph Teape 145 – 150 0 0 0 145 – 150 

Mandy Rayani  125 – 130 0 0 222 350 - 355 

Karen Miles 125 – 130 0 0 18 145 – 150 

Stephen Forster (to 31/08/18) 50 – 55 0 0 12 60 – 65 

Huw Thomas (from 01/09/18) 75 - 80 0 0 65 140 - 145 

Lisa Gostling 115 – 120 0 0 21 135 – 140 

Dr Philip Kloer 165 – 170 0 0 59 225 – 230 

Alison Shakeshaft 100 – 105 0 0 0 100 – 105 

Ros Jervis  110 – 115 0 0 36 145 - 150 

Jill Paterson 110 – 115 0 4 8 125 – 130 

Sarah Jennings 100 – 105 0 0 21 120 – 125 

Libby Ryan-Davies 100 – 105 0 0 20 120 – 125 

Andrew Carruthers  115 – 120 0 0 39 155 – 160 

Joanne Wilson 95 – 100 0 0 17 110 – 115 
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Name 
Salary 

 
Bonus 

Payments 

 
Benefits 
in Kind 

 
Pension 
Benefits 

Total 

 
(Bands of 

£5k) 
 

(£000) (£000) 
(Bands of  

£5k) 

Independent Members      

Bernadine Rees, Chair (to 
28/02/19) 

55 – 60 0 0 0 55 – 60 

Judith Hardisty, Vice Chair (to 
28/02/19), Interim Chair (from 
01/03/19) 

45 – 50 0 0 0 45 – 50 

Paul Newman, Independent 
Member (to 28/02/19), Interim 
Vice Chair (from 06/03/19) 

10 – 15 0 0 0 10 – 15 

Mike Lewis  10 – 15 0 0 0 10 – 15 

Professor John Gammon 10 – 15 0 0 0 10 – 15 

David Powell 10 – 15 0 0 0 10 – 15 

Cllr Simon Hancock 10 – 15 0 0 0 10 – 15 

Delyth Raynsford 10 – 15 0 0 0 10 – 15 

Adam Morgan 5 – 10 0 0 0 5 – 10 

Owen Burt (from 01/05/18) 10 - 15 0 0 0 10 - 15 

Anna Lewis (from 01/04/18) 10 - 15 0 0 0 10 - 15 

Mr M Hearty (from 01/06/18) 0 0 0 0 0 

Julie James (to 30/04/18) 0 – 5 0 0 0 0 – 5 
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2017-2018 

 
 
 

Name 
Salary 

 
Bonus 

Payments 

 
Benefits 
in Kind 

 
Pension 
Benefits 

Total 

 
(Bands of 

£5k) 
 

(£000) (£000) 
(Bands of  

£5k) 

Executive Directors  and 
Directors 

     

Steve Moore 175 – 180 0 0 40 215 – 220 

Joseph Teape 145 – 150 0 8.0 0 150 – 155 

Mandy Davies (to 18/06/2017) 25 - 30 0 0 0 25 - 30 

Mandy Rayani (from 19/06/2017) 95 – 100 0 0 4 100 – 105 

Karen Miles 125 – 130 0 0 23 145 – 150 

Stephen Forster 125 – 130 0 0 263 385 – 390 

Lisa Gostling 115 – 120 0 0 31 145 – 150 

Dr Philip Kloer 155 – 160 0 0 44 200 – 205 

Alison Shakeshaft (from 
01/01/2018) 

20 – 25 0 0 9 30 – 35 

Ros Jervis (from 17/07/2017) 75 – 80 0 0 44 120 - 125 

Jill Paterson 110 – 115 0 7.6 23 140 – 145 

Sarah Jennings 100 – 105 0 0 0 100 – 105 

      

Libby Ryan-Davies 100 – 105 0 0 14 115 – 120 

Andrew Carruthers (from 
26/06/2017)  

85 – 90 0 0 52 135 – 140 

Joanne Wilson 90 – 95 0 0 22 110 – 115 

 

Independent Members      

Bernadine Rees, Chair 55 – 60 0 0 0 55 – 60 

Judith Hardisty, Vice Chair 45 – 50 0 0 0 45 – 50 

Mr Donald Thomas (to 
30/09/2017) 

5 – 10 0 0 0 5 – 10 

Mike Lewis (01/10/2017) 5 – 10 0 0 0 5 – 10 

Mike Ponton 10 – 15 0 0 0 10 – 15 
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Name 
Salary 

 
Bonus 

Payments 

 
Benefits 
in Kind 

 
Pension 
Benefits 

Total 

 
(Bands of 

£5k) 
 

(£000) (£000) 
(Bands of  

£5k) 

Paul Newman  10 – 15 0 0 0 10 – 15 

Professor John Gammon 10 – 15 0 0 0 10 – 15 

Julie James 10 – 15 0 0 0 10 – 15 

David Powell 10 – 15 0 0 0 10 – 15 

Cllr Simon Hancock 10 – 15 0 0 0 10 – 15 

Delyth Raynsford 10 – 15 0 0 0 10 – 15 

Adam Morgan 5 – 10 0 0 0 5 – 10 
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Staff Composition  

Staff Composition 31.03.2019      
              

  Female Male Total 

  FTE Headcount FTE Headcount FTE Headcount 

Executive Team* 9.00 9 5.00 5 14.00 14 

Chairman and Independent Members 

N/A 
In line with 

Public 
Appointments 4 

N/A 
In line with 

Public 
Appointments 7 

N/A 
In line with 

Public 
Appointments 11 

Total  13  12  25 

The Executive Team consists of 9 Executive Directors who are voting members of the Board.  In addition there are 4 additional 
Directors and the Board Secretary (all non-voting) who are members of the Executive Team and who also attend Board meetings. 

Two of these posts are fixed term contracts. 

  Female Male Total 

  FTE Headcount FTE Headcount FTE Headcount 

Additional Prof Scientific and Technic 209.32 240 107.30 125 316.62 365 

Additional Clinical Services 1,398.75 2,165 310.53 386 1,709.28 2,551 

Administrative and Clerical 1,305.91 1,541 272.23 291 1,578.13 1,832 

Allied Health Professionals 444.13 520 98.54 107 542.67 627 

Estates and Ancillary 369.86 597 401.34 533 771.19 1,130 

Healthcare Scientists 94.47 105 79.20 80 173.67 185 

Medical and Dental 242.68 383 441.64 656 684.32 1039 

Nursing and Midwifery Registered 2,435.71 3,016 229.02 256 2,664.73 3,272 

Students 5.00 6 0.00 0 5.00 6 

Grand Total 6,505.83 8,573 1,939.80 2,434 8,445.61 11,007 
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  Female Male Total 

Senior Managers FTE Headcount FTE Headcount FTE Headcount 

Band 8a 41.20 42 23.00 23 64.20 65 

Band 8b 22.80 23 21.00 21 43.80 44 

Band 8c 14.39 15 7.00 7 21.39 22 

Band 8d 7.00 7 5.00 5 12.00 12 

Band 9 2.00 2 5.85 6 7.85 8 

Grand Total 87.39 89 61.85 62 149.24 151 
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The above can be demonstrated pictorially as follows: 

 

 

 

At the end of March 2019 the HB employed 11,007 staff including bank and locum staff; this equated 
to 8,446 Full Time Equivalent (FTE). 78% of the workforce was female and 22% male. The staff 
covered a wide range of professional, technical and support staff groups.  Over 50% were within the 

Nursing and Midwifery and Additional Clinical Services staff groups.  Senior Manager (Band 8a and 
above) were 1.4% of the workforce - 59% of these were Female and 41% Male.  The Board does not 
have any issue with its staff composition. 
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Sickness absence data     

   

  2018/19 2017/18 

Days lost (long term) 105,591 104,117 

Days lost (short term) 42,578 44,793 

Total days lost 148,169 148,910 

Total FTE as at 31 March 8,445.61 8,328.06 

Average Working Days Lost 11.10 11.08 

Total Staff employed as at 31 March (headcount) 11,007 10,842 

Total Staff employed in period with no absence (headcount) 3,534 3,609 

Percentage of staff with no sick leave 37.09% 37.20% 

 
 

The percentage and total number of staff without absence in the year has been sourced from the standard ESR 
Business Intelligence (BI) report. With regard to the reporting in relation to the percentage of staff with ‘no 
sickness’, the standard BI report excludes new entrants and also bank and locum assignments.  
 
The main reasons for long term sickness absence are anxiety/stress/depression, followed by 
musculoskeletal problems. For short term sickness absence the most prevalent reason stated relates to 
colds/flu and gastrointestinal problems.  
 
Managers are provided with Directorate sickness absence metrics on a monthly basis which highlight the 
sickness absence rates for their areas split by department along with reasons for absence, days lost and 
cost. 
 
There has been a new All Wales Attendance at Work Policy implemented, along with an All Wales training 
package which is being rolled out to all those with responsibility for managing absence.  This consists of a 
Workshop and there will be a shorter core module included for experienced managers who require refresher 
training.  The audit programme to assess compliance with the All Wales Attendance Policy includes an 
action plan provided to the manager which is further monitored. This arrangement has been in place for 
some time and is continuing. 
 
The HB has an in-house Occupational Health Service with a Consultant Occupational Health Physician and 
a Staff Psychological Well-being Service which staff are able to self-refer to. 
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Staff Policies  

 

The majority of key employment policies are developed on an All Wales basis and then ratified locally by 
the Workforce & Organisational Development Sub-Committee (W&OD-SC).  These policies are developed 
in partnership with Trade Unions and are approved though the WG Partnership Forum Business 
Committee.  Equality Impact Assessments are produced, recorded, and made available for All Wales 
policies by a sub-group of the Partnership Forum.    
 
Other employment policies are developed and reviewed through the Employment Policy Review group 
that is chaired by a senior member of the Workforce & Organisational Development Directorate.  The 
group membership consists of Managers, Trade Union representatives and other Specialist Advisors such 
as those with specialist knowledge of equality and diversity and data protection.  Local policies are 
produced in partnership with Trade Union colleagues and are issued for general consultation.  Equality 
Impact assessments are developed by a sub-group of the Employment Policy Review group that includes 
a specialist advisor for equality and diversity. 

Local policies are subject to formal sign off through both the HB’s Partnership Forum and the W&OD-SC.   
The HB’s employment policies can be found - http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/862/page/62308.  

The aim of the HB’s Equality and Diversity policy is to ensure that equality and diversity considerations 
underpin the recruitment, employment and development of staff and the development and delivery of the 
HB’s services to patients and service users. Policies and practices within HB must demonstrate 
appropriate due regard to relevant equality and diversity issues, thereby ensuring that recruitment and 
employment and service delivery practices are designed, developed and delivered fairly and equitably, in 
accordance with equality and human rights legislation. 
 
Expenditure on Consultancy  
 
Consultancy services are a provision for management to receive objective advice and assistance relating 
to strategy, structure, management or operations of an organisation in pursuant of its purposes and 
objectives. During the year the HB spent £1,620,082.73 on consultancy services.  
 

Estates Reviews £25,148.92 

Other Service Reviews £888.75 

Legal Advice and Redress £203,101.64 

VAT £96,716.05 

Transforming Clinical Services £898,169.77 

Referral to Treatment  £378,057.60 

 
 
Tax Assurance for Off-Payroll Appointees  
 
In response to the Government’s review of the tax arrangements of public sector appointees, which 
highlighted the possibility for artificial arrangements to enable tax avoidance, WG has taken a zero 
tolerance approach and produced a policy that has been communicated and implemented across the WG. 
Tax assurance evidence has been sought and scrutinised to ensure it is sufficient from all off-payroll 
appointees.  
 
Details of these off-payroll arrangements will be published on the HB’s website  
http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/862/page/89388 following publication of the Annual Report.  

 
 
 
 

http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/862/page/62308
http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/862/page/89388
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Exit Packages 
 

There have not been any costs associated with redundancy in the last year. There has been one 
Voluntary Early Release which was processed in accordance with the provisions of the NHS Voluntary 
Early Release Scheme (VERS).  The exit costs detailed below are accounted for in full in the year of 
departure on a cash basis as specified in EPN 380 Annex 13C.  Where the HB has agreed voluntary early 
retirement, the additional costs are met by the HB and not by the NHS pension scheme. Ill-health 
retirement costs are met by the NHS pension scheme and are not included in the table below.            
 

This disclosure reports the number and value of exit packages taken by staff leaving in the year.  Note: 
the expense associated with these departures may have been recognised in part or in full in a previous 
period. 
 

The HB receives a full business case in respect of each application supported by the line manager. The 
Directors of Finance & Workforce & Organisational Development approve all applications prior to them 
being processed.  Any payments over an agreed threshold are also submitted to WG for approval prior to 
HB approval. Details of exit packages and severance payments are as follows: 

 
 2018-2019 2018-2019 2018-2019 2018-2019 2017-2018 

Exit packages cost 
band (including any 

special payment 
element) 

Number of 
compulsory 

redundancies 

Number of 
other 

departures 

Total 
number of 

exit 
packages 

Number of 
departures 

where 
special 

payments 
have been 

made 

Total 
number of 

exit 
packages 

 Number Number Number Number Number 

less than £10,000 0 1 1 1 0 

£10,000 to £25,000 0 0 0 0 0 

£25,000 to £50,000 0 0 0 0 0 

£50,000 to £100,000 0 0 0 0 1 

£100,000 to £150,000 0 0 0 0 0 

£150,000 to £200,000 0 0 0 0 0 

more than £200,000 0 0 0 0 0 

Total  0 0 0 0 0 

 2018-2019 2018-2019 2018-2019 2018-2019 2017-2018 

Exit packages cost 
band (including any 

special payment 
element) 

Cost of 
compulsory 

redundancies 

Cost of 
other 

departures 

Total cost 
of exit 

packages 

Cost of 
special 
element 

included in 
exit 

packages 

Total cost of 
exit 

packages 

 £'s £'s £'s £'s £'s 

less than £10,000 0 6,180 6,180 6,180 0 

£10,000 to £25,000 0 0 0 0 0 

£25,000 to £50,000 0 0 0 0 0 

£50,000 to £100,000 0 0 0 0 76,203 

£100,000 to £150,000 0 0 0 0 0 

£150,000 to £200,000 0 0 0 0 0 

more than £200,000 0 0 0 0 0 

Total  0 0 0 0 0 
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Statement of the Chief Executive’s Responsibilities as Accountable Officer of Hywel Dda 

University Health Board  

The Welsh Ministers have directed that the Chief Executive should be the Accountable Officer to 

Hywel Dda University Health Board.  

The relevant responsibilities of Accountable Officers, including their responsibility for the propriety and 

regularity of the public finances for which they are answerable, and for the keeping of proper records, 

are set out in the Accountable Officer’s Memorandum issued by the Welsh Government.  

To the best of my knowledge and belief, I can confirm that there is no relevant audit information of 

which Hywel Dda University Health Board’s auditors are unaware and I have taken all steps that ought 

to have been taken to make myself aware of any relevant audit information and established that the 

auditors are aware of that information.  

I can confirm that the annual report and accounts as a whole is fair, balanced and understandable and 

I take personal responsibility for the annual report and accounts and the judgements required for 

determining that is fair, balanced and understandable. 

To the best of my knowledge and belief, I have properly discharged the responsibilities set out in my 

letter of appointment as an Accountable Officer.  

 

 

 

Date: 29th May 2019 Steve Moore................................................................... Chief Executive  
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Statement of Directors’ responsibilities in respect of the accounts 

The directors are required under the National Health Service Act (Wales) 2006 to prepare accounts for 

each financial year.  The Welsh Ministers, with the approval of the Treasury, direct that these accounts 

give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of Hywel Dda University Health Board and of the income 

and expenditure of the Hywel Dda University Health Board for that period.  

In preparing those accounts, the Directors are required to:  

 Apply on a consistent basis accounting principles laid down by the Welsh Ministers with the 

 approval of the Treasury 

 

 Make judgements and estimates which are responsible and prudent  

 

 State whether applicable accounting standards have been followed, subject to  any material 

 departures disclosed and explained in the account 

 

The Directors confirm that they have complied with the above requirements in preparing the accounts.  

The Directors are responsible for keeping proper accounting records which disclose with reasonable 

accuracy at any time the financial position of the authority and to enable them to ensure that the 

accounts comply with requirements outlined in the above mentioned direction by the Welsh Ministers 

 

By Order of the Board  
Signed on behalf of: 

 

 

 The Chairman (Interim): Judith Hardisty................................................... Dated: 29th May 2019 

 

Chief Executive: Steve Moore.................................................................... Dated: 29th May 2019 

 

Director of Finance: Huw Thomas.............................................................. Dated: 29th May 2019 

 

 

 



HYWEL DDA UNIVERSITY HEALTH BOARD ANNUAL ACCOUNTS 2018-19

FOREWORD

These accounts have been prepared by the Local Health Board under schedule 9 section 178 Para 3(1) of 

the National Health Service (Wales) Act 2006 (c.42) in the form in which the Welsh Ministers have, with 

the approval of the Treasury, directed.

Statutory background

The Local Health Board was established on 1st June 2009 and became operational on 1st October 2009 and 

comprises the former organisations of Hywel Dda NHS Trust and Carmarthenshire, Ceredigion and 

Pembrokeshire Local Health Boards.

Performance Management and Financial Results

Local Health Boards in Wales must comply fully with the Treasury's Financial Reporting Manual to the

extent that it is applicable to them. As a result, the Primary Statement of in-year income and expenditure

is the Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure, which shows the net operating cost incurred by the LHB

which is funded by the Welsh Government. This funding is allocated on receipt directly to the General Fund in the 

Statement of Financial Position.

Under the National Health Services Finance (Wales) Act 2014, the annual requirement to achieve balance

against Resource Limits has been replaced with a duty to ensure, in a rolling 3 year period, that its 

aggregate expenditure does not exceed its aggregate approved limits.

The Act came into effect from 1 April 2014 and under the Act the first assessment of the 3 year rolling 

financial duty took place at the end of 2016-17.

HYWEL DDA UNIVERSITY HEALTH BOARD
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HYWEL DDA UNIVERSITY HEALTH BOARD ANNUAL ACCOUNTS 2018-19

Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure 

for the year ended 31 March 2019

2018-19 2017-18

Note £'000 £'000

Expenditure on Primary Healthcare Services 3.1 185,316 183,962

Expenditure on healthcare from other providers 3.2 200,169 197,462

Expenditure on Hospital and Community Health Services 3.3 534,120 506,430

919,605 887,854

Less: Miscellaneous Income 4 (57,187) (54,345)

LHB net operating costs before interest and other gains and losses 862,418 833,509

Investment Revenue 5 0 0

Other (Gains) / Losses 6 (13) (11)

Finance costs 7 9 3

Net operating costs for the financial year 862,414 833,501

See note 2 on page 22 for details of performance against Revenue and Capital allocations.

The notes on pages 8 to 65a form part of these accounts
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Other Comprehensive Net Expenditure

2018-19 2017-18

£'000 £'000

Net (gain) / loss on revaluation of property, plant and equipment (1,185) (14,435)

Net (gain) / (loss) on revaluation of intangibles 0 0

Net (gain) / loss on revaluation of available for sale financial assets 0 0

(Gain) / loss on other reserves 0 0

Impairment and reversals 0 1,053

Release of Reserves to Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure 0 0

Other comprehensive net expenditure for the year (1,185) (13,382)

Total comprehensive net expenditure for the year 861,229 820,119
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Statement of Financial Position as at 31 March 2019

31 March 31 March

2019 2018

Notes £'000 £'000

Non-current assets

Property, plant and equipment 11 266,222 254,395

Intangible assets 12 1,621 1,045

Trade and other receivables 15 43,183 14,697

Other financial assets 16 0 0

Total non-current assets 311,026 270,137

Current assets

Inventories 14 8,084 7,875

Trade and other receivables 15 34,330 39,598

Other financial assets 16 0 305

Cash and cash equivalents 17 1,460 1,528

43,874 49,306

Non-current assets classified as "Held for Sale" 11 0 0

Total current assets 43,874 49,306

Total assets 354,900 319,443

Current liabilities

Trade and other payables 18 (93,484) (95,090)

Other financial liabilities 19 0 0

Provisions 20 (23,541) (27,764)

Total current liabilities (117,025) (122,854)

Net current assets/ (liabilities) (73,151) (73,548)

Non-current liabilities

Trade and other payables 18 0 0

Other financial liabilities 19 0 0

Provisions 20 (43,497) (14,971)

Total non-current liabilities (43,497) (14,971)

Total assets employed 194,378 181,618

Financed by :

Taxpayers' equity 

General Fund 167,572 154,822

Revaluation reserve 26,806 26,796

Total taxpayers' equity 194,378 181,618

The financial statements on pages 2 to 7 were approved by the Board on 29th May 2019 and signed on its behalf by:

On Behalf of the Chief Executive and Accountable Officer 

 

 Steve Moore………………29th May 2019 

The notes on pages 8 to 65a form part of these accounts
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Statement of Changes in Taxpayers' Equity

For the year ended 31 March 2019

General Revaluation  Total 

Fund Reserve Reserves

£000s £000s £000s

Changes in taxpayers' equity for 2018-19

Balance as at 31 March 2018 154,822 26,796 181,618

Adjustment for Implementation of IFRS 9 -82 0 -82

Balance at 1 April 2018 154,740 26,796 181,536

Net operating cost for the year (862,414) (862,414)

Net gain/(loss) on revaluation of property, plant and equipment 0 1,185 1,185

Net gain/(loss) on revaluation of intangible assets 0 0 0

Net gain/(loss) on revaluation of financial assets 0 0 0

Net gain/(loss) on revaluation of assets held for sale 0 0 0

Impairments and reversals 0 0 0

Movements in other reserves 0 0 0

Transfers between reserves 1,175 (1,175) 0

Release of reserves to SoCNE 0 0 0

Transfers to/from (please specify) 0 0 0

Total recognised income and expense for 2018-19 (861,239) 10 (861,229)

Net Welsh Government funding 874,071 874,071

Balance at 31 March 2019 167,572 26,806 194,378

The notes on pages 8 to 65a form part of these accounts
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Statement of Changes in Taxpayers' Equity

For the year ended 31 March 2018

General Revaluation Total 

Fund Reserve Reserves

£000s £000s £000s

Changes in taxpayers' equity for 2017-18

Balance at 31 March 2017 157,520 16,183 173,703

Net operating cost for the year (833,501) (833,501)

Net gain/(loss) on revaluation of property, plant and equipment 0 14,435 14,435

Net gain/(loss) on revaluation of intangible assets 0 0 0

Net gain/(loss) on revaluation of financial assets 0 0 0

Net gain/(loss) on revaluation of assets held for sale 0 0 0

Impairments and reversals 0 (1,053) (1,053)

Movements in other reserves 0 0 0

Transfers between reserves 2,769 (2,769) 0

Release of reserves to SoCNE 0 0 0

Transfers to/from (please specify) 0 0 0

Total recognised income and expense for 2017-18 (830,732) 10,613 (820,119)

Net Welsh Government funding 828,034 828,034

Balance at 31 March 2018 154,822 26,796 181,618

The notes on pages 8 to 65a form part of these accounts
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Statement of Cash Flows for year ended 31 March 2019

2018-19 2017-18

£'000 £'000

Cash Flows from operating activities notes

Net operating cost for the financial year (862,414) (833,501)

Movements in Working Capital 27 (27,602) 6,595

Other cash flow adjustments 28 56,848 24,150

Provisions utilised 20 (12,908) (8,194)

Net cash outflow from operating activities (846,076) (810,950)

Cash Flows from investing activities 

Purchase of property, plant and equipment (28,082) (17,373)

Proceeds from disposal of property, plant and equipment 12 276

Purchase of intangible assets (945) (229)

Proceeds from disposal of intangible assets 0 0

Payment for other financial assets 0 (365)

Proceeds from disposal of other financial assets 0 289

Payment for other assets 0 0

Proceeds from disposal of other assets 0 0

Net cash inflow/(outflow) from investing activities (29,015) (17,402)

Net cash inflow/(outflow) before financing (875,091) (828,352)

Cash Flows from financing activities 

Welsh Government funding (including capital) 874,071 828,034

Capital receipts surrendered 0 0

Capital grants received 952 634

Capital element of payments in respect of finance leases and on-SoFP 0 0

Cash transferred (to)/ from other NHS bodies 0 0

Net financing 875,023 828,668

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents (68) 316

Cash and cash equivalents (and bank overdrafts) at 1 April 2018 1,528 1,212

Cash and cash equivalents (and bank overdrafts) at 31 March 2019 1,460 1,528

The notes on pages 8 to 65a form part of these accounts
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Notes to the Accounts
1. Accounting policies 
The Minister for Health and Social Services has directed that the financial statements of Local 
Health Boards (LHB) in Wales shall meet the accounting requirements of the NHS Wales Manual for 
Accounts. Consequently, the following financial statements have been prepared in accordance with 
the 2018-19 Manual for Accounts.  The accounting policies contained in that manual follow the 
European Union version of the International Financial Reporting Standards to the extent that they 
are meaningful and appropriate to the NHS, as determined by HM Treasury, which is advised by the 
Financial Reporting Advisory Board.  Where the LHB Manual for Accounts permits a choice of 
accounting policy, the accounting policy which is judged to be most appropriate to the particular 
circumstances of the LHB for the purpose of giving a true and fair view has been selected.  The 
particular policies adopted by the LHB are described below. They have been applied consistently in 
dealing with items considered material in relation to the accounts .  

1.1 Accounting convention  
These accounts have been prepared under the historical cost convention modified to account for the 
revaluation of property, plant and equipment, intangible assets and inventories.

1.2 Acquisitions and discontinued operations
Activities are considered to be ‘acquired’ only if they are taken on from outside the public sector.  
Activities are considered to be ‘discontinued’ only if they cease entirely.  They are not considered to 
be ‘discontinued’ if they transfer from one public sector body to another.

1.3 Income and funding  
The main source of funding for the Local Health Boards (LHBs) are allocations (Welsh Government 
funding) from the Welsh Government within an approved cash limit, which is credited to the General 
Fund of the Local Health Board.  Welsh Government funding is recognised in the financial period in 
which the cash is received.

Non discretionary funding outside the Revenue Resource Limit is allocated to match actual 
expenditure incurred for the provision of specific pharmaceutical, or ophthalmic services identified by 
the Welsh  Government.  Non discretionary expenditure is disclosed in the accounts and deducted 
from operating costs charged against the Revenue Resource Limit.
Funding for the acquisition of fixed assets received from the Welsh Government is credited to the 
General Fund.

Miscellaneous income is income which relates directly to the operating activities of the LHB and is 
not funded directly by the Welsh Government.  This includes payment for services uniquely provided 
by the LHB for the Welsh Government such as funding provided to agencies and non-activity costs 
incurred by the LHB in its provider role. Income received from LHBs transacting with other LHBs is 
always treated as miscellaneous income. 

From 2018-19, IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers is applied, as interpreted and 
adapted for the public sector, in the Financial Reporting Manual (FReM).  It replaces the previous 
standards IAS 11 Construction Contracts and IAS 18 Revenue and related IFRIC and SIC 
interpretations.  Upon transition the accounting policy to retrospectively restate in accordance with 
IAS 8 has been withdrawn.  All entities applying the FReM shall recognise the difference between 
previous carrying amount and the carrying amount at the beginning of the annual reporting period 
that includes the date of initial application in the opening general fund within Taxpayer's equity.
A review consistent with the portfolio approach was undertaken by the NHS Technical Accounting 
Group members, which 

 identified that the only material income that would potentially require adjustment under IFRS 
15 was that for patient care provided under Long term Agreements (LTAs) for episodes of 
care which had started but not concluded as at the end of the financial period;

 demonstrated that the potential amendments to NHS Wales NHS Trust and Local Health 
Board Accounts as a result of the adoption of IFRS 15 are significantly below materiality 
levels.  
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Under the Conceptual IFRS Framework due consideration must be given to the users of the accounts 
and the cost restraint of compliance and reporting and production of financial reporting.  Given the 
income for LTA activity is recognised in accordance with established NHS Terms and Conditions 
affecting multiple parties across NHS Wales it was considered reasonable to continue recognising in 
accordance with those established terms on the basis that this provides information that is relevant to 
the user and to do so does not result in a material misstatement of the figures reported.

Income is accounted for applying the accruals convention.  Income is recognised in the period in 
which services are provided.  Where income had been received from third parties for a specific 
activity to be delivered in the following financial year, that income will be deferred. 
Only non-NHS income may be deferred.

1.4 Employee benefits
Short-term employee benefits
Salaries, wages and employment-related payments are recognised in the period in which the service 
is received from employees. The cost of leave earned but not taken by employees at the end of the 
period is recognised in the financial statements to the extent that employees are permitted to carry 
forward leave into the following period.

Retirement benefit costs
Past and present employees are covered by the provisions of the NHS Pensions Scheme.  The 
scheme is an unfunded, defined benefit scheme that covers NHS employers, General Practices and 
other bodies, allowed under the direction of the Secretary of State, in England and Wales. The 
scheme is not designed to be run in a way that would enable NHS bodies to identify their share of the 
underlying scheme assets and liabilities. Therefore, the scheme is accounted for as if it were a 
defined contribution scheme: the cost to the NHS body of participating in the scheme is taken as 
equal to the contributions payable to the scheme for the accounting period.  

For early retirements other than those due to ill health the additional pension liabilities are not funded 
by the scheme. The full amount of the liability for the additional costs is charged to expenditure at the 
time the LHB commits itself to the retirement, regardless of the method of payment.

Where employees are members of the Local Government Superannuation Scheme, which is a 
defined benefit pension scheme this is disclosed.  The scheme assets and liabilities attributable to 
those employees can be identified and are recognised in the LHBs accounts.  The assets are 
measured at fair value and the liabilities at the present value of the future obligations.  The increase 
in the liability arising from pensionable service earned during the year is recognised within operating 
expenses.  The expected gain during the year from scheme assets is recognised within finance 
income.  The interest cost during the year arising from the unwinding of the discount on the scheme 
liabilities is recognised within finance costs.  

NEST Pension Scheme
The LHB has to offer an alternative pensions scheme for employees not eligible to join the NHS 
Pensions scheme. The NEST (National Employment Savings Trust) Pension scheme is a defined 
contribution scheme and therefore the cost to the NHS body of participating in the scheme is equal to 
the contributions payable to the scheme for the accounting period.

1.5 Other expenses
Other operating expenses for goods or services are recognised when, and to the extent that, they 
have been received. They are measured at the fair value of the consideration payable.
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1.6 Property, plant and equipment
Recognition
Property, plant and equipment is capitalised if:
● it is held for use in delivering services or for administrative purposes;
● it is probable that future economic benefits will flow to, or service potential will be supplied to, the 

LHB;
● it is expected to be used for more than one financial year;
● the cost of the item can be measured reliably; and
● the item has cost of at least £5,000; or
● Collectively, a number of items have a cost of at least £5,000 and individually have a cost of more 

than £250, where the assets are functionally interdependent, they had broadly simultaneous        
purchase dates, are anticipated to have simultaneous disposal dates and are under single    
managerial control; or

● Items form part of the initial equipping and setting-up cost of a new building, ward or unit,
irrespective of their individual or collective cost.

Where a large asset, for example a building, includes a number of components with significantly 
different asset lives, the components are treated as separate assets and depreciated over their own 
useful economic lives.

Valuation
All property, plant and equipment are measured initially at cost, representing the cost directly attributable 
to acquiring or constructing the asset and bringing it to the location and condition necessary for it to be 
capable of operating in the manner intended by management. 

Land and buildings used for the LHBs services or for administrative purposes are stated in the 
Statement of Financial Position at their revalued amounts, being the fair value at the date of revaluation 
less any subsequent accumulated depreciation and impairment losses.  Revaluations are performed 
with sufficient regularity to ensure that carrying amounts are not materially different from those that 
would be determined at the end of the reporting period.  Fair values are determined as follows:

● Land and non-specialised buildings – market value for existing use
● Specialised buildings – depreciated replacement cost

HM Treasury has adopted a standard approach to depreciated replacement cost valuations based on 
modern equivalent assets and, where it would meet the location requirements of the service being 
provided, an alternative site can be valued.  NHS Wales bodies have applied these new valuation 
requirements from 1 April 2009.

Properties in the course of construction for service or administration purposes are carried at cost, less 
any impairment loss.  Cost includes professional fees but not borrowing costs, which are recognised as 
expenses immediately, as allowed by IAS 23 for assets held at fair value.  Assets are revalued and 
depreciation commences when they are brought into use.

In 2017-18 a formal revaluation exercise was applied to land and properties. The carrying value of 
existing assets at that date will be written off over their remaining useful lives and new fixtures and 
equipment are carried at depreciated historic cost as this is not considered to be materially different from 
fair value. 

An increase arising on revaluation is taken to the revaluation reserve except when it reverses an 
impairment for the same asset previously recognised in expenditure, in which case it is credited to 
expenditure to the extent of the decrease previously charged there. A revaluation decrease that does 
not result from a loss of economic value or service potential is recognised as an impairment charged to 
the revaluation reserve to the extent that there is a balance on the reserve for the asset and, thereafter, 
to expenditure. Impairment losses that arise from a clear consumption of economic benefit should be 
taken to expenditure. 
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References in IAS 36 to the recognition of an impairment loss of a revalued asset being treated as a revaluation 
decrease to the extent that the impairment does not exceed the amount in the revaluation surplus for the same asset, 
are adapted such that only those impairment losses that do not result from a clear consumption of economic benefit 
or reduction of service potential (including as a result of loss or damage resulting from normal business operations) 
should be taken to the revaluation reserve. Impairment losses that arise from a clear consumption of economic 
benefit should be taken to the Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure.

From 2015-16, the LHB must comply with IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement in full. However IAS 16 and IAS 38 have 
been adapted for the public sector context which limits the circumstances under which a valuation is prepared under 
IFRS 13. Assets which are held for their service potential and are in use should be measured at their current value in 
existing use. For specialised assets current value in existing use should be interpreted as the present value of the 
assets remaining service potential, which can be assumed to be at least equal to the cost of replacing that service 
potential.

In accordance with the adaptation of IAS 16 in table 6.2 of the FReM, for non-specialised assets in operational use, 
current value in existing use is interpreted as market value for existing use which is defined in the RICS Red Book as 
Existing Use Value (EUV).

Assets which were most recently held for their service potential but are surplus should be valued at current value in 
existing use, if there are restrictions on the entity or the asset which would prevent access to the market at the 
reporting date. If the LHB could access the market then the surplus asset should be used at fair value using IFRS 13. 
In determining whether such an asset which is not in use is surplus, an assessment should be made on whether there 
is a clear plan to bring the asset back into use as an operational asset. Where there is a clear plan, the asset is not 
surplus and the current 
value in existing use should be maintained. Otherwise the asset should be assessed as being surplus and valued 
under IFRS13.

Assets which are not held for their service potential should be valued in accordance with IFRS 5 or IAS 40 depending 
on whether the asset is actively held for sale. Where an asset is not being used to deliver services and there is no 
plan to bring it back into use, with no restrictions on sale, and it does not meet the IAS 40 and IFRS 5 criteria, these 
assets are surplus and are valued at fair value using IFRS 13.

Subsequent expenditure
Where subsequent expenditure enhances an asset beyond its original specification, the directly attributable cost is 
capitalised. Where subsequent expenditure restores the asset to its original specification, the expenditure is 
capitalised and any carrying value of the item replaced is written-out and charged to the SoCNE. As highlighted in 
previous years the NHS in Wales does not have systems in place to ensure that all items being "replaced" can be 
identified and hence the cost involved to be quantified. The NHS in Wales has thus established a national protocol to 
ensure it complies with the standard as far as it is able to which is outlined in the capital accounting chapter of the 
Manual For Accounts. This dictates that to ensure that asset carrying values are not materially overstated, NHS 
bodies are required to get all All Wales Capital Schemes that are completed in a financial year revalued during that 
year (prior to them being brought into use) and also similar revaluations are needed for all Discretionary Building 
Schemes completed which have a spend greater than £0.5m. The write downs so identified are then charged to 
operating expenses. 

1.7 Intangible assets

Recognition
Intangible assets are non-monetary assets without physical substance, which are capable of sale separately from the 
rest of the LHBs business or which arise from contractual or other legal rights.  They are recognised only when it is 
probable that future economic benefits will flow to, or service potential be provided to, the LHB; where the cost of the 
asset can be measured reliably, and where the cost is at least £5,000.
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Intangible assets acquired separately are initially recognised at fair value.  Software that is integral to the 
operating of hardware, for example an operating system, is capitalised as part of the relevant item of 
property, plant and equipment.  Software that is not integral to the operation of hardware, for example 
application software, is capitalised as an intangible asset.  Expenditure on research is not capitalised: it is 
recognised as an operating expense in the period in which it is incurred. Internally -generated assets are 
recognised if, and only if, all of the following have been demonstrated:
● the technical feasibility of completing the intangible asset so that it will be available for use
● the intention to complete the intangible asset and use it
● the ability to use the intangible asset
● how the intangible asset will generate probable future economic benefits
● the availability of adequate technical, financial and other resources to complete the intangible asset and 
use it
● the ability to measure reliably the expenditure attributable to the intangible asset during its development.

Measurement
The amount initially recognised for internally-generated intangible assets is the sum of the expenditure 
incurred from the date when the criteria above are initially met.  Where no internally -generated intangible 
asset can be recognised, the expenditure is recognised in the period in which it is incurred.

Following initial recognition, intangible assets are carried at fair value by reference to an active market, or, 
where no active market exists, at amortised replacement cost (modern equivalent assets basis), indexed for 
relevant price increases, as a proxy for fair value.  Internally-developed software is held at historic cost to 
reflect the opposing effects of increases in development costs and technological advances.  

1.8 Depreciation, amortisation and impairments
Freehold land, assets under construction and assets held for sale are not depreciated.

Otherwise, depreciation and amortisation are charged to write off the costs or valuation of property, plant 
and equipment and intangible non-current assets, less any residual value, over their estimated 
useful lives, in a manner that reflects the consumption of economic benefits or service potential of the 
assets.  The estimated useful life of an asset is the period over which the LHB expects to obtain economic 
benefits or service potential from the asset. This is specific to the LHB and may be shorter than the physical 
life of the asset itself. Estimated useful lives and residual values are reviewed each year end, with the effect 
of any changes recognised on a prospective basis.  Assets held under finance leases are depreciated over 
the shorter of the lease term and estimated useful lives.

At each reporting period end, the LHB checks whether there is any indication that any of its tangible or 
intangible non-current assets have suffered an impairment loss.  If there is indication of an impairment loss, 
the recoverable amount of the asset is estimated to determine whether there has been a loss and, if so, its 
amount.  Intangible assets not yet available for use are tested for impairment annually. 

Impairment losses that do not result from a loss of economic value or service potential are taken to the 
revaluation reserve to the extent that there is a balance on the reserve for the asset and, thereafter, to the 
SoCNE. Impairment losses that arise from a clear consumption of economic benefit are taken to the 
SoCNE. The balance on any revaluation reserve (up to the level of the impairment) to which the impairment 
would have been charged under IAS 36 are transferred to retained earnings.

1.9 Research and Development
Research and development expenditure is charged to operating costs in the year in which it is incurred, 
except insofar as it relates to a clearly defined project, which can be separated from patient care activity and 
benefits there from can reasonably be regarded as assured. Expenditure so deferred is limited to the value 
of future benefits expected and is amortised through the SoCNE on a systematic basis over the period 
expected to benefit from the project.
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1.10 Non-current assets held for sale
Non-current assets are classified as held for sale if their carrying amount will be recovered principally 
through a sale transaction rather than through continuing use.  This condition is regarded as met when 
the sale is highly probable, the asset is available for immediate sale in its present condition and 
management is committed to the sale, which is expected to qualify for recognition as a completed sale 
within one year from the date of classification.  Non-current assets held for sale are measured at the 
lower of their previous carrying amount and fair value less costs to sell.  Fair value is open market 
value including alternative uses.

The profit or loss arising on disposal of an asset is the difference between the sale proceeds and the 
carrying amount and is recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure.  On disposal, 
the balance for the asset on the revaluation reserve, is transferred to the General Fund.  

Property, plant and equipment that is to be scrapped or demolished does not qualify for recognition as 
held for sale. Instead it is retained as an operational asset and its economic life adjusted. The asset is 
derecognised when it is scrapped or demolished.

1.11 Leases
Leases are classified as finance leases when substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership are 
transferred to the lessee.  All other leases are classified as operating leases.

1.11.1 The Local Health Board as lessee
Property, plant and equipment held under finance leases are initially recognised, at the inception of the 
lease, at fair value or, if lower, at the present value of the minimum lease payments, with a matching 
liability for the lease obligation to the lessor.  Lease payments are apportioned between finance 
charges and reduction of the lease obligation so as to achieve a constant rate of interest on the 
remaining balance of the liability. Finance charges are charged directly to the Statement of 
Comprehensive Net Expenditure.

Operating lease payments are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term.  
Lease incentives are recognised initially as a liability and subsequently as a reduction of rentals on a 
straight-line basis over the lease term.  Contingent rentals are recognised as an expense in the period 
in which they are incurred.

Where a lease is for land and buildings, the land and building components are separated and 
individually assessed as to whether they are operating or finance leases.

1.11.2 The Local Health Board as lessor
Amounts due from lessees under finance leases are recorded as receivables at the amount of the LHB 
net investment in the leases.  Finance lease income is allocated to accounting periods so as to reflect 
a constant periodic rate of return on the LHB’s net investment outstanding in respect of the leases.

Rental income from operating leases is recognised on a straight-line basis over the term of the lease.  
Initial direct costs incurred in negotiating and arranging an operating lease are added to the carrying 
amount of the leased asset and recognised on a straight-line basis over the lease term.

1.12 Inventories
Whilst it is accounting convention for inventories to be valued at the lower of cost and net realisable 
value using the weighted average or "first-in first-out" cost formula, it should be recognised that the 
NHS is a special case in that inventories are not generally held for the intention of resale and indeed 
there is no market readily available where such items could be sold. Inventories are valued at cost and 
this is considered to be a reasonable approximation to fair value due to the high turnover of stocks. 
Work-in-progress comprises goods in intermediate stages of production. Partially completed contracts 
for patient services are not accounted for as work-in-progress.
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.1.13 Cash and cash equivalents
Cash is cash in hand and deposits with any financial institution repayable without penalty on notice of 
not more than 24 hours.  Cash equivalents are investments that mature in 3 months or less from the 
date of acquisition and that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash with insignificant risk of 
change in value.  In the Statement of Cash flows, cash and cash equivalents are shown net of bank 
overdrafts that are repayable on demand and that form an integral part of the cash management.

1.14 Provisions
Provisions are recognised when the LHB  has a present legal or constructive obligation as a result of a 
past event, it is probable that the LHB will be required to settle the obligation, and a reliable estimate 
can be made of the amount of the obligation.  The amount recognised as a provision is the best 
estimate of the expenditure required to settle the obligation at the end of the reporting period, taking 
into account the risks and uncertainties.  Where a provision is measured using the cash flows 
estimated to settle the obligation, its carrying amount is the present value of those cash flows using  
the discount rate supplied by HM Treasury.

When some or all of the economic benefits required to settle a provision are expected to be recovered 
from a third party, the receivable is recognised as an asset if it is virtually certain that reimbursements 
will be received and the amount of the receivable can be measured reliably.

Present obligations arising under onerous contracts are recognised and measured as a provision.  An 
onerous contract is considered to exist where the LHB has a contract under which the unavoidable 
costs of meeting the obligations under the contract exceed the economic benefits expected to be 
received under it.

A restructuring provision is recognised when the LHB has developed a detailed formal plan for the 
restructuring and has raised a valid expectation in those affected that it will carry out the restructuring 
by starting to implement the plan or announcing its main features to those affected by it.  The 
measurement of a restructuring provision includes only the direct expenditures arising from the 
restructuring, which are those amounts that are both necessarily entailed by the restructuring and not 
associated with ongoing activities of the entity.

1.14.1 Clinical negligence and personal injury costs
The Welsh Risk Pool (WRP) operates a risk pooling scheme which is co-funded by the Welsh 
Government with the option to access a risk sharing agreement funded by the participative NHS Wales 
bodies.  The risk sharing option was not  implemented in 2018-19.  The WRP is hosted by Velindre 
NHS Trust.

1.15 Financial Instruments

From 2018-19 IFRS 9 Financial Instruments is applied, as interpreted and adapted for the public 
sector, in the FReM. The principal impact of IFRS 9 adoption by NHS Wales bodies, will be to change 
the calculation basis for bad debt provisions, changing from an incurred loss basis to a lifetime 
expected credit loss (ECL) basis.  

All entities applying the FReM shall recognise the difference between previous carrying amount and 
the carrying amount at the beginning of the annual reporting period that includes the date of initial 
application in the opening general fund within Taxpayer's equity.

1.16 Financial assets 
Financial assets are recognised on the Statement of Financial Position when the LHB becomes party 
to the financial instrument contract or, in the case of trade receivables, when the goods or services 
have been delivered.  Financial assets are derecognised when the contractual rights have expired or 
the asset has been transferred.
The accounting policy choice allowed under IFRS 9 for long term trade receivables, contract assets 
which do contain a significant financing component (in accordance with IFRS 15), and lease 
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receivables within the scope of IAS 17 has been withdrawn and entities should always recognise a loss 
allowance at an amount equal to lifetime Expected Credit Losses. All entities applying the FReM should 
utilise IFRS 9's simplified approach to impairment for relevant assets.  
NHS Wales Technical Accounting Group members reviewed the IFRS 9 requirements and determined a 
revised approach for the calculation of the bad debt provision, applying the principles of expected credit 
loss, using the practical expedients within IFRS9 to construct a provision matrix.

1.16.1  Financial assets are initially recognised at fair value 
Financial assets are classified into the following categories: financial assets ‘at fair value through 
SoCNE’; ‘held to maturity investments’; ‘available for sale’ financial assets, and ‘loans and receivables’.  
The classification depends on the nature and purpose of the financial assets and is determined at the 
time of initial recognition.

1.16.2 Financial assets at fair value through SoCNE
Embedded derivatives that have different risks and characteristics to their host contracts, and contracts 
with embedded derivatives whose separate value cannot be ascertained, are treated as financial assets 
at fair value through SoCNE.  They are held at fair value, with any resultant gain or loss recognised in 
the SoCNE.  The net gain or loss incorporates any interest earned on the financial asset. 

1.16.3 Held to maturity investments
Held to maturity investments are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments 
and fixed maturity, and there is a positive intention and ability to hold to maturity.  After initial 
recognition, they are held at amortised cost using the effective interest method, less any impairment.  
Interest is recognised using the effective interest method.

1.16.4 Available for sale financial assets
Available for sale financial assets are non-derivative financial assets that are designated as available for 
sale or that do not fall within any of the other three financial asset classifications.  They are measured at 
fair value with changes in value taken to the revaluation reserve, with the exception of impairment 
losses.  Accumulated gains or losses are recycled to the SoCNE on de-recognition.

1.16.5 Loans and receivables
Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments which 
are not quoted in an active market.  After initial recognition, they are measured at amortised cost using 
the effective interest method, less any impairment.  Interest is recognised using the effective interest 
method.

Fair value is determined by reference to quoted market prices where possible, otherwise by valuation 
techniques.

The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash receipts through the 
expected life of the financial asset, to the net carrying amount of the financial asset.

At the Statement of Financial Position date, the LHB assesses whether any financial assets, other than 
those held at ‘fair value through profit and loss’ are impaired.  Financial assets are impaired and 
impairment losses recognised if there is objective evidence of impairment as a result of one or more 
events which occurred after the initial recognition of the asset and which has an impact on the estimated 
future cash flows of the asset.
. 
For financial assets carried at amortised cost, the amount of the impairment loss is measured as the 
difference between the asset’s carrying amount and the present value of the revised future cash flows 
discounted at the asset’s original effective interest rate.  The loss is recognised in the Statement of 
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Comprehensive Net Expenditure and the carrying amount of the asset is reduced directly, or through 
a provision of impairment of receivables.

If, in a subsequent period, the amount of the impairment loss decreases and the decrease can be 
related objectively to an event occurring after the impairment was recognised, the previously 
recognised impairment loss is reversed through the Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure to 
the extent that the carrying amount of the receivable at the date of the impairment is reversed does 
not exceed what the amortised cost would have been had the impairment not been recognised.

1.17 Financial liabilities  
Financial liabilities are recognised on the Statement of Financial Position when the LHB becomes 
party to the contractual provisions of the financial instrument or, in the case of trade payables, when 
the goods or services have been received.  Financial liabilities are de-recognised when the liability 
has been discharged, that is, the liability has been paid or has expired.

1.17.1  Financial liabilities are initially recognised at fair value
Financial liabilities are classified as either financial liabilities at fair value through the Statement of 
Comprehensive Net Expenditure or other financial liabilities.

1.17.2  Financial liabilities at fair value through the Statement of Comprehensive Net 
Expenditure
Embedded derivatives that have different risks and characteristics to their host contracts, and 
contracts with embedded derivatives whose separate value cannot be ascertained, are treated as 
financial liabilities at fair value through profit and loss.  They are held at fair value, with any resultant 
gain or loss recognised in the SoCNE.  The net gain or loss incorporates any interest earned on the 
financial asset. 

1.17.3  Other financial liabilities
After initial recognition, all other financial liabilities are measured at amortised cost using the effective 
interest method.  The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash 
payments through the life of the asset, to the net carrying amount of the financial liability.  Interest is 
recognised using the effective interest method.

1.18 Value Added Tax
Most of the activities of the LHB are outside the scope of VAT and, in general, output tax does not 
apply and input tax on purchases is not recoverable.  Irrecoverable VAT is charged to the relevant 
expenditure category or included in the capitalised purchase cost of fixed assets.  Where output tax is 
charged or input VAT is recoverable, the amounts are stated net of VAT.

1.19 Foreign currencies
Transactions denominated in a foreign currency are translated into sterling at the exchange rate 
ruling on the dates of the transactions.  Resulting exchange gains and losses are taken to the 
Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure.  At the Statement of Financial Position date, monetary 
items denominated in foreign currencies are retranslated at the rates prevailing at the reporting date.

1.20 Third party assets
Assets belonging to third parties (such as money held on behalf of patients) are not recognised in the 
accounts since the LHB has no beneficial interest in them.  Details of third party assets are given in 
Note 29 to the accounts.

1.21 Losses and Special Payments
Losses and special payments are items that the Welsh Government would not have contemplated 
when it agreed funds for the health service or passed legislation.  By their nature they are items that 
ideally should not arise.  They are therefore subject to special control procedures compared with the 
generality of payments.  They are divided into different categories, which govern the way each 
individual case is handled.
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Losses and special payments are charged to the relevant functional headings in the SoCNE on an 
accruals basis, including losses which would have been made good through insurance cover had 
LHBs not been bearing their own risks (with insurance premiums then being included as normal 
revenue expenditure). However, the note on losses and special payments is compiled directly from 
the losses register which is prepared on a cash basis.

The LHB accounts for all losses and special payments gross (including assistance from the WRP). 
The LHB accrues or provides for the best estimate of future payouts for certain liabilities and 
discloses all other potential payments as contingent liabilities, unless the probability of the liabilities 
becoming payable is remote.

All claims for losses and special payments are provided for, where the probability of settlement of an 
individual claim is over 50%. Where reliable estimates can be made, incidents of clinical negligence 
against which a claim has not, as yet, been received are provided in the same way. Expected 
reimbursements from the WRP are included in debtors. For those claims where the probability of 
settlement is below 50%, the liability is disclosed as a contingent liability. 

1.22 Pooled budget
The LHB has entered into pooled budgets with Local Authorities. Under the arrangements funds are 
pooled in accordance with section 33 of the NHS (Wales) Act 2006 for specific activities defined in 
Note 32. 

The pool is hosted by one organisation. Payments for services provided are accounted for as 
miscellaneous income. The LHB accounts for its share of the assets, liabilities, income and 
expenditure from the activities of the pooled budget, in accordance with the pooled budget 
arrangement.

1.23 Critical Accounting Judgements and key sources of estimation uncertainty
In the application of the LHB's accounting policies, management is required to make judgements, 
estimates and assumptions about the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities that are not readily 
apparent from other sources.

The estimates and associated assumptions are based on historical experience and other factors that 
are considered to be relevant.  Actual results may differ from those estimates.  The estimates and 
underlying assumptions are continually reviewed.  Revisions to accounting estimates are recognised 
in the period in which the estimate is revised if the revision affects only that period, or the period of 
the revision and future periods if the revision affects both current and future periods.

1.24  Key sources of estimation uncertainty
The following are the key assumptions  concerning the future, and other key sources of estimation 
uncertainty at the Statement of Financial Position date, that have a significant risk of causing 
material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year. 

Provisions
The Health Board provides for legal or constructive obligations for clinical negligence, personal 
injury and defence costs that are of uncertain timing or amount at the balance sheet date on the 
basis of the best estimate of the expenditure required to settle the obligation.

Claims are funded via the Welsh Risk Pool Services (WRPS) which receives an annual allocation 
from Welsh Government to cover the cost of reimbursement requests submitted to the bi-monthly 
WRPS Committee.  Following settlement to individual claimants by the Health Board or Trust, the 
full cost is recognised in year and matched to income (less a £25K excess) via a WRPS debtor, until 
reimbursement has been received from the WRPS Committee.   
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Probable & Certain Cases – Accounting Treatment

A provision for these cases is calculated in accordance with IAS 37. Cases are assessed and 
divided into four categories according to their probability of settlement;

Remote Probability of Settlement  0 – 5%

Accounting Treatment Contingent Liability.

Possible Probability of Settlement  6% - 49%

Accounting Treatment Defence Fee  - Provision 

Contingent Liability for all other estimated 

expenditure.

Probable Probability of Settlement  50% - 94%

Accounting Treatment Full Provision

Certain Probability of Settlement  95% - 100%

Accounting Treatment Full Provision

The provision for probable and certain cases is based on case estimates of individual reported 
claims received by Legal & Risk Services within NHS Wales Shared Services Partnership. 

The solicitor will estimate the case value including defence fees, using professional judgement and 
from obtaining counsel advice. Valuations are then discounted for the future loss elements using 
individual life expectancies and the Government Actuary’s Department actuarial tables (Ogden 
tables) and Personal Injury Discount Rate of -0.75%.  

Future liabilities for certain & probable cases with a probability of 95%-100% and 50%- 94% 
respectively are held as a provision on the balance sheet. Cases typically take a number of years to 
settle, particularly for high value cases where a period of development is necessary to establish the 
full extent of the injury caused. 

1.25 Private Finance Initiative (PFI) transactions
HM Treasury has determined that government bodies shall account for infrastructure PFI schemes 
where the government body controls the use of the infrastructure and the residual interest in the 
infrastructure at the end of the arrangement as service concession arrangements, following the 
principles of the requirements of IFRIC 12. The LHB therefore recognises the PFI asset as an item 
of property, plant and equipment together with a liability to pay for it. The services received under 
the contract are recorded as operating expenses.
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The annual unitary payment is separated into the following component parts, using appropriate 
estimation techniques where necessary:
a) Payment for the fair value of services received;
b) Payment for the PFI asset, including finance costs; and
c) Payment for the replacement of components of the asset during the contract ‘lifecycle 
replacement’.

Services received
The fair value of services received in the year is recorded under the relevant expenditure headings 
within ‘operating expenses’.

PFI asset
The PFI assets are recognised as property, plant and equipment, when they come into use. The 
assets are measured initially at fair value in accordance with the principles of IAS 17. Subsequently, 
the assets are measured at fair value, which is kept up to date in accordance with the LHBs approach 
for each relevant class of asset in accordance with the principles of IAS 16.

PFI liability
A PFI liability is recognised at the same time as the PFI assets are recognised. It is measured initially 
at the same amount as the fair value of the PFI assets and is subsequently measured as a finance 
lease liability in accordance with IAS 17. 

An annual finance cost is calculated by applying the implicit interest rate in the lease to the opening 
lease liability for the period, and is charged to ‘Finance Costs’ within the Statement of Comprehensive 
Net Expenditure. 

The element of the annual unitary payment that is allocated as a finance lease rental is applied to 
meet the annual finance cost and to repay the lease liability over the contract term. 

An element of the annual unitary payment increase due to cumulative indexation is allocated to the 
finance lease. In accordance with IAS 17, this amount is not included in the minimum lease payments, 
but is instead treated as contingent rent and is expensed as incurred. In substance, this amount is a 
finance cost in respect of the liability and the expense is presented as a contingent finance cost in the 
Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure. 

Lifecycle replacement
Components of the asset replaced by the operator during the contract (‘lifecycle replacement’) are 
capitalised where they meet the LHBs criteria for capital expenditure. They are capitalised at the time 
they are provided by the operator and are measured initially at their fair value.

The element of the annual unitary payment allocated to lifecycle replacement is pre-determined for 
each year of the contract from the operator’s planned programme of lifecycle replacement. Where the 
lifecycle component is provided earlier or later than expected, a short-term finance lease liability or 
prepayment is recognised respectively. 

Where the fair value of the lifecycle component is less than the amount determined in the contract, the 
difference is recognised as an expense when the replacement is provided. If the fair value is greater 
than the amount determined in the contract, the difference is treated as a ‘free’ asset and a 
deferred income balance is recognised. The deferred income is released to the operating income over 
the shorter of the remaining contract period or the useful economic life of the replacement component.
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Assets contributed by the LHB to the operator for use in the scheme
Assets contributed for use in the scheme continue to be recognised as items of property, plant and equipment in 
the LHBs Statement of Financial Position.

Other assets contributed by the LHB to the operator
Assets contributed (e.g. cash payments, surplus property) by the LHB to the operator before the asset is 
brought into use, which are intended to defray the operator’s capital costs, are recognised initially as 
prepayments during the construction phase of the contract. Subsequently, when the asset is made available to 
the LHB, the prepayment is treated as an initial payment towards the finance lease liability and is set against the 
carrying value of the liability.

A PFI liability is recognised at the same time as the PFI assets are recognised. It is measured at the present 
value of the minimum lease payments, discounted using the implicit interest rate. It is subsequently measured 
as a finance lease liability in accordance with IAS 17.

On initial recognition of the asset, the difference between the fair value of the asset and the initial liability is 
recognised as deferred income, representing the future service potential to be received by the LHB through the 
asset being made available to third party users.

1.26 Contingencies
A contingent liability is a possible obligation that arises from past events and whose existence will be confirmed 
only by the occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future events not wholly within the control of 
the LHB, or a present obligation that is not recognised because it is not probable that a payment will be required 
to settle the obligation or the amount of the obligation cannot be measured sufficiently reliably.  A contingent 
liability is disclosed unless the possibility of a payment is remote.

A contingent asset is a possible asset that arises from past events and whose existence will be confirmed by 
the occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future events not wholly within the control of the 
LHB.  A contingent asset is disclosed where an inflow of economic benefits is probable.  

Where the time value of money is material, contingencies are disclosed at their present value.
Remote contingent liabilities are those that are disclosed under Parliamentary reporting requirements and not 
under IAS 37 and, where practical, an estimate of their financial effect is required.

1.27 Carbon Reduction Commitment Scheme
Carbon Reduction Commitment Scheme allowances are accounted for as government grant funded intangible 
assets if they are not realised within twelve months and otherwise as current assets. The asset should be 
measured initially at cost. Scheme assets in respect of allowances shall be valued at fair value where there is 
evidence of an active market.

1.28  Absorption accounting 
Transfers of function are accounted for as either by merger or by absorption accounting dependent upon the 
treatment prescribed in the FReM.  Absorption accounting requires that entities account for their transactions in 
the period in which they took place with no restatement of performance required.  
Where transfer of function is between LHBs the gain or loss resulting from the assets and liabilities transferring 
is recognised in the SoCNE and is disclosed separately from the operating costs.

1.29 Accounting standards that have been issued but not yet been adopted
The following accounting standards have been issued and or amended by the IASB and IFRIC but have not 
been adopted because they are not yet required to be adopted by the FReM
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IFRS14 Regulatory Deferral Accounts (The European Financial Reporting Advisory Group recommended in 
October 2015 that the Standard should not be endorsed as it is unlikely to be adopted by many EU countries.), 
IFRS 16 Leases, HMT have confirmed that IFRS 16 Leases, as interpreted and adapted by the FReM is to be 
effective from 1st April 2020.
IFRS 17 Insurance Contracts,
IFRIC 23 Uncertainty over Income Tax Treatment.

1.30 Accounting standards issued that have been adopted early
During 2018-19 there have been no accounting standards that have been adopted early. All early adoption of 
accounting standards will be led by HM Treasury. 

1.31 Charities
Following Treasury’s agreement to apply IAS 27 to NHS Charities from 1 April 2013, the LHB has established 
that as the LHB is the corporate trustee of the linked NHS Charity (Hywel Dda Charities), it is considered for 
accounting standards compliance to have control of Hywel Dda Health Charities as a subsidiary and therefore is 
required to consolidate the results of Hywel Dda Health Charities within the statutory accounts of the LHB.  

The determination of control is an accounting standard test of control and there has been no change to the 
operation of Hywel Dda Charities or its independence in its management of charitable funds.

However, the LHB has with the agreement of the Welsh Government adopted the IAS 27 (10) exemption to 
consolidate.  Welsh Government as the ultimate parent of the Local Health Boards will [consolidate/disclose] the 
Charitable Accounts of Local Health Boards in the Welsh Government Consolidated Accounts.  Details of the 
transactions with the charity are included in the related parties’ notes.
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2.  Financial Duties Performance 

2.1 Revenue Resource Performance

                  Annual financial performance

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 Total

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Net operating costs for the year 809,895 833,501 862,414 2,505,810

Less general ophthalmic services expenditure and other non-cash limited expenditure 1,086 1,956 1,722 4,764

Less revenue consequences of bringing PFI schemes onto SoFP 0 0 0 0

Total operating expenses 810,981 835,457 864,136 2,510,574

Revenue Resource Allocation 761,368 766,027 828,698 2,356,093

Under /(over) spend against Allocation (49,613) (69,430) (35,438) (154,481)

Hywel Dda UHB has not met its financial duty to break-even against its Revenue Resource Limit over the 3 years 2016-17 to 2018-19.

The Health Board did not receive any repayable brokerage during the year. 

The Health Board received £31.3 million repayable cash only support in 2018-19. The accumulated cash only support provided to the Health

Board by the Welsh Government is £160.964 million as at 31 March 2019. The cash only support is provided to assist the Health Board with

ensuring payments to staff and suppliers, there is no interest payable on cash only support. Repayment of this cash assistance will be in

accordance with the Health Board's future Integrated Medium Term Plan submissions.

2.2 Capital Resource Performance

2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 Total

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Gross capital expenditure 18,970 18,474 31,820 69,264

Add: Losses on disposal of donated assets 0 0 0 0

Less: NBV of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets disposed (258) (265) 0 (523)

Less: capital grants received (9) (11) 0 (20)

Less: donations received (1,159) (623) (952) (2,734)

Charge against Capital Resource Allocation 17,544 17,575 30,868 65,987

Capital Resource Allocation 17,574 17,613 30,893 66,080

(Over) / Underspend against Capital Resource Allocation 30 38 25 93

The LHB met its financial duty to break-even against its Capital Resource Limit over the 3 years 2016-17 to 2018-19. 

The National Health Service Finance (Wales) Act 2014 came into effect from 1 April 2014. The Act amended the financial duties of Local Health 
Boards under section 175 of the National Health Service (Wales) Act 2006. From 1 April 2014 section 175 of the National Health Service 
(Wales) Act places two financial duties on Local Health Boards:

- A duty under section 175 (1) to secure that its expenditure does not exceed the aggregate of the funding allotted to it over a period of 3 
financial years
- A duty under section 175 (2A) to prepare a plan in accordance with planning directions issued  by the Welsh Ministers, to secure compliance 
with the duty under section 175 (1) while improving the health of the people for whom it is reponsible, and the provision of health care to such 
people, and for that plan to be submitted to and approved by the Welsh Ministers.

The first assessment of performance against the 3 year statutory duty under section 175 (1) was at the end of 2016-17, being the first 3 year 
period of assessment.

Welsh Health Circular WHC/2016/054 "Statutory and Financial Duties of Local Health Boards and NHS Trusts" clarifies the statutory financial 
duties of NHS Wales bodies effective from 2016-17.
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2.3 Duty to prepare a 3 year plan

2018-19

to 

2020-21

The Minister for Health and Social Services approval status Not Approved

The LHB has not therefore met its statutory duty to have an approved financial plan for the period 2018-19 to

2020-21.

The LHB prepared an Annual Plan for 2017-18 therefore there was not an approved Integrated Medium Term Plan in 2017-18.

 

The NHS Wales Planning Framework for the period 2018-19 to 2020-21  issued to LHBs placed a requirement upon 
them to prepare and submit Integrated Medium Term Plans (IMTP) to the Welsh Government.

Following discussion between Hywel Dda University Health Board and Welsh Government, the Health Board 
acknowledged that it was not in a position to submit an IMTP for the period 2018-19 to 2020-21 given the status of 
the Transforming Clinical Services and Turnaround Programmes. In the absence of an IMTP, the Health Board 
developed an Annual Plan that was submitted to Welsh Government by the Board on 29th March 2018.

The statutory financial duty under section 175 (2A) of the National Health Services (Wales) Act 2006 to prepare a 
three year plan was therefore not met.
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3. Analysis of gross operating costs

3.1 Expenditure on Primary Healthcare Services

Cash Non-cash 2018-19 2017-18

limited limited Total

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

General Medical Services 71,645 71,645 69,407

Pharmaceutical Services 19,453 (5,821) 13,632 13,354

General Dental Services 19,925 19,925 20,002

General Ophthalmic Services 1,238 4,099 5,337 4,983

Other Primary Health Care expenditure 3,943 3,943 4,806

Prescribed drugs and appliances 70,834 70,834 71,410

Total 187,038 -1,722 185,316 183,962

Staff Costs of £4.75m paid by the Health Board are included in General Medical Services (£4.93m 2017-18)

3.2 Expenditure on healthcare from other providers 2018-19 2017-18

£'000 £'000

Goods and services from other NHS Wales Health Boards 38,754 38,946

Goods and services from other NHS Wales Trusts 7,324 6,878

Goods and services from Health Education and Improvement Wales (HEIW) 0 0

Goods and services from other non Welsh NHS bodies 1,189 3,000

Goods and services from WHSSC / EASC 85,495 79,714

Local Authorities 9,331 9,179

Voluntary organisations 1,970 1,819

NHS Funded Nursing Care 3,125 3,744

Continuing Care 47,012 47,599

Private providers 5,790 6,430

Specific projects funded by the Welsh Government 0 0

Other 179 153

Total 200,169 197,462

Expenditure with Local Authorities in Note 3.2 includes expenditure on pooled budgets as reported in note 32.
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3.3 Expenditure on Hospital and Community Health Services

2018-19 2017-18

£'000 £'000

Directors' costs 2,451 2,212

Staff costs 400,701 385,248

Supplies and services - clinical 74,317 67,363

Supplies and services - general 5,547 5,672

Consultancy Services 1,691 993

Establishment 8,554 8,357

Transport 1,539 1,245

Premises 15,638 13,653

External Contractors 371 1,646

Depreciation 15,255 15,347

Amortisation 369 352

Fixed asset impairments and reversals (Property, plant & equipment) 4,979 1,139

Fixed asset impairments and reversals (Intangible assets) 0 0

Impairments & reversals of financial assets 0 0

Impairments & reversals of non-current assets held for sale 0 0

Audit fees 392 387

Other auditors' remuneration 0 0

Losses, special payments and irrecoverable debts 1,856 1,648

Research and Development 0 0

Other operating expenses 460 1,168

Total 534,120 506,430

3.4  Losses, special payments and irrecoverable debts:

charges to operating expenses

2018-19 2017-18

Increase/(decrease) in provision for future payments: £'000 £'000

Clinical negligence 33,970 5,289

Personal injury 368 (207)

All other losses and special payments 167 337

Defence legal fees and other administrative costs 707 267

Gross increase/(decrease) in provision for future payments 35,212 5,686

Contribution to Welsh Risk Pool 0 0

Premium for other insurance arrangements 0 0

Irrecoverable debts 99 38

Less: income received/due from Welsh Risk Pool (33,455) (4,076)

Total 1,856 1,648

Personal injury includes £20k (2017-18 £143k) in respect of permanent injury benefits. 

Clinical Redress expenditure during the year was £352k in respect of 62 cases (2017-18 £225k re 93 cases).
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4. Miscellaneous Income

2018-19 2017-18

£'000 £'000

Local Health Boards 18,730 18,103

Welsh Health Specialised Services Committee (WHSSC) 

/ Emergency Ambulance Services Committee (EASC) 2,152 2,071

NHS trusts 3,837 3,206

Health Education and Improvement Wales (HEIW) 659 0

Other NHS England bodies 4,342 4,503

Foundation Trusts 0 0

Local authorities 4,535 4,954

Welsh Government 2,963 1,706

Non NHS:

      Prescription charge income 7 6

      Dental fee income 3,276 3,240

      Private patient income 15 97

      Overseas patients (non-reciprocal) 334 349

      Injury Costs Recovery (ICR) Scheme 1,272 1,129

      Other income from activities 536 556

Patient transport services 0 0

Education, training and research 7,151 8,087

Charitable and other contributions to expenditure 779 833

Receipt of donated assets 952 623

Receipt of Government granted assets 0 11

Non-patient care income generation schemes 481 399

NHS Wales Shared Services Partnership (NWSSP) 0 0

Deferred income released to revenue 399 371

Contingent rental income from finance leases 0 0

Rental income from operating leases 356 0

Other income:

Provision of laundry, pathology, payroll services 127 78

Accommodation and catering charges 1,459 1,688

Mortuary fees 145 164

Staff payments for use of cars 243 251

Business Unit 0 0

Other 2,437 1,920

Total 57,187 54,345

Injury Cost Recovery (ICR) Scheme income is subject to a provision for impairment of 21.89% re personal injury claims
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5.  Investment Revenue

2018-19 2017-18

£000 £000

Rental revenue :

PFI Finance lease income

  planned 0 0

  contingent 0 0

Other finance lease revenue 0 0

Interest revenue :

Bank accounts 0 0

Other loans and receivables 0 0

Impaired financial assets 0 0

Other financial assets 0 0

Total 0 0

6.  Other gains and losses

2018-19 2017-18

£000 £000

Gain/(loss) on disposal of property, plant and equipment 13 11

Gain/(loss) on disposal of intangible assets 0 0

Gain/(loss) on disposal of assets held for sale 0 0

Gain/(loss) on disposal of financial assets 0 0

Change on foreign exchange 0 0

Change in fair value of financial assets at fair value through SoCNE 0 0

Change in fair value of financial liabilities at fair value through SoCNE 0 0

Recycling of gain/(loss) from equity on disposal of financial assets held for sale 0 0

Total 13 11

7.  Finance costs

2018-19 2017-18

£000 £000

Interest on loans and overdrafts 0 0

Interest on obligations under finance leases 0 0

Interest on obligations under PFI contracts

   main finance cost 0 0

   contingent finance cost 0 0

Interest on late payment of commercial debt 0 0

Other interest expense 0 0

Total interest expense 0 0

Provisions unwinding of discount 9 3

Other finance costs 0 0

Total 9 3
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8.  Operating leases

LHB as lessee

Payments recognised as an expense 2018-19 2017-18

£000 £000

Minimum lease payments 3,881 1,663

Contingent rents 0 0

Sub-lease payments 0 0

Total 3,881 1,663

Total future minimum lease payments

Payable £000 £000

Not later than one year 1,197 611

Between one and five years 2,135 297

After 5 years 2,909 0

Total 6,241 908

Number of operating leases expiring Land & Buildings Vehicles Equipment Total

Not later than one year 3 59 12 74

Between one and five years 7 142 197 346

After 5 years 14 0 0 14

Total 24 201 209 434

Charged to the income statement (£000) 634 3,006 241 3,881

There are no future sublease payments expected to be received

LHB as lessor

Rental revenue £000 £000

Rent 304 0

Contingent rents 0 0

Total revenue rental 304 0

Total future minimum lease payments

Receivable £000 £000

Not later than one year 303 0

Between one and five years 1,210 0

After 5 years 2,019 0

Total 3,532 0

As at 31st March 2019 the LHB had 24 operating leases agreements in place for the leases of   
premises, 209 arrangement in respect of equipment and 201 in respect of vehicles, with 1 premises, 10 
equipment and no vehicle leases having expired in year. The periods in which the remaining 434 
agreements expire are shown below:
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9.  Employee benefits and staff numbers

9.1  Employee costs Permanent Staff on Agency Other Total 2017-18

Staff Inward Staff Staff 2018-19

Secondment

£000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000

Salaries and wages 320,784 3,743 15,009 4,999 344,535 332,172

Social security costs 31,219 0 0 274 31,493 30,077

Employer contributions to NHS Pension Scheme 38,566 0 0 11 38,577 36,677

Other pension costs 94 0 0 0 94 38

Other employment benefits 0 0 0 0 0 0

Termination benefits 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 390,663 3,743 15,009 5,284 414,699 398,964

Charged to capital 464 388

Charged to revenue 414,235 398,576

414,699 398,964

Net movement in accrued employee benefits (untaken staff leave accrual included above) (351) 7

9.2  Average number of employees

Permanent Staff on Agency Other Total 2017-18

Staff Inward Staff Staff 2018-19

Secondment

Number Number Number Number Number Number

Administrative, clerical and board members 1,545 35 3 0 1,583 1,498

Medical and dental 678 20 1 30 729 733

Nursing, midwifery registered 2,652 2 202 0 2,856 2,860

Professional, Scientific, and technical staff 306 0 0 0 306 281

Additional Clinical Services 1,692 0 3 0 1,695 1,675

Allied Health Professions 523 1 0 18 542 531

Healthcare Scientists 166 0 1 0 167 157

Estates and Ancilliary 782 0 0 0 782 793

Students 11 0 0 0 11 16

Total 8,355 58 210 48 8,671 8,544

9.3. Retirements due to ill-health

9.4  Employee benefits

The LHB does not have an employee benefit scheme.

Included in permanent staff in Note 9.2 above there are 577 (522, 2017-18) who are on Fixed Term temporary contracts of which 305 (261, 2017-18) 

are Medical and Dental

During  2018-19 there were 15 early retirements from the LHB agreed on the grounds of ill-health (13 in 2017-18 - £597,853). The estimated 
additional pension costs of these ill-health retirements (calculated on an average basis and borne by the NHS Pension Scheme) wi ll be £567,507.
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9.5 Reporting of other compensation schemes - exit packages

2018-19 2018-19 2018-19 2018-19 2017-18 

Exit packages cost band (including any 

special payment element)

Number of 

compulsory 

redundancies

Number of 

other 

departures

Total 

number of 

exit 

packages

Number of 

departures 

where 

special 

payments 

have been 

made

Total number 

of exit 

packages

Whole 

numbers only

Whole numbers 

only

Whole 

numbers 

only

Whole 

numbers 

only

Whole 

numbers only

less than £10,000 0 1 1 1 0

£10,000 to £25,000 0 0 0 0 0

£25,000 to £50,000 0 0 0 0 0

£50,000 to £100,000 0 0 0 0 1

£100,000 to £150,000 0 0 0 0 0

£150,000 to £200,000 0 0 0 0 0

more than £200,000 0 0 0 0 0

Total 0 1 1 1 1

2018-19 2018-19 2018-19 2018-19 2017-18 

Exit packages cost band (including any 

special payment element)

Cost of 

compulsory 

redundancies

Cost of other 

departures

Total cost of 

exit 

packages

Cost of 

special 

element 

included in 

exit 

packages

Total cost of 

exit packages

£'s £'s £'s £'s £'s

less than £10,000 0 6,180 6,180 6,180 0

£10,000 to £25,000 0 0 0 0 0

£25,000 to £50,000 0 0 0 0 0

£50,000 to £100,000 0 0 0 0 76,203

£100,000 to £150,000 0 0 0 0 0

£150,000 to £200,000 0 0 0 0 0

more than £200,000 0 0 0 0 0

Total 0 6,180 6,180 6,180 76,203

Redundancy costs have been paid in accordance with the NHS Redundancy provisions,  other departure costs have been 
paid in accordance with the provisions of the NHS Voluntary Early Release Scheme (VERS). Where the LHB has agreed 
early retirements, the additional costs are met by the LHB and not by the NHS pension scheme. Ill-health retirement costs 
are met by the NHS pensions scheme and are not included in the table.
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9.6 Remuneration Relationship

Reporting bodies are required to disclose the relationship between the remuneration of the highest-paid 
director in their organisation and the median remuneration of the organisation’s workforce. 

The banded remuneration of the highest-paid director in the LHB in the financial year 2018-19 was 
£180,000-£185,000 (2017-18, £175,000 - £180,000). This was 6.16 times (2017-18, 7) the median 
remuneration of the workforce, which was £29,608  (2017-18, £26,624).

In 2018-19, 34 (2017-18, 39) employees received remuneration in excess of the highest-paid director. 
Remuneration for staff ranged from £17,460 to £307,299 (2017-18 £15,404 to £295,365).

Total remuneration includes salary, non-consolidated performance-related pay, and benefits-in-kind. It 
does not include severance payments, employer pension contributions and the cash equivalent transfer 
value of pensions.
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9.7 Pension costs

PENSION COSTS

Past and present employees are covered by the provisions of the two NHS Pension Schemes. Details of the
benefits payable and rules of the Schemes can be found on the NHS Pensions website at
www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/pensions. Both are unfunded defined benefit schemes that cover NHS employers, GP
practices and other bodies, allowed under the direction of the Secretary of State for Health in England and
Wales. They are not designed to be run in a way that would enable NHS bodies to identify their share of the
underlying scheme assets and liabilities. Therefore, each scheme is accounted for as if it were a defined
contribution scheme: the cost to the NHS body of participating in each scheme is taken as equal to the
contributions payable to that scheme for the accounting period.

In order that the defined benefit obligations recognised in the financial statements do not differ materially from
those that would be determined at the reporting date by a formal actuarial valuation, the FReM requires that
“the period between formal valuations shall be four years, with approximate assessments in intervening
years”. An outline of these follows:

a) Accounting valuation
A valuation of scheme liability is carried out annually by the scheme actuary (currently the Government
Actuary’s Department) as at the end of the reporting period. This utilises an actuarial assessment for the
previous accounting period in conjunction with updated membership and financial data for the current
reporting period, and is accepted as providing suitably robust figures for financial reporting purposes. The
valuation of the scheme liability as at 31 March 2019, is based on valuation data as 31 March 2018, updated
to 31 March 2019 with summary global member and accounting data. In undertaking this actuarial
assessment, the methodology prescribed in IAS 19, relevant FReM interpretations, and the discount rate
prescribed by HM Treasury have also been used.

The latest assessment of the liabilities of the scheme is contained in the report of the scheme actuary, which
forms part of the annual NHS Pension Scheme Accounts. These accounts can be viewed on the NHS
Pensions website and are published annually. Copies can also be obtained from The Stationery Office.

b) Full actuarial (funding) valuation
The purpose of this valuation is to assess the level of liability in respect of the benefits due under the schemes
(taking into account recent demographic experience), and to recommend contribution rates payable by
employees and employers.

The latest actuarial valuation undertaken for the NHS Pension Scheme was completed as at 31 March 2016.
The results of this valuation set the employer contribution rate payable from April 2019. The Department of Health

and Social Care have recently laid Scheme Regulations confirming that the employer contribution rate will
increase to 20.6% of pensionable pay from this date.

The 2016 funding valuation was also expected to test the cost of the Scheme relative to the employer cost
cap set following the 2012 valuation. Following a judgment from the Court of Appeal in December 2018
Government announced a pause to that part of the valuation process pending conclusion of the continuing
legal process.
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c) National Employment Savings Trust (NEST)

NEST is a workplace pension scheme, which was set up by legislation and is treated as a 
trust-based scheme. The Trustee responsible for running the scheme is NEST Corporation. 
It’s a non-departmental public body (NDPB) that operates at arm’s length from government 
and is accountable to Parliament through the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP).

NEST Corporation has agreed a loan with the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP). This 
has paid for the scheme to be set up and will cover expected shortfalls in scheme costs during 
the earlier years while membership is growing. 

NEST Corporation aims for the scheme to become self-financing while providing consistently 
low charges to members.

Using qualifying earnings to calculate contributions, currently the legal minimum level of 
contributions is 5% of a jobholder’s qualifying earnings, for employers whose legal duties have 
started.  The employer must pay at least 2% of this.  The legal minimum level of contribution 
level is due to increase to 8% in April 2019.  

The earnings band used to calculate minimum contributions under existing legislation is called 
qualifying earnings. Qualifying earnings are currently those between £6,032 and £46,350 for 
the 2018-19 tax year (2017-18 £5,876 and £45,000 ).

Restrictions on the annual contribution limits were removed on 1st April 2017.
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10.  Public Sector Payment Policy - Measure of Compliance

10.1  Prompt payment code - measure of compliance

The Welsh Government requires that Health Boards pay all their trade creditors in accordance with the CBI prompt

payment code and Government Accounting rules.  The Welsh Government has set as part of the Health Board 

financial targets a requirement to pay 95% of the number of non-NHS creditors within 30 days of delivery.

2018-19 2018-19 2017-18 2017-18

NHS Number £000 Number £000

Total bills paid 3,748 230,575 3,908 219,791

Total bills paid within target 3,451 227,570 3,504 217,250

Percentage of bills paid within target 92.1% 98.7% 89.7% 98.8%

Non-NHS

Total bills paid 186,631 334,724 177,339 315,875

Total bills paid within target 179,436 326,310 170,221 305,520

Percentage of bills paid within target 96.1% 97.5% 96.0% 96.7%

Total

Total bills paid 190,379 565,299 181,247 535,666

Total bills paid within target 182,887 553,880 173,725 522,770

Percentage of bills paid within target 96.1% 98.0% 95.8% 97.6%

10.2  The Late Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) Act 1998

2018-19 2017-18

£ £

Amounts included within finance costs (note 7) from claims 0 0

made under this legislation 

Compensation paid to cover debt recovery costs under this legislation 0 0

Total 0 0
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11.1   Property, plant and equipment

Assets under 

Buildings, construction &

excluding payments on Plant and Transport Information Furniture

Land dwellings Dwellings account machinery equipment technology & fittings Total

£000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000

Cost or valuation at 1 April 2018 25,661 196,113 7,494 10,771 65,016 245 22,810 5,821 333,931

Indexation 308 837 75 0 0 0 0 0 1,220

Additions

   - purchased 35 1,833 0 20,926 3,972 0 2,934 222 29,922

  - donated 0 576 0 11 200 0 67 98 952

  - government granted 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Transfer from/into other NHS bodies 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reclassifications 0 9,632 0 (9,632) 0 0 0 0 0

Revaluations 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reversal of impairments 205 1,122 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,327

Impairments 0 (7,033) 0 0 0 0 0 0 (7,033)

Reclassified as held for sale 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Disposals 0 0 0 0 (1,494) (5) (4,950) 0 (6,449)

At 31 March 2019 26,209 203,080 7,569 22,076 67,694 240 20,861 6,141 353,870

Depreciation at 1 April 2018 0 7,511 343 0 51,822 244 15,092 4,524 79,536

Indexation 0 32 3 0 0 0 0 0 35

Transfer from/into other NHS bodies 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reclassifications 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Revaluations 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reversal of impairments 0 44 0 0 0 0 0 0 44

Impairments 0 (771) 0 0 0 0 0 0 (771)

Reclassified as held for sale 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Disposals 0 0 0 0 (1,496) (5) (4,950) 0 (6,451)

Provided during the year 0 7,674 343 0 4,543 1 2,188 506 15,255

At 31 March 2019 0 14,490 689 0 54,869 240 12,330 5,030 87,648

Net book value at 1 April 2018 25,661 188,602 7,151 10,771 13,194 1 7,718 1,297 254,395

Net book value at  31 March 2019 26,209 188,590 6,880 22,076 12,825 0 8,531 1,111 266,222

Net book value at 31 March 2019

comprises :

Purchased 25,954 184,872 6,880 22,076 11,819 0 8,398 893 260,892

Donated 255 3,718 0 0 1,006 0 107 215 5,301

Government Granted 0 0 0 0 0 0 26 3 29

At 31 March 2019 26,209 188,590 6,880 22,076 12,825 0 8,531 1,111 266,222

Asset financing :

Owned 26,209 188,590 6,880 22,076 12,825 0 8,531 1,111 266,222

Held on finance lease 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

On-SoFP PFI contracts 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PFI residual interests 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

At 31 March 2019 26,209 188,590 6,880 22,076 12,825 0 8,531 1,111 266,222

The net book value of land, buildings and dwellings at 31 March 2019 comprises :

£000

Freehold 219,938

Long Leasehold 1,741

Short Leasehold 0

221,679

The land and buildings were revalued by the Valuation Office Agency with an effective date of 1st April 2017. The valuation has been prepared in accordance with the terms of the Royal Institute 
of Chartered Surveyors Valuation Standards, 6th Edition . LHB s are required to apply the revaluation model set out in IAS 16 and value its  capital assets to fair value. Fair value is defined by 
IAS 16 as the amount for whih as asset could be exchanged between knowledgeable, willing parties in an arms length transaction. This has been undertaken on the assumption that the property 
is sold as part of the continuing enterprise in occupation.
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11.1   Property, plant and equipment

Assets under

Buildings, construction &

excluding payments on Plant and Transport Information Furniture

Land dwellings Dwellings account machinery equipment technology & fittings Total

£000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000

Cost or valuation at 1 April 2017 25,285 200,937 8,120 9,244 65,631 245 19,811 5,593 334,866

Indexation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Additions

   - purchased 0 1,711 0 10,217 2,510 0 2,983 190 17,611

   - donated 0 204 0 0 376 0 5 38 623

   - government granted 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 11

Transfer from/into other NHS bodies 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reclassifications 842 3,746 0 (4,577) (11) 0 0 0 0

Revaluations 657 397 (538) 0 0 0 0 0 516

Reversal of impairments 5 (4,857) 47 0 0 0 0 0 (4,805)

Impairments (1,128) (6,017) (135) (4,113) 0 0 0 0 (11,393)

Reclassified as held for sale 0 (8) 0 0 0 0 0 0 (8)

Disposals 0 0 0 0 (3,490) 0 0 0 (3,490)

At 31 March 2018 25,661 196,113 7,494 10,771 65,016 245 22,810 5,821 333,931

Depreciation at 1 April 2017 0 26,411 1,547 0 50,170 243 13,240 3,941 95,552

Indexation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Transfer from/into other NHS bodies 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reclassifications 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Revaluations 0 (12,391) (1,528) 0 0 0 0 0 (13,919)

Reversal of impairments 0 (12,250) 4 0 0 0 0 0 (12,246)

Impairments 0 (1,764) (19) 0 0 0 0 0 (1,783)

Reclassified as held for sale 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Disposals 0 0 0 0 (3,415) 0 0 0 (3,415)

Provided during the year 0 7,505 339 0 5,067 1 1,852 583 15,347

At 31 March 2018 0 7,511 343 0 51,822 244 15,092 4,524 79,536

Net book value at 1 April 2017 25,285 174,526 6,573 9,244 15,461 2 6,571 1,652 239,314

Net book value at  31 March 2018 25,661 188,602 7,151 10,771 13,194 1 7,718 1,297 254,395

Net book value at 31 March 2018

comprises :

Purchased 25,411 185,355 7,151 10,771 12,053 1 7,604 1,139 249,485

Donated 250 3,247 0 0 1,141 0 73 153 4,864

Government Granted 0 0 0 0 0 0 41 5 46

At 31 March 2018 25,661 188,602 7,151 10,771 13,194 1 7,718 1,297 254,395

Asset financing :

Owned 25,661 188,602 7,151 10,771 13,194 1 7,718 1,297 254,395

Held on finance lease 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

On-SoFP PFI contracts 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PFI residual interests 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

At 31 March 2018 25,661 188,602 7,151 10,771 13,194 1 7,718 1,297 254,395

The net book value of land, buildings and dwellings at 31 March 2018 comprises :

£000

Freehold 219,602

Long Leasehold 1,812

Short Leasehold 0

221,414
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11.  Property, plant and equipment (continued)

i) Acquisitions shown as donated assets within Note 11 were bought using monies donated by the 
public into the Hywel Dda Charities and contributions from Ty Bryngwyn Hospice, League of 
Friends and other charities and organisations.

During 2018-19 fixed assets purchased to the following value were funded by the following:

Hywel Dda General Fund Charity (1147863) Plant and Machinery              £154,528
Hywel Dda General Fund Charity (1147863) Furniture and Fittings             £  98,112
Hywel Dda General Fund Charity (1147863) Bulidings                                £  38,368  
Hywel Dda General Fund Charity (1147863) Information Technology         £  58,344
Ty Bryngwyn Hospice Committee                                                                 £547,482
League of Friends & Other Contributions                                                       £54,952

Total Donated Assets                                                                                 £951,786

Other Disclosures
i) The LHB is not carrying any temporary idle assets.

Gross carrying amount of all fully depreciated assets still in use as at 31st March 2019 is     
£52,203,495

IFRS 13 - Fair Value Measurement
AS at 31st March 2019, the Health Board does not hold any fixed assets at fair value as defined by 
IFRS 13.
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11.  Property, plant and equipment 

11.2 Non-current assets held for sale Land Buildings, 

including 

dwelling

Other 

property, 

plant and 

equipment

Intangible 

assets

Other assets Total

£000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000

Balance brought forward 1 April 2018 0 0 0 0 0 0

Plus assets classified as held for sale in the year 0 0 0 0 0 0

Revaluation 0 0 0 0 0 0

Less assets sold in the year 0 0 0 0 0 0

Add reversal of impairment of assets held for sale 0 0 0 0 0 0

Less impairment of assets held for sale 0 0 0 0 0 0

Less assets no longer classified as held for sale, 

for reasons other than disposal by sale
0 0 0 0 0 0

Balance carried forward 31 March 2019 0 0 0 0 0 0

Balance brought forward 1 April 2017 205 0 0 0 0 205

Plus assets classified as held for sale in the year 8 0 0 0 0 8

Revaluation 0 0 0 0 0 0

Less assets sold in the year (190) 0 0 0 0 (190)

Add reversal of impairment of assets held for sale 0 0 0 0 0 0

Less impairment of assets held for sale (23) 0 0 0 0 (23)

Less assets no longer classified as held for sale, 

for reasons other than disposal by sale 0 0 0 0 0 0

Balance carried forward 31 March 2018 0 0 0 0 0 0

Assets sold in the period

Assets classified as held for sale during the year
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12. Intangible non-current assets 

£000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000

Cost or valuation at 1 April 2018 2,548 0 79 0 0 0 2,627

Revaluation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reclassifications 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reversal of impairments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Impairments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Additions- purchased 945 0 0 0 0 0 945

Additions- internally generated 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Additions- donated 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Additions- government granted 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reclassified as held for sale 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Transfers 0 0 0 0 0 0

Disposals (134) 0 (2) 0 0 0 (136)

Gross cost at 31 March 2019 3,359 0 77 0 0 0 3,436

Amortisation at 1 April 2018 1,511 0 71 0 0 0 1,582

Revaluation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reclassifications 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reversal of impairments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Impairment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Provided during the year 361 0 8 0 0 0 369

Reclassified as held for sale 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Transfers 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Disposals (134) 0 (2) 0 0 0 (136)

Amortisation at 31 March 2019 1,738 0 77 0 0 0 1,815

Net book value at 1 April 2018 1,037 0 8 0 0 0 1,045

Net book value at 31 March 2019 1,621 0 0 0 0 0 1,621

At 31 March 2019

Purchased 1,613 0 0 0 0 0 1,613

Donated 8 0 0 0 0 0 8

Government Granted 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Internally generated 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total at 31 March 2019 1,621 0 0 0 0 0 1,621

 Total

Software 

(purchased)

Software 

(internally 

generated)

Licences 

and 

trademarks Patents

Development 

expenditure-

internally 

generated

Carbon 

Reduction 

Commitments
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12. Intangible non-current assets 

£000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000

Cost or valuation at 1 April 2017 2,319 0 79 0 0 0 2,398

Revaluation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reclassifications 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reversal of impairments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Impairments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Additions- purchased 229 0 0 0 0 0 229

Additions- internally generated 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Additions- donated 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Additions- government granted 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reclassified as held for sale 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Transfers 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Disposals 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Gross cost at 31 March 2018 2,548 0 79 0 0 0 2,627

Amortisation at 1 April 2017 1,172 0 58 0 0 0 1,230

Revaluation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reclassifications 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Reversal of impairments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Impairment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Provided during the year 339 0 13 0 0 0 352

Reclassified as held for sale 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Transfers 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Disposals 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Amortisation at 31 March 2018 1,511 0 71 0 0 0 1,582

Net book value at 1 April 2017 1,147 0 21 0 0 0 1,168

Net book value at 31 March 2018 1,037 0 8 0 0 0 1,045

At 31 March 2018

Purchased 1,026 0 8 0 0 0 1,034

Donated 10 0 0 0 0 0 10

Government Granted 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Internally generated 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total at 31 March 2018 1,037 0 8 0 0 0 1,045

 Total

Software 

(purchased)

Software 

(internally 

generated)

Licences 

and 

trademarks Patents

Development 

expenditure-

internally 

generated

Carbon 

Reduction 

Commitments
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Additional disclosures re Intangible Assets

Computer Software & Licences are capitalised at their purchased price. 

Computer Software & Licences are not indexed as IT assets are not subject to indexation. 

The assets are amortised monthly over their expected life. 

The gross carrying amount of fully amortised intangible assets still in use as at 31 March 2019 was £964,805.
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13 . Impairments

                    2018-19                     2017-18

Property, plant Intangible Property, plant Intangible 

& equipment assets & equipment assets

£000 £000 £000 £000

Impairments arising from :

Loss or damage from normal operations 0 0 0 0

Abandonment in the course of construction 0 0 0 0

Over specification of assets (Gold Plating) 0 0 0 0

Loss as a result of a catastrophe 0 0 0 0

Unforeseen obsolescence 0 0 0 0

Changes in market price 0 0 0 0

Others (specify) 6,262 0 9,633 0

Reversal of impairments (1,283) 0 (7,441) 0

Total of all impairments 4,979 0 2,192 0

Analysis of impairments charged to reserves in year :

Charged to the Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure 4,979 0 1,139 0

Charged to Revaluation Reserve 0 0 1,053 0

4,979 0 2,192 0

The impairment charge for the above is made up of :-
Good housekeeping valuations undertaken on schemes completed and brought into use - £6,262K.
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14.1 Inventories

31 March 31 March

2019 2018

£000 £000

Drugs 3,776 3,531

Consumables 4,096 4,153

Energy 212 191

Work in progress 0 0

Other 0 0

Total 8,084 7,875

Of which held at realisable value 0 0

14.2 Inventories recognised in expenses 31 March 31 March

2019 2018

£000 £000

Inventories recognised as an expense in the period 0 0

Write-down of inventories (including losses) 0 0

Reversal of write-downs that reduced the expense 0 0

Total 0 0
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15. Trade and other Receivables

Current 31 March 31 March

2019 2018

£000 £000

Welsh Government 1,679 1,222

Welsh Health Specialised Services Committee (WHSSC) / Emergency Ambulance Services Committee (EASC) 95 450

Welsh Health Boards 1,403 1,183

Welsh NHS Trusts 910 404

Health Education and Improvement Wales (HEIW) 96 0

Non - Welsh Trusts 1 2

Other NHS 682 618

Welsh Risk Pool 21,892 27,639

Local Authorities 1,157 2,010

Capital debtors 0 0

Other debtors 5,499 5,299

Provision for irrecoverable debts (1,053) (872)

Pension Prepayments 0 0

Other prepayments 1,969 1,643

Other accrued income 0 0

Sub total 34,330 39,598

Non-current

Welsh Government 0 0

Welsh Health Specialised Services Committee (WHSSC) / Emergency Ambulance Services Committee (EASC) 0 0

Welsh Health Boards 0 0

Welsh NHS Trusts 0 0

Health Education and Improvement Wales (HEIW) 0 0

Non - Welsh Trusts 0 0

Other NHS 0 0

Welsh Risk Pool 43,183 14,697

Local Authorities 0 0

Capital debtors 0 0

Other debtors 0 0

Provision for irrecoverable debts 0 0

Pension Prepayments 0 0

Other prepayments 0 0

Other accrued income 0 0

Sub total 43,183 14,697

Total 77,513 54,295

Receivables past their due date but not impaired

By up to three months 279 339

By three to six months 71 71

By more than six months 30 68

380 478

Expected Credit Losses (ECL) / Provision for impairment of receivables

Balance at 31 March 2018 (872)

Adjustment for Implementation of IFRS 9 (82)

Balance at 1 April 2018 (954) (834)

Transfer to other NHS Wales body 0 0

Amount written off during the year 55 5

Amount recovered during the year 0 0

(Increase) / decrease  in receivables impaired (154) (43)

Bad debts recovered during year 0 0

Balance at 31 March (1,053) (872)

In determining whether a debt is impaired consideration is given to the age of the debt and the results of

actions taken to recover the debt, including reference to credit agencies.

Receivables VAT

Trade receivables 582 613

Other 0 0

Total 582 613
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16. Other Financial Assets

               Current               Non-current

31 March 31 March 31 March 31 March

2019 2018 2019 2018

£000 £000 £000 £000

Financial assets

Shares and equity type investments

Held to maturity investments at amortised costs 0 0 0 0

At fair value through SOCNE 0 0 0 0

Available for sale at FV 0 0 0 0

Deposits 0 0 0 0

Loans 0 0 0 0

Derivatives 0 0 0 0

Other (Specify)

Held to maturity investments at amortised costs 0 0 0 0

At fair value through SOCNE 0 305 0 0

Available for sale at FV 0 0 0 0

Total 0 305 0 0

17. Cash and cash equivalents

2018-19 2017-18

£000 £000

Balance at 1 April 1,528 1,212

Net change in cash and cash equivalent balances (68) 316

Balance at 31 March 1,460 1,528

Made up of:

Cash held at GBS 1,347 1,708

Commercial banks 88 (202)

Cash in hand 25 22

Current Investments 0 0

Cash and cash equivalents as in Statement of Financial Position 1,460 1,528

Bank overdraft - GBS 0 0

Bank overdraft - Commercial banks 0 0

Cash and cash equivalents as in Statement of Cash Flows 1,460 1,528

The movement relates to cash, no comparative information is required by IAS 7 in 2018-19.
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18. Trade and other payables

Current 31 March 31 March

2019 2018

£000 £000

Welsh Government 4 1

Welsh Health Specialised Services Committee (WHSSC) / Emergency Ambulance Services Committee (EASC) 1,148 133

Welsh Health Boards 1,113 1,318

Welsh NHS Trusts 1,345 790

Health Education and Improvement Wales (HEIW) 0 0

Other NHS 9,182 10,151

Taxation and social security payable / refunds 1,008 3,784

Refunds of taxation by HMRC 0 0

VAT payable to HMRC 0 0

Other taxes payable to HMRC 0 0

NI contributions payable to HMRC 1,317 4,550

Non-NHS creditors 6,157 4,283

Local Authorities 3,043 6,064

Capital Creditors 8,068 5,276

Overdraft 0 0

Rentals due under operating leases 0 0

Obligations under finance leases, HP contracts 0 0

Imputed finance lease element of on SoFP PFI contracts 0 0

Pensions: staff 0 0

Accruals 54,325 51,084

Deferred Income:

Deferred Income brought forward 399 385

Deferred Income Additions 418 385

Transfer to / from current/non current deferred income 0 0

Released to SoCNE (399) (371)

Other creditors 6,356 7,257

PFI assets –deferred credits 0 0

Payments on account 0 0

Total 93,484 95,090

Non-current

Welsh Government 0 0

Welsh Health Specialised Services Committee (WHSSC) / Emergency Ambulance Services Committee (EASC) 0 0

Welsh Health Boards 0 0

Welsh NHS Trusts 0 0

Health Education and Improvement Wales (HEIW) 0 0

Other NHS 0 0

Taxation and social security payable / refunds 0 0

Refunds of taxation by HMRC 0 0

VAT payable to HMRC 0 0

Other taxes payable to HMRC 0 0

NI contributions payable to HMRC 0 0

Non-NHS creditors 0 0

Local Authorities 0 0

Capital Creditors 0 0

Overdraft 0 0

Rentals due under operating leases 0 0

Obligations under finance leases, HP contracts 0 0

Imputed finance lease element of on SoFP PFI contracts 0 0

Pensions: staff 0 0

Accruals 0 0

Deferred Income :

Deferred Income brought forward 0 0

Deferred Income Additions 0 0

Transfer to / from current/non current deferred income 0 0

Released to SoCNE 0 0

Other creditors 0 0

PFI assets –deferred credits 0 0

Payments on account 0 0

Total 0 0

It is intended to pay all invoices within the 30 day period directed by the Welsh Government.

Amounts falling due more than one year are expected to be settled as follows: 31-Mar-19 31-Mar-18

£000 £000

Between one and two years 0 0

Between two and five years 0 0

In five years or more 0 0

Sub-total 0 0
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19. Other financial liabilities

               Current               Non-current

Financial liabilities 31 March 31 March 31 March 31 March

2019 2018 2019 2018

£000 £000 £000 £000

Financial Guarantees:

At amortised cost 0 0 0 0

At fair value through SoCNE 0 0 0 0

Derivatives at fair value through SoCNE 0 0 0 0

Other:

At amortised cost 0 0 0 0

At fair value through SoCNE 0 0 0 0

Total 0 0 0 0
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20.  Provisions 

Current £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000

Clinical negligence 22,286 0 0 2,185 11,453 (9,094) (9,225) 0 17,605

Personal injury 3,299 0 0 0 592 (530) (224) 9 3,146

All other losses and special payments 0 0 0 0 167 (167) 0 0 0

Defence legal fees and other administration 545 0 0 129 827 (345) (463) 693

Pensions relating to former directors 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Pensions relating to other staff 46 0 13 (22) 0 0 37

Restructuring 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other 1,588 0 0 2,391 (1,505) (414) 2,060

Total 27,764 0 0 2,314 15,443 (11,663) (10,326) 9 23,541

Non Current

Clinical negligence 14,614 0 0 (2,185) 32,186 (1,123) (444) 0 43,048

Personal injury 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

All other losses and special payments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Defence legal fees and other administration 357 0 0 (129) 376 (122) (33) 449

Pensions relating to former directors 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Pensions relating to other staff 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Restructuring 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 14,971 0 0 (2,314) 32,562 (1,245) (477) 0 43,497

TOTAL

Clinical negligence 36,900 0 0 0 43,639 (10,217) (9,669) 0 60,653

Personal injury 3,299 0 0 0 592 (530) (224) 9 3,146

All other losses and special payments 0 0 0 0 167 (167) 0 0 0

Defence legal fees and other administration 902 0 0 0 1,203 (467) (496) 1,142

Pensions relating to former directors 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Pensions relating to other staff 46 0 13 (22) 0 0 37

Restructuring 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other 1,588 0 0 2,391 (1,505) (414) 2,060

Total 42,735 0 0 0 48,005 (12,908) (10,803) 9 67,038

Expected timing of cash flows:

In year Between Thereafter Total

to 31 March 2020 1 April 2020

31 March 2024 £000

Clinical negligence 17,605 43,048 0 60,653

Personal injury 3,146 0 0 3,146

All other losses and special payments 0 0 0 0

Defence legal fees and other administration 693 449 0 1,142

Pensions relating to former directors 0 0 0 0

Pensions relating to other staff 37 0 0 37

Restructuring 0 0 0 0

Other 2,060 0 0 2,060

Total 23,541 43,497 0 67,038

Reversed unused
Unwinding of 

discount

At 31 March 

2019
At 1 April 2018

Structured 

settlement 

cases 

transferred to 

Risk Pool

Transfer of 

provisions to 

creditors 

Transfer 

between 

current and 

non-current

Arising during 

the year

Utilised during 

the year
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20.  Provisions (continued)

Current £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000

Clinical negligence 14,119 0 0 9,206 8,723 (5,802) (3,960) 0 22,286

Personal injury 4,131 0 0 0 356 (628) (563) 3 3,299

All other losses and special payments 0 0 0 0 340 (337) (3) 0 0

Defence legal fees and other administration 495 0 0 134 597 (268) (413) 545

Pensions relating to former directors 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Pensions relating to other staff 53 0 14 (21) 0 0 46

Restructuring 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other 217 0 0 2,289 (883) (35) 1,588

Total 19,015 0 0 9,340 12,319 (7,939) (4,974) 3 27,764

Non Current

Clinical negligence 23,525 0 0 (9,206) 1,011 (231) (485) 0 14,614

Personal injury 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

All other losses and special payments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Defence legal fees and other administration 432 0 0 (134) 84 (24) (1) 357

Pensions relating to former directors 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Pensions relating to other staff 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Restructuring 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 23,957 0 0 (9,340) 1,095 (255) (486) 0 14,971

TOTAL

Clinical negligence 37,644 0 0 0 9,734 (6,033) (4,445) 0 36,900

Personal injury 4,131 0 0 0 356 (628) (563) 3 3,299

All other losses and special payments 0 0 0 0 340 (337) (3) 0 0

Defence legal fees and other administration 927 0 0 0 681 (292) (414) 902

Pensions relating to former directors 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Pensions relating to other staff 53 0 14 (21) 0 0 46

Restructuring 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other 217 0 0 2,289 (883) (35) 1,588

Total 42,972 0 0 0 13,414 (8,194) (5,460) 3 42,735

Reversed 

unused

Unwinding of 

discount

At 31 March 

2018
At 1 April 2017

Structured 

settlement 

cases 

transferred to 

Risk Pool

Transfer of 

provisions to 

creditors 

Transfer 

between 

current and 

non-current

Arising during 

the year

Utilised during 

the year
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21. Contingencies

21.1 Contingent liabilities

2018-19 2017-18

Provisions have not been made in these accounts for the £'000 £'000

following amounts :

Legal claims for alleged medical or employer negligence 61,482 53,939

Doubtful debts 0 0

Equal Pay costs 0 0

Defence costs 1,691 1,655

Continuing Health Care costs 6,925 13,600

Other 0 0

Total value of disputed claims 70,098 69,194

Amounts (recovered) in the event of claims being successful (59,534) (51,750)

Net contingent liability 10,564 17,444
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21.2 Remote Contingent liabilities 2018-19 2017-18

£'000 £'000

Guarantees 0 0

Indemnities 536 266

Letters of Comfort 0 0

Total 536 266

21.3 Contingent assets

2018-19 2017-18

£'000 £'000

0 0

0 0

0 0

Total 0 0

22. Capital commitments

Contracted capital commitments at 31 March 2018-19 2017-18

£'000 £'000

Property, plant and equipment 28,124 16,100

Intangible assets 0 0

Total 28,124 16,100
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23.  Losses and special payments

Gross loss to the Exchequer

Number of cases and associated amounts paid out or written-off during the financial year

Number £ Number £ 

Clinical negligence 124 10,216,769 98 8,658,580

Personal injury 40 530,385 14 237,375

All other losses and special payments 295 167,037 295 167,037

Total 459 10,914,191 407 9,062,992

Analysis of cases which exceed £300,000 and all other cases

Amounts Approved to

paid out in Cumulative write-off

year amount in year

Cases exceeding £300,000 Case type £ £ £

07RR6MN0006 MN 1,394,905 1,578,905 0

09RYNMN0061 MN 35,000 665,000 0

12RYNMN0077 MN 1,300,000 1,615,021 0

13RYNMN0032 MN 650,000 980,000 0

13RYNMN0074 MN 0 819,000 819,000

14RYNMN0005 MN 680,000 695,000 695,000

14RYNMN0069 MN 2,280,000 2,810,000 2,810,000

14RYNMN0105 MN 0 850,000 850,000

15RYNMN0026 MN 0 362,698 362,698

15RYNMN0034 MN 323,345 573,345 0

16RYNMN0063 MN 100,000 310,000 0

18RYNMN0084 MN 422,000 423,920 0

19RYNMN0007 MN 370,950 370,950 0

Sub-total 7,556,200 12,053,839 5,536,698

All other cases 3,357,991 8,165,392 3,526,294

Total cases 10,914,191 20,219,231 9,062,992

Amounts paid out during Approved to write-off 

period to 31 March 2019 to 31 March 2019

Losses and special payments are charged to the Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure in accordance with IFRS but are 
recorded in the losses and special payments register when payment is made.  Therefore this note is prepared on a cash basis.
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24.  Finance leases 

24.1  Finance leases obligations (as lessee)

Amounts payable under finance leases:

Land 31 March 31 March

2019 2018

£000 £000

Minimum lease payments

Within one year 0 0

Between one and five years 0 0

After five years 0 0

Less finance charges allocated to future periods 0 0

Minimum lease payments 0 0

Included in:

     Current borrowings 0 0

     Non-current borrowings 0 0

0 0

Present value of minimum lease payments

Within one year 0 0

Between one and five years 0 0

After five years 0 0

Present value of minimum lease payments 0 0

Included in:

     Current borrowings 0 0

     Non-current borrowings 0 0

0 0
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24.1  Finance leases obligations (as lessee) continue

Amounts payable under finance leases:

Buildings 31 March 31 March

2019 2018

Minimum lease payments £000 £000

Within one year 0 0

Between one and five years 0 0

After five years 0 0

Less finance charges allocated to future periods 0 0

Minimum lease payments 0 0

Included in:

     Current borrowings 0 0

     Non-current borrowings 0 0

0 0

Present value of minimum lease payments

Within one year 0 0

Between one and five years 0 0

After five years 0 0

Present value of minimum lease payments 0 0

Included in:

     Current borrowings 0 0

     Non-current borrowings 0 0

0 0

Other 31 March 31 March

2019 2018

Minimum lease payments £000 £000

Within one year 0 0

Between one and five years 0 0

After five years 0 0

Less finance charges allocated to future periods 0 0

Minimum lease payments 0 0

Included in:

     Current borrowings 0 0

     Non-current borrowings 0 0

0 0

Present value of minimum lease payments

Within one year 0 0

Between one and five years 0 0

After five years 0 0

Present value of minimum lease payments 0 0

Included in:

     Current borrowings 0 0

     Non-current borrowings 0 0

0 0
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24.2  Finance leases obligations (as lessor) continued

The Local Health Board has no finance leases receivable as a lessor.

Amounts receivable under finance leases:

31 March 31 March

2019 2018

Gross Investment in leases £000 £000

Within one year 0 0

Between one and five years 0 0

After five years 0 0

Less finance charges allocated to future periods 0 0

Minimum lease payments 0 0

Included in:

     Current borrowings 0 0

     Non-current borrowings 0 0

0 0

Present value of minimum lease payments

Within one year 0 0

Between one and five years 0 0

After five years 0 0

Present value of minimum lease payments 0 0

Included in:

     Current borrowings 0 0

     Non-current borrowings 0 0

0 0
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25.   Private Finance Initiative contracts

25.1   PFI schemes off-Statement of Financial Position

The LHB has no PFI schemes which are deemed to be off-statement of financial position

Commitments under off-SoFP PFI contracts

Off-SoFP PFI 

contracts

Off-SoFP PFI 

contracts

31 March 2019 31 March 2018

£000 £000

Total payments due within one year 0 0

Total payments due between 1 and 5  years 0 0

Total payments due thereafter 0 0

Total future payments in relation to PFI contracts 0 0

Total estimated capital value of off-SoFP PFI contracts 0 0

25.2   PFI schemes on-Statement of Financial Position

Total obligations for on-Statement of Financial Position PFI contracts due:

On SoFP PFI On SoFP PFI On SoFP PFI

Capital element Imputed interest Service charges

31 March 2019 31 March 2019 31 March 2019

£000 £000 £000

Total payments due within one year 0 0 0

Total payments due between 1 and 5  years 0 0 0

Total payments due thereafter 0 0 0

Total future payments in relation to PFI contracts 0 0 0

On SoFP PFI On SoFP PFI On SoFP PFI

Capital element Imputed interest Service charges

31 March 2018 31 March 2018 31 March 2018

£000 £000 £000

Total payments due within one year 0 0 0

Total payments due between 1 and 5  years 0 0 0

Total payments due thereafter 0 0 0

Total future payments in relation to PFI contracts 0 0 0

Total present value of obligations for on-SoFP PFI contracts £0m
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25.3    Charges to expenditure 2018-19 2017-18

£000 £000

Service charges for On Statement of Financial Position PFI contracts (excl interest costs) 0 0

Total expense for Off Statement of Financial Position PFI contracts 0 0

The total charged in the year to expenditure in respect of  PFI contracts 0 0

The LHB is committed to the following annual charges

31 March 2019 31 March 2018

PFI scheme expiry date: £000 £000

Not later than one year 0 0

Later than one year, not later than five years 0 0

Later than five years 0 0

Total 0 0

The estimated annual payments in future years will vary from those which the LHB is committed to make during 

the next year by the impact of movement in the Retail Prices Index.

25.4 Number of PFI contracts

Number of 

on SoFP 

PFI 

contracts

Number 

of off 

SoFP  PFI 

contracts

Number of PFI contracts 0 0

Number of PFI contracts which individually have a total commitment  > £500m 0 0

PFI Contract

On / Off- 

statement 

of financial 

position

Number of PFI contracts which individually have a total commitment  > £500m 0

PFI Contract
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26. Financial risk management

Financial reporting standard IFRS 7 requires disclosure of the role that financial instruments have had during the period in creating or 
changing the risks a body faces in undertaking its activities. The LHB is not exposed to the degree of financial risk faced by business 
entities.  Also financial instruments play a much more limited role in creating or changing risk than would be typical of listed
companies, to which these standards mainly apply.  The LHB has limited powers to invest and financial assets and liabilities are
generated by day-to-day operational activities rather than being held to change the risks facing the LHB in undertaking its activities.

Currency risk

The LHB is principally a domestic organisation with the great majority of transactions, assets and liabilities being in the UK and Sterling 
based.  The LHB has no overseas operations.  The LHB therefore has low exposure to currency rate fluctuations. 

Interest rate risk

LHBs are not permitted to borrow.  The LHB therefore has low exposure to interest rate fluctuations

Credit risk

Because the majority of the LHB’s funding derives from funds voted by the Welsh Government the LHB has low exposure to credit risk.  

Liquidity risk

The LHB is required to operate within cash limits set by the Welsh Government for the financial year and draws down funds from the 
Welsh Government as the requirement arises.  The LHB is not, therefore, exposed to significant liquidity risks.
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27. Movements in working capital

2018-19 2017-18

£000 £000

(Increase)/decrease in inventories (209) 201

(Increase)/decrease in trade and other receivables - non-current (28,486) 8,888

(Increase)/decrease in trade and other receivables - current 5,573 (11,747)

Increase/(decrease) in trade and other payables - non-current 0 0

Increase/(decrease) in trade and other payables - current (1,606) 10,125

Total (24,728) 7,467

Adjustment for accrual movements in fixed assets - creditors (2,792) (872)

Adjustment for accrual movements in fixed assets - debtors 0 0

Other adjustments (82) 0

(27,602) 6,595

28. Other cash flow adjustments

2018-19 2017-18

£000 £000

Depreciation 15,255 15,347

Amortisation 369 352

(Gains)/Loss on Disposal (13) (11)

Impairments and reversals 4,979 1,139

Release of PFI deferred credits 0 0

Donated assets received credited to revenue but non-cash (952) (623)

Government Grant assets received credited to revenue but non-cash 0 (11)

Non-cash movements in provisions 37,210 7,957

Total 56,848 24,150
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29.  Third Party assets

Hywel Dda University Health Board held £1,400,694 cash at bank and in hand at 31 March 2019 (31 March 2018, 
£1,178,113) which relates to monies held by the Health Board on behalf of patients.  Cash held in Patient's Investment 
Accounts amounted to £666,248 at 31 March 2019 (31 March 2018, £664,921).  This has been excluded from the Cash 
and Cash equivalents figure reported in the Accounts.  
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30. Events after the Reporting Period

The LHB has not experienced any events having a material effect on the accounts, between the date of the statement of 
financial position and the date on which these accounts were approved by its Board.
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31. Related Party Transactions

A number of the LHB's Board members have interests in related parties as follows:

Name Details Interests

Anna Lewis Independent Member Board Trustee Spice Innovations Ltd

Visiting Senior Lecturer Swansea University

Julie James Independent Member Health Assessor Welsh Government Health and Wellbeing at Work Corporate Standard 

Trustee National Botanic Garden of Wales

Member of Court Swansea University

Non-Executive Director Welsh Government Dept for Education and Local Government & Communities 

External Voting Member Carmarthenshire County Council Audit Committee 

Member Carmarthenshire County Council’s Standards Committee

Michael Hearty Associate Member Finance Advisor Betsi Cadwaladr Health Board

Non-Executive Director HMRC

Non-Executive Director Blackpool Teaching Hospital Foundation Trust

Non-Executive Director Public Health England

Philip Kloer Medical Director Honorary Professor Swansea University

Simon Hancock Independent Member Treasurer Age Concern

Member Mencap 

Vice Chair Pembrokeshire County Council

Member of Court Swansea University

Steve Moore Chief Executive Honorary Professor University of Wales Trinity St David

Huw Thomas Finance Director Chair HFMA Wales Branch Healthcare Financial Management Association (HFMA)

Total value of transactions are with entities at which Board members and key senior staff have influential interests in 2018-19

Payments to 

Receipts 

from Amounts owed Amounts due

related party related party to related party

from related 

party

£000 £ £ £

Age Concern Pembrokeshire 85 0 0 0

Blackpool Teaching Hospitals Foundation Trust 16 0 0 0

Carmarthenshire County Council 12,961 1,983 1,017 765

HFMA 27 0 0 0

HMRC 2,325 0 37,507 0

Mencap 95 0 0 0

National Botanic Gardens of Wales 8 0 0 0

Pembrokeshire County Council 5,050 2,812 1,482 223

Public Health England 15 0 0 0

Spice Innovations Ltd 54 0 0 0

Swansea University 571 2 1,378 66

University of Wales Trinity St David 20 0 2 0

The Welsh Government is regarded as a related party.  During the accounting period the Hywel Dda University Health Board has had a significant 

number of material transactions with the Welsh Government and with other entities for which the Welsh Government is regarded as the parent body:

Debtor @      

31 -Mar 19

Creditor @   

31-Mar-19

Income @   

31-Mar-19

Expenditure @ 

31-Mar-19

£'000s £'000s £'000s £'000s

Welsh Government 1,679 4 880,945 5

Abertawe Bro Morgannwg University Health Board 406 433 4,150 35,335

Aneurin Bevan University Health Board 23 74 762 808

Betsi Cadwaladr University Health Board 237 27 4,522 410

Cardiff & Vale University Health Board 187 165 553 6,359

Cwm Taf University Health Board 87 76 445 529

Powys Local Health Board 463 339 8,299 580

Public Health Wales NHS Trust 60 225 2,067 2,078

Velindre University NHS Trust 5,061 1,107 2,157 12,051

Welsh Ambulance Services Trust 40 12 178 3,093

Welsh Health Specialised Services Committee 95 1,148 2,152 85,495

Health Education and Improvement Wales (HEIW) 96 0 3,187 0

Total £'000s 8,434 3,611 909,417 146,743
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32.  Pooled budgets

Hywel Dda University Health Board has entered into a pooled budget with Ceredigion County Council on the 1st April 2009. Under the 
arrangement funds are pooled under section 33 of the NHS (Wales) Act 2006 for the provision of an integrated community joint 
equipment store. The pool is hosted by Ceredigion County Council and a memorandum note to the final accounts will provide details of 
the joint income and expenditure. The financial operation of the pool is governed by a pooled budget agreement between Ceredigion 
County Council and the Health Board. Payments for services provided by Ceredigion County Council in the sum of £306,000 are 
accounted for as expenditure in the accounts of the Health Board. Hywel Dda University Health Board accounts for its share of the 
assets, liabilities, income and expenditure arising from the activities of the pooled budget, identified in accordance with the pooled 
budget agreement.

Hywel Dda University Health Board has entered into a pooled budget with Carmarthenshire County Council on the 1st October 2009. 
Under the arrangement funds are pooled under section 33 of the NHS (Wales) Act 2006 for the provision of an integrated community
joint equipment store. The pool is hosted by Carmarthenshire County Council and a memorandum note to the final accounts will provide 
details of the joint income and expenditure. The financial operation of the pool is governed by a pooled budget agreement between 
Carmarthenshire County Council and the Health Board. Payments for services provided by Carmarthenshire County Council in the sum
of £381,960 are accounted for as expenditure in the accounts of the Health Board. Hywel Dda University Health Board accounts for its 
share of the assets, liabilities, income and expenditure arising from the activities of the pooled budget, identified in accordance with the 
pooled budget agreement.

Hywel Dda University Health Board has entered into an agreement with Carmarthenshire County Council on the 31st March 2011  
under section 33 of the NHS (Wales) Act 2006 for the provision of Carmarthenshire Community Health and Social Care services. The 
section 33 agreement itself will initially only provide the framework for taking forward future schedules and therefore references all 
community based health, social care (adults & children) and related housing and public protection services so that if any future
developments are considered a separate agreement will not have to be prepared. There are currently no pooled budgets related to this 
agreement.

Hywel Dda University Health Board has entered into an agreement with Pembrokeshire County Council on the 31st March 2011 under 
section 33 of the NHS (Wales) Act 2006 for the provision of an integrated community joint equipment store and from 1st October 2012 
the agreement has operated as a pooled fund. The pool is hosted by Pembrokeshire County Council and a memorandum note to the 
final accounts will provide details of the joint income and expenditure. The financial operation of the pool is governed by apooled 
budget agreement between Pembrokeshire County Council and the Health Board. Hywel Dda University Health Board accounts for its 
share of the assets, liabilities, income and expenditure arising from the activities of the pooled budget, identified in accordance with the 
pooled budget agreement and the sum of £ £310,781 has been accounted for as expenditure in the accounts of the Health Board.
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33.  Operating segments

IFRS 8 requires bodies to report information about each of its operating segments.

The Hywel Dda University Health Board has identified the organisations full Board 
as the Chief Operating Decision Maker (CODM) under IFRS 8. Only the full Board 
can allocate resources to the various services. The organisation is constituted as 
an integrated Local Health Board with seamless service delivery. 

The management and reporting for the operations of Hywel Dda University Health
Board to the CODM is through Acute Care and Counties. Whilst these may be 
seen as segments they each provide the same spectrum of integrated services 
and therefore the Local Health Board has aggregated them into one healthcare 
segment as provided for under IFRS 8. The Local Health Board has no non 
healthcare activities.
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34.  Other Information

IFRS15

Work was undertaken by the TAG IFRS sub group, consistent with the ‘portfolio’ approach allowed by the 

standard.   Each income line in the notes from a previous year’s annual accounts (either 2016/17 or 

2017/18) was considered to determine how it would be affected by the implementation of IFRS 15.  It was 

determined  that the following types of consideration received from customers for goods and services 

(hereon referred to as income) fell outside the scope of the standard, as the body providing the income 

does not contract with the body to receive any direct goods or services in return for the income flow.

 Charitable Income and other contributions to Expenditure.

 Receipt of Donated Assets.

 WG Funding without direct performance obligation (e.g. SIFT/SIFT®/Junior Doctors & PDGME 

Funding).

Income that fell wholly or partially within the scope of the standard included:

 Welsh LHB & WHSCC LTA Income;

 Non Welsh Commissioner Income;

 NHS Trust Income;

 Foundation Trust Income;

 Other WG Income;

 Local Authority Income;

 ICR Income ;

 Training & Education income ;

 Accommodation & Catering income

It was identified that the only material income flows likely to require adjustment for compliance with 

IFRS15 was that for patient care provided under Long Term Agreements (LTA’s).  The adjustment being, 

for episodes of patient care which had started but not concluded (FCE’s), as at period end, e.g. 31 

March.

When calculating the income generated from these episodes, it was determined that it was appropriate to 

use length of stay as the best proxy for the attributable Work In Progress (WIP) value. In theory, as soon 

as an episode is opened, income is due.   Under the terms and conditions of the contract this will only 

ever be realised on episode closure so the average length of stay would be the accepted normal proxy 

for the work in progress value. 

For Hywel Dda University Health Board, the summary assessment of the impact of IFRS 15 is below -

Annual Accounts year looked at: 2016/17

Total Income per Accounts in the year 2016/17 : £52.934m
Total Income looked at as part of the exercise: £29.595m
Total Income looked at considered to be outside the scope of IFRS 15: £ 3.873m
Total Income looked at that is inside the scope of IFRS 15 £25.722m
Total Income looked at that is inside the scope of IFRS 15 and potentially £15.014m
requires adjustment for incomplete service provision episodes

Total estimated adjustment required under IFRS 15 £ 0.059m
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34.  Other Information (continued)

IFRS 9

For consistency across Wales, the practical expedient provision matrix was used to estimate expected 

credit losses (ECLs) based on the ‘age’ of receivables as follows:

 Receivables were segregated into appropriate groups

 Each group, was analysed:

a) age-bands

1-30 days (including current)

31-60 days

61-90 days

91-180 days

181- 365 days

> 1 year

b) at historical back-testing dates (data points)

 For each age-band, at each back-testing date the following were determined:

a) the gross receivables

b) the amounts ultimately collected/written-off. If material, adjustments should be made 

to exclude the effect of non-collections for reasons other than credit loss (e.g. credit 

notes issued for returns, short-deliveries or as a commercial price concession)

The average historical loss rate by age-band was calculated, and adjusted where necessary e.g. to take 
account of changes in:
a) economic conditions
b) types of customer
c) credit management practices

Consideration was given as to whether ECLs should be estimated individually for any period -end 
receivables, e.g. because information was available specific debtors.

Loss rate estimates were applied to each age-band for the other receivables.

The percentages calculated have been applied to those invoices outstanding as at 31st March 2018 
(which don’t already have a specific provision against them) to recalculate the value of the HB/Trust non -
specific provision under IFRS9.

BREXIT UPDATE

On 29 March 2017, the UK Government submitted its notification to leave the EU in accordance with 
Article 50.  The triggering of Article 50 started a two-year negotiation process between the UK and the 
EU.  On 11 April 2019, the government confirmed agreement with the EU on an extension until 31 
October 2019 at the latest, with the option to leave earlier as soon as a deal has been ratified.

In 2018-19 the NHS Estate has been valued using indices provided by the District Valuer and disclosed 
in the Manual For Accounts.
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THE NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE IN WALES ACCOUNTS DIRECTION GIVEN BY WELSH 
MINISTERS IN ACCORDANCE WITH SCHEDULE 9 SECTION 178 PARA 3(1) OF THE 
NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE (WALES) ACT 2006 (C.42) AND WITH THE APPROVAL OF 
TREASURY 

LOCAL HEALTH BOARDS

1. Welsh Ministers direct that an account shall be prepared for the financial year ended 31 March 
2011 and subsequent financial years in respect of the Local Health Boards (LHB)1, in the form 
specified in paragraphs [2] to [7] below. 

BASIS OF PREPARATION 

2. The account of the LHB shall comply with: 

(a) the accounting guidance of the Government Financial Reporting Manual (FReM), which is in 
force for the financial year in which the accounts are being prepared, and has been applied by the 
Welsh  Government and detailed in the NHS Wales LHB Manual for Accounts;

(b) any other specific guidance or disclosures required by the Welsh Government.

FORM AND CONTENT 

3. The account of the LHB for the year ended 31 March 2011 and subsequent years shall comprise a 
statement of comprehensive net expenditure, a statement of financial position, a statement of cash 
flows and a statement of changes in taxpayers’ equity as long as these statements are required by 
the FReM and applied by the Welsh Assembly Government, including such notes as are necessary 
to ensure a proper understanding of the accounts.

4. For the financial year ended 31 March 2011 and subsequent years, the account of the LHB shall 
give a true and fair view of the state of affairs as at the end of the financial year and the operating 
costs, changes in taxpayers’ equity and cash flows during the year.

5.  The account shall be signed and dated by the Chief Executive of the LHB.

MISCELLANEOUS

6.  The direction shall be reproduced as an appendix to the published accounts.

7.  The notes to the accounts shall, inter alia, include details of the accounting policies adopted.

Signed by the authority of Welsh Ministers 

Signed :    Chris Hurst                                                  Dated : 

1.  Please see regulation 3 of the 2009 No.1559 (W.154); NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE, WALES; 
The Local Health Boards (Transfer of Staff, Property, Rights and Liabilities) (Wales) Order 2009
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The Certificate and independent auditor’s report of the Auditor General for Wales to 
the National Assembly for Wales 

Report on the audit of the financial statements 

Opinion 

I certify that I have audited the financial statements of Hywel Dda University Health Board for the year 

ended 31st March 2019 under Section 61 of the Public Audit (Wales) Act 2004. These comprise the 

Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure, the Statement of Financial Position, the Cash Flow 

Statement and Statement of Changes in Tax Payers Equity and related notes, including a summary of 

significant accounting policies. The financial reporting framework that has been applied in their 

preparation is applicable law and HM Treasury’s Financial Reporting Manual based on International 

Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs).  

In my opinion the financial statements: 

• give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of Hywel Dda University Health Board as at 31st 

March 2019 and of its net operating costs for the year then ended; and 

• have been properly prepared in accordance with the National Health Service (Wales) Act 2006 

and directions made there under by Welsh Ministers. 

Basis for opinion 

I conducted my audit in accordance with applicable law and International Standards on Auditing in the 

UK (ISAs (UK)). My responsibilities under those standards are further described in the auditor’s 

responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements section of my report. I am independent of the 

board in accordance with the ethical requirements that are relevant to my audit of the financial 

statements in the UK including the Financial Reporting Council’s Ethical Standard, and I have fulfilled 

my other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. I believe that the audit 

evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my opinion. 

Conclusions relating to going concern 

I have nothing to report in respect of the following matters in relation to which the ISAs (UK) require 

me to report to you where: 

• the use of the going concern basis of accounting in the preparation of the financial statements is 

not appropriate; or 

• the Chief Executive has not disclosed in the financial statements any identified material 

uncertainties that may cast significant doubt about the board’s ability to continue to adopt the 

going concern basis of accounting for a period of at least twelve months from the date when the 

financial statements are authorised for issue. 

Other information 

The Chief Executive is responsible for the other information in the annual report and accounts. The 

other information comprises the information included in the annual report other than the financial 

statements and my auditor’s report thereon. My opinion on the financial statements does not cover 

the other information and, except to the extent otherwise explicitly stated in my report, I do not 

express any form of assurance conclusion thereon. 

In connection with my audit of the financial statements, my responsibility is to read the other 

information to identify material inconsistencies with the audited financial statements and to identify 

any information that is apparently materially incorrect based on, or materially inconsistent with, the 

knowledge acquired by me in the course of performing the audit. If I become aware of any apparent 

material misstatements or inconsistencies I consider the implications for my report. 

Qualified opinion on regularity 

In my opinion, except for the irregular expenditure of £154.481 million explained in the paragraph 

below, in all material respects, the expenditure and income have been applied to the purposes 

intended by the National Assembly for Wales and the financial transactions conform to the authorities 

which govern them. 



Basis for qualified opinion on regularity 

The Health Board has breached its resource limit by spending £154.481 million over the £2,356.093 

million that it was authorised to spend in the three-year period 2016-17 to 2018-19. This spend 

constitutes irregular expenditure. Further detail is set out in the attached Report 

Report on other requirements 

Opinion on other matters 

In my opinion, the part of the remuneration report to be audited has been properly prepared in 

accordance with the National Health Service (Wales) Act 2006 and directions made there under by 

Welsh Ministers.  

In my opinion, based on the work undertaken in the course of my audit: 

• the information given in the Governance Statement for the financial year for which the financial 

statements are prepared is consistent with the financial statements and the Governance 

Statement has been prepared in accordance with Welsh Ministers’ guidance; 

• the information given in the Performance Report specify the other information provided with the 

financial statements for the financial year for which the financial statements are prepared is 

consistent with the financial statements and the Performance Report the other information 

provided with the financial statements has been prepared in accordance with Welsh Ministers’ 

guidance. 

Matters on which I report by exception 

In the light of the knowledge and understanding of the board and its environment obtained in the 

course of the audit, I have not identified material misstatements in the Performance Report. 

I have nothing to report in respect of the following matters, which I report to you, if, in my opinion: 

• proper accounting records have not been kept; 

• the financial statements are not in agreement with the accounting records and returns;   

• information specified by HM Treasury or Welsh Ministers regarding remuneration and other 

transactions is not disclosed; or 

• I have not received all the information and explanations I require for my audit. 

 

Responsibilities 

Responsibilities of Directors and the Chief Executive for the financial statements 

As explained more fully in the Statements of Directors’ and Chief Executive’s Responsibilities set out 

on pages 115 and 116 of the Accountability Report, the Directors and the Chief Executive are 

responsible for the preparation of financial statements which give a true and fair view and for such 

internal control as the Directors and Chief Executive determine is necessary to enable the preparation 

of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 

In preparing the financial statements, the Directors and Chief Executive are responsible for assessing 

the board’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing as applicable, matters related to going 

concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless deemed inappropriate.  

Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements 

My objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole 

are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report 

that includes my opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance but is not a guarantee 

that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs (UK) will always detect a material misstatement 

when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually 

or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users 

taken on the basis of these financial statements. 



A further description of the auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements is located 

on the Financial Reporting Council's website www.frc.org.uk/auditorsresponsibilities. This description 

forms part of my auditor’s report. 

Responsibilities for regularity 

The Chief Executive is responsible for ensuring the regularity of financial transactions. 

I am required to obtain sufficient evidence to give reasonable assurance that the expenditure and 

income have been applied to the purposes intended by the National Assembly for Wales and the 

financial transactions conform to the authorities which govern them.   

 

 

 

Adrian Crompton     24 Cathedral Road  

Auditor General for Wales    Cardiff  

11 June 2019      CF11 9LJ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Report of the Auditor General to the National Assembly for Wales  

Introduction 

Local Health Boards (LHBs) are required to meet two statutory financial duties – known as the first 

and second financial duties. 

For 2018-19, Hywel Dda University Local Health Board (the LHB) failed to meet both the first and the 

second financial duty and so I have decided to issue a narrative report to explain the position. 

 

Failure of the first financial duty 

The first financial duty gives additional flexibility to LHBs by allowing them to balance their income 

with their expenditure over a three-year rolling period. The second three-year period under this duty is 

2016-17 to 2018-19, and so it is measured this year for the third time. 

As shown in Note 2.1 to the Financial Statements, the LHB did not manage its revenue expenditure 

within its resource allocation over this three-year period, exceeding its cumulative revenue resource 

limit of £2,356.093 million by £154.481 million. The LHB did not therefore meet its first financial duty. 

Where an LHB does not balance its books over a rolling three-year period, any expenditure over the 

resource allocation (ie spending limit) for those three years exceeds the LHB’s authority to spend and 

is therefore ‘irregular’. In such circumstances, I am required to qualify my ‘regularity opinion’ 

irrespective of the value of the excess spend. 

 

Failure of the second financial duty 

The second financial duty requires LHBs to prepare and have approved by the Welsh Ministers a 

rolling three-year integrated medium term plan. This duty is an essential foundation to the delivery of 

sustainable quality health services. An LHB will be deemed to have met this duty for 2018-19 if it 

submitted a 2018-19 to 2020-21 plan approved by its Board to the Welsh Ministers who then 

approved it by 30 June 2018. 

As shown in Note 2.3 to the Financial Statements, the LHB did not meet its second financial duty to 

have an approved three-year integrated medium term plan (IMTP) in place for the period 2018-19 to 

2020-21. 

Following discussion between Hywel Dda University Health Board and Welsh Government, the Health 

Board acknowledged that it was not in a position to submit an IMTP for the period 2018-19 to 2020-21 

given the status of the Transforming Clinical Services and Turnaround Programmes. In the absence 

of an IMTP, the Health Board developed an Annual Plan that was submitted to Welsh Government by 

the Board on 29th March 2018. 

 

 

 

Adrian Crompton     24 Cathedral Road  

Auditor General for Wales    Cardiff  

11 June 2019      CF11 9LJ 
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